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INTRODUCTION 

CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES TO DESIGN  
AND EVALUATION OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Information system (IS) is an integrated set of components for collecting, storing, 
and processing data and for delivering information, knowledge, and digital products1. 
Recent advances to design and evaluation of information systems include diverse 
technical and non-technical approaches. This book would like to present these 
progresses in: 

 Artificial Information in Modern Information Systems 
 Computer-Human Interaction 
 Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining 
 Big Data Systems and Applications 
 Virtual and Cloud Computing 
 High Performance Computing 
 Web Performance Evaluation 
 Multiagent Technologies and Systems 
 
This book consists of chapters presenting a selected research on current challenges 

in design and evaluation of modern information systems. It will help the readers to 
think about their own problems and come up with solutions presented in this book. 

Chapter 1 presents few methods of selecting shares based on risk parameter as 
standard deviation, Value at Risk and MST. They were used to conduct a case study 
based on Polish WIG-BANK index.   

Chapter 2 presents the results on Web performance experiment made using 
PlatetLab network infrastructure. PlanetLab is an open platform for developing, 
deploying and accessing planetary-scale services. Experiment was set up to run ten 
measuring agents once per hour to download files from twelve mirror servers of Linux 

                                                 
1 “information system”. Encyclopædia Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica Online. Encyclopædia 

Britannica Inc., 2014. Web. 04 Sept. 2014. <http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/287895/information-
system>. 
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Gentoo operating system. Three regions were studied: America, Europe and Israel, 
and Asia and Australia. 

Chapter 3 discusses methodologies for grouping of autonomous systems on the 
Internet. Studies which were conducted classified nearly 38 thousand active 
autonomous systems. 

Chapter 4 presents a comparison of computing power of GPUs (Graphics 
Processing Units) and CPUs (Central Processing Units) for chosen matrix operations 
to solve the Lyapunov equations. Parallel computing for solving the Lyapunov 
equation for large scale matrices is recommended due to the computational cost O(n3). 
The comparison is performed for the same algorithms implemented for both GPU and 
CPU environment. 

Chapter 5 proposes a regular expression matching application, which can be 
configured to reflect a certain computation to data intensity ratio. The authors support 
its usefulness by showing execution times of their OpenCL implementation on 
selected CPU and GPU devices. 

Chapter 6 discusses virtual environments consisting of large amounts of virtual 
machines requiring administrative monitoring on daily basis. The authors proposes  
a solution addressing this issue by providing network-less way to monitor virtual 
machines operating system with agent running inside. 

Chapter 7 presents an approach to robotic middleware as a tool to facilitate the 
programming and testing of complex tasks for autonomous mobile robot with a very 
limited hardware resources. 

Chapter 8 describes different approaches to code generation. The authors propose 
an approach to reuse a code originated from the previous project in a next 
development stage. The criteria were evaluated in experiments on UML models 
transformed into C# programs, 

Chapter 9 shows examples of human behavior impact on data protection. The 
author determines a set of different sources of human negative impact related to such 
security areas as: general models, risk analysis, authentication with special emphasis 
on some innovative methods and tools. 

Chapter 10 discusses the role of color and a graphical layout in interactive digital 
signage software. 

Chapter 11 addresses automatic recommendation system and proposes a hybrid 
filtering method in, formed as a combination of collaborative filtering and content 
based filtering. 

Chapter 12 deals with the problem of summary generation and presents a two-
stage approach to knowledge integration and focuses on a translation of an output of 
the integration process into linguistic form. 

Chapter 13 presents text document categorization method based on word frequent 
sequence mining. The proposed document classification method is evaluated by 
experiments carried out for the Reuters document collection. 
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Chapter 14 describes issues related to the themes of ontology, which will allow to 
understand the causes of problem of inconsistency of knowledge. 

Chapter 15 presents an overview of data integration problem by providing  
a general definition to this problem, and classifying its different approaches that are 
proposed by the IT community. 

Chapter 16 discusses and evaluates various software multi-disk storage 
configuration in GNU/Linux operating system to support more effective management 
of system resources. 

 
I would like to sincerely thank the contributors of each chapter. The book would 

not be possible to be edited without their great contributions. Hopefully these research 
works and related reviews give readers a comprehensive representation of recent 
developments in design and evaluation of information systems. 

I would like to express many thanks to revisers who helped to evaluate the 
submissions. 

 
 
Wroclaw, September 2014 

Leszek Borzemski 
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Anna KAMIŃSKA* 
Anna KIŁYK* 
Agnieszka PARKITNA* 

STATISTICAL RISK ASSESSMENT OF WIG-BANK INDEX 
DURING YEARS 2008–2012  

The purpose of this article is to indicate accurate  method for selecting beneficial shares on stock 
market that promise the smallest loss, and achieve satisfaction on profits. Financial risk assessment is 
a high priority topic for investors. In article are shown the most popular methods and their advantages 
and disadvantages. This work  attempts to use standard risk measures (standard deviation and VaR) 
and MST for the analysis of quoted securities. Case study is based on Polish WIG-BANK index. 

1. FINANCIAL RISK ASSESSEMENT 

1.1. CRITERIA AND IMPORTANCE OF RISK ASSESSEMENT METHODS  

Number of factors can determine selection of the appropriate risk management 
method.  Ostrowska in her own research  indicates as primary factor the availability of 
information and its variation over time. When we consider the investment risk we 
must be aware about existing of  investment conditions and the time horizon of the 
investment.  
It is required, that the team, which is carrying out a risk assessment posses knowledge 
about methods and is skilled in their application, as well as have knowledge and expe-
rience- especially when estimating the scale and probability of events that have an 
impact on the risk (with the workload and cost of data efficiency). It became necessary  
to be awarded that there are tendencies of investors to make decisions in different 

 __________  
* Institute of Organization and Mangement, Wrocław University of Technology, Wybrzeże 

Wyspiańskiego 27, 50-370 Wrocław. 
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conditions and economic conditions that affects the assessment of risk. Entire process 
needs to be supported by computer programs [8].  

Proper selection of  risk assessment method doesn’t guarantee its effectiveness, but 
it allows do make freer choice of investment with high income and low  risk. Market 
as wide concept is like a living organism. It is variable and sensitive to the environ-
ment, and therefore the risk is a phenomenon which includes uncertainty factor, and 
only estimation of the chance of failure can make possible to prevent it [2]. 

1.2. PROPERTIES OF MEASURES OF FINANCIAL RISK ASSESSMENT 

Term of “risk ratio” can be used whenever it provides necessary axioms. For com-
panies consequences of business activity are mainly financial dimension. Therefore 
we assume, that X can represent:  

– change of market or balance value, market position in absolute terms or relative,  
– the result obtained on invested capital (profit or loss),  
– cumulative losses for a portfolio of different types of risk.  
The following axioms includes the assumption that the random variable is ex-

pressed in absolute value.  
When we mark “V” as a set of random variables, which is taking real values de-

fined on the probability space (Ω, F, P). In this case, risk measurement is  determinate 
by relation between V and a non-negative real number:  : →  (1) 

This assumption allows for easy submission and comparison of investment in terms 
of risk. It cannot be any function, because there have to be fulfilled additional condi-
tions for ensure, that any will appear. These conditions are as follows:  

1. Relevance – for each: ∈ , 0 (2) 

Risk is the measure of the level of deviation, therefore, is a requirement  of un-
negativity natural (when 0 is the risk of a variable constant).  

2. Subadditivity – for each  ,  (3) 

The sum of individual risks do not exceed the total level of risk (to merge the vari-
ous types of risks not create additional risk)  

3. Positive homogeneity – for every 0, and each  ,  (4) 

This is partly a consequence of Subadditivity.   
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4. Invariance – for each 	ϵ	  and for each 	ϵ	 , there  

 (5) 

This is partially consequence, that index  will not change if we add a constant α to 
a random variable.  

5. Monotonicity – for each 	 	 	 ∈ 	V, if only :  

 (6) 

This means that when a change in the portfolio decreases systematically ,  
than the losses of the portfolio is the risk that first needs to be smaller.  

6. Invariance because of the translation for each ϵ , and for each 	ϵ	  occurs  1  (7) 

where γ is the risk-free rate of interest. If we add a deterministic profit for the ran-
dom variable , then the risk will be reduced by .  

7. Responsiveness – 0 if 0 and 0 - ensures that the risk meas-
ure identifies a random portfolio as risky.  

If risk measure complies axioms  2, 3, 5 and 6 is called a coherent risk ratio. An 
additional feature is the protrusion (resulting from axioms 2 and 3). A measure of 
convex stochastic dominance of II row, that means that diversification reduces risk, 
which determinate its significance for the optimization of the investment portfolio.  

Numerical development of risk optimization  problem requires that local minima 
correspond to the global, and the property are convex functions. Each function sub- 
additive  and positively homogeneous is convex, which means that each risk measure 
is convex risk measure (but not vice versa). Coherent Measures can be used by super-
visors in the context of the minimum capital needed to cover losses from risk.  

Presented approach can be extended to generalized coherent risk measure where 
specified risk measure : → , the set H is as follows:  ≡ : 0  (8) 

It is the indication of the next axiom:  
8. The shortest distance for each 	 	  are ∗	 	 , so that it is a point of the 

shortest distance  and the set  of 0  we have  

 (9) 

where u is a unit vector, such that  ∗‖ ∗ ‖ 
(10) 
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Generalized measure of risk satisfies axioms 2, 3, 5, 7, and 8 key difference here is 
in the axiom 8, where assets are added to the portfolio  not have to be the capital, 
but a possible risky investment.  

Axiom, which should still indicate that:  
9. limiting the expected value 	 	 	 	 	for each non-permanent  and 	 	 	 	  for each fixed .  

The measure, which satisfies the conditions (2, 3, 6 and 9) is called the expected 
limited value. When the conditions are fulfilled or axiom 5 is called a measure of the 
measure of limited coherent expected value.  

Mentioned axioms are not the only, but the most popular. Nevertheless, the fulfill-
ment of all of them is very difficult, especially subaddictiveness [1], [5], [11]. 

2. METHODS OF RISK ASSESSMENT 

The phenomenon  of risk can be measured in many ways. To select appropriate 
measurement method it is necessary to systematize the knowledge of the available 
methods of measurement and assessment of risk. The following table shows the most 
common classifications of risk measurement methods. 

Table  1. Risk assessment methods 

Autor Clasification  

E. Ostrowska, 2002;  

D. Skorupka, 2012 

 1) Correcting the efficiency of the investment project:  
Adjustment of the discount rate,  Equivalent assurance  
2) Calculation of sensitivity:  
Break-even investment,  Return on capital,  
3) Probabilistic statistics:  
A formula with variables independent or dependent, Decision tree  
4) Simulation:  
The parameters of the simulation, A series of simulations,  
5) Operational Research. Strategy games:  
Formula maksymin,Minimax formula. 

K. Marcinek and 

others, 2010 

1) Indirect methods:  
Sensitivity analysis, Scenario analysis,  Statistical analysis (probabilistic 
methods) ,  
Standard deviation and coefficient of variation,  Simulation analysis as a 
method for estimating the expected value and standard deviation,  
2) Direct methods:  
Limit the period of repayment,  Equivalent assurance  and  Discount rate of 
risk  
3) The methods of operations research:  
Methods Network (critical path), The analytical hierarchy process (AHP),   
Method ELECTRE,  Linear and  Dynamic programming. 
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K. Kuziak, 2011 The breakdown by type of risk in the company:  
1) measures of market risk:  
Quantile distribution of the risk factor,  Valuation model (the classic models of 
financial econometrics- ARIMA and GARCH models of stochastic differential 
equations)  
2) Operational risk and operational tasks: 
Top-down and  Bottom-up approach,  
3) Credit risk:  
The probability of default,   Loss in case of default,   The value of the contract 
threatened breach of conditions,   CreditVaR,   Correlation and concentration 
of the portfolio,   Raiting credit (such as Credit Risk Plus model). 

Source: Own research based on [5], [6], [8], [9]. 

 
Methods pointed  out in table, regardless of the classification have advantages and 

disadvantages. 
The most commonly  encountered method is a sensitivity analysis. It allows to de-

fine these variables, on which the Net Present Value (NPV) is the most sensitive. It 
helps to identify the factors that contribute to the collapse of the project. However, it 
requires that each key variable suppose to be isolated, and it does not allow for the 
accumulation of the effects it produces two or more factors simultaneously. Standard 
deviation, the likelihood and rate of change for high reliability design, give the results 
of the likelihood of obtaining a certain level of income during the period. It may hap-
pen, however, that these results are not entirely true. Simulation methods allow man-
agers to check the different combinations of events, and to investigate the relation 
between factors affecting cash flow, which gives a better understanding of the whole 
project. Equivalent of certainty is almost foolproof way, because it gives the most 
probable value of the cash flows. Sometimes, however it’s hard to determine the level 
of reliability of the method, because it can understate the value of NPV. Method of 
risk-adjusted discount rate is based on correcting ingested discount rate for the cal-
culation of faithfully reflect the risk of the project. However, there is a risk that the 
beta of a new project, in practice, may be inadequate to the average for the group of 
companies in a particular industry or market [4] [10].  

All these methods are methods  of risk assessment. When they are used properly, 
they will help to minimize the cost of risk. Such costs are divided into two groups. 
First, the costs arising from the occurrence of the risks that arise at the time of the 
negative deviations of risk factors, and that in the absence of security is directly re-
flected in the results of operations of the company. The second group are the costs of 
uncertainty, such as the cost of hedging against risk and cost inefficiencies caused by 
the exposure. Often in economic reality seeks to too large hedge future economic con-
ditions. These costs show up in improperly invested enterprise resources in a manner 
which does not allow for optimal utilization [7] [9]. 
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3. ANALYSIS OF WIG-BANK 

The sample is index WIG-BANKI in Polish stock market. As the name suggests it 
contains a company qualified for Bank sector. They are: PKOBP, PEKAO, BZWBK, 
MBANK, HANDLOWY, INGBSK, GETINOBLE, MILLENNIUM, ALIOR, GETIN, 
UNICREDIT, BANKBPH and BOS. Number of banks often change although it fluc-
tuates around 14. WIG-BANK is a sub-index and that means that this factor is a total 
return index and for its calculation takes into account both the price of underlying 
shares and the income from dividends and rights issues. It contains the same packages 
as in the WIG index portfolio. The base date of the index is December 31, 1998, with 
the value at the date of 1279.56 points. Methodology sub-index is the same as the 
WIG index.  

Selection of WIG-BANKI index was decided by its thriving from September 2013. 
This phenomenon is important because of fact, that banks is strong on the Stock Ex-
change, due to their high share and stock market indices. There is no  growth  in this 
sector without changes in WIG20 and WIG. Chart covering the period from 
01.12.2012 to 01.12.2013 is presented below. 

 
Fig. 1. Quotations WIG-BANKI for the period from 01.12.2012 to 01.12.2013 

Source: http://www.gpw.pl/ dated 05.12.2013 

Analysis of the index will be carried out using an algorithm Minimal Spanning 
Tree (MST).  

3.1. RESEARCH 

The aim of first method  is to investigate the relationship and possible changes for 
individual stocks listed in the analyzed index. The basic element of this test method is 
standardized and distance analysis of aligned vectors twists on a pre-determined time 
window [3], indicating the smallest distance between successive pairs of values. By 
analyzing the return vectors to investigate relationships between the analyzed values, 
we can better manage investment portfolio. In a situation where the stock exchange is 
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stable such test is able to identify a set of assets that exhibit similar behavior. The 
problem, however, comes at a time when the listed values start to behave erratically. It 
is difficult to predict the future value of trading in such a situation it is better to choose 
stocks of companies with the weakest relationships, and thus the highest correlations. 
Such behavior will potentially reduce the possible loss: 2 1  (11) 

where:  
a, b – more banks,  

 – distance between another pair of values,  
 – coefficient of correlation between a pair of test values.  

 
The study carried out by this method will be used two time intervals, characterized 

by large fluctuations in prices in the studied intervals, and in addition (which will be 
presented in the drawings) is possible due to the construction of two different graphs 
MST:  

• 01.10.2008–01.11.2009, 
• 01.06.2011–01.06.2012. 
Starting with an analysis of the earliest period (01.10.2008–01.11.2009) it can be 

seen that the graph for WIG-BANKI characterized by a large spread. It should be not-
ed also that in the presented tree only two company have more than two neighbors 
(GETIN and MBANK), which may indicate a strongly correlated relations companies 
included in the index. 

 
Fig. 2. MST WIG-BANKS for the period: 01.10.2008 - 01.11.2009. 

Source: Own research 

A similar situation can be observed by analyzing the next time interval 
(01.06.2011–01.06.2012), for which the tree relationship is more compressed and is 
characterized by one large cluster. Although both graphs present periods distant from 
each other can be observed further term relationships between some of the banks, even 
MILLENNIUM and BANKBPH, GETIN and UNICREDIT or INGBSK and 
MBANK. 

Next step of the analysis will be obtained compared to the distance in the graph 
MST with standard risk measures which are the standard deviation and VaR (Figure 1 
and Figure 2). Although both measures have some drawbacks, it is worth noting that 
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Fig. 3. MST WIG-BANKI for the period: 01.06.2011–01.06.2012. 

Source: own research 

they are recognized as international standards for risk assessment, which further ar-
gues for their use when testing the relationship between banks belonging to the  
WIG-BANKI. While in this study, the standard deviation has its classic form, and says 
the size of the existing fluctuation, it used VaR will not examine the value of capital at 
risk, and the percentage of capital at risk. For this purpose, will be used variations-
covariance approach modified to the following formula: 

 (12) 
where:  

k = 1.65 The value of the confidence level of 95%;  
N – test bank  
b – analyzed the risk of the bank,  
n – the return of the bank recorded.  
Additionally authors used return on the share price of banks, in order to get a rid of 

the noise that would interfere unnecessarily analyzed signal (time series).  

Table  2. Summary of risk measures for the studied banks and their distance 
from the neighbors for the period: 2008 to 2009 

Bank 1 
Distance 

MST 

Bank 2 

Standard 
deviation 

VaR Bank Bank 
Standard 
deviation 

VaR 

3,58 5,81 GETIN 0,297 HANDLOWY 2,95 4,83 

3,58 5,81 GETIN 0,327 UNICREDIT 4,00 6,52 

4,57 7,37 MBANK 0,361 MILLENNIUM 4,41 7,07 

4,57 7,37 MBANK 0,367 PEKAO 4,24 6,87 

4,57 7,37 MBANK 0,370 INGBSK 3,29 5,47 

3,58 5,81 GETIN 0,402 BANKBPH 3,95 6,44 

4,41 7,07 MILLENNIUM 0,408 BANKBPH 3,95 6,44 

4,57 7,37 MBANK 0,491 PKOBP 3,51 5,65 

3,58 5,81 GETIN 0,879 BOS 3,26 5,30 

Source: Own research 
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Comparing the results for the first test period shows, that the greatest correlation, 
and hence the shortest distance MST are primarily central indexes (GETIN, MBANK). 
In addition to the first pair of values (GETIN, HANDLOWY), the remaining five con-
secutive pairs have a large ratio of the standard deviation and VaR. In addition, these 
couples have a low rate of MST distances (less than or around 0,400) mainly reflecting 
a high correlation coefficient. As already mentioned exception of the first pair of val-
ues (GETIN, HANDLOWY) have the lowest rate of MST distances at the same time 
the low value of the standard deviation of the Handlowy Bank. The emergence of such 
a situation leads us to believe that it is possible existence of additional relationships 
between these two values, which can be immeasurable (holding a share of the second 
bank). 

Unlike banks present in the other analyzed time period (2011–2012), in which the 
shortest distance in the graph MST have a company with the largest standard deviation 
and VaR. However, in this case there is an exception (MBANK, HANDLOWY) pair 
of values, which in spite of the high correlation coefficient (a small distance values 
MST) has a relatively low standard deviation and low VaR values.  

 
Table  3. Summary of risk measures for the studied banks and their distance 

from the neighbors for the period: 2011 to 2012 

Source: Own research 

4. SUMMARY 

As it could be observed in studies in most cases low distance value pairs MST 
banks corresponded to high-risk values that were measured standard deviation and 

Bank 1 

Distance 
MST 

Bank 2 

Standard 
deviation . 

VaR Bank Bank 
Standard 

deviation 
VaR 

8,60 15,16 UNICREDIT 0,295 GETIN 10,65 18,70 

6,88 12,47 NOVAKBM 0,373 GETIN 10,65 18,70 

6,88 12,47 NOVAKBM 0,382 BOS 3,03 5,39 

6,88 12,47 NOVAKBM 0,409 HANDLOWY 2,60 4,44 

2,55 4,42 BANKPBH 0,420 MILLENNIUM 2,80 4,85 

6,88 12,47 NOVAKBM 0,445 BGZ 2,77 4,55 

2,56 4,35 MBANK 0,453 HANDLOWY 2,60 4,44 

6,88 12,47 NOVAKBM 0,468 PKOBP 2,17 3,73 

2,55 4,42 BANKPBH 0,468 PKOBP 2,17 3,73 

2,56 4,35 MBANK 0,482 PEKAO 2,50 4,23 

2,56 4,35 MBANK 0,582 INGBANK 2,04 3,43 
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VaR. This suggests that the method of MST may be a good method to study the in- 
vestment risk. On the other hand, it should be noted that due to the method of MST 
studies are also subjected to immeasurable elements of the relationship between pairs 
of values, such as joint investments, stock ownership of the second asset, etc. For this 
reason, it can be assumed that using this method, along with a thorough analysis of the 
companies (e.g. using fundamental analysis) you can attempt to create a diversified 
investment portfolio. 
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RESEARCH AND MEASUREMENTS OF WEB SERVERS 
PERFORMANCE IN INTERNET NETWORK 

USING PLANETLAB ENVIRONMENT 

This paper is written about important and well known topic as is measuring performance of Web 
servers. The studies on performance of Web servers and whole Internet network are under way for 
many years. Tests were performed on different levels, in example one measures were performed only 
in local area networks, others were performed between nodes on different continents. These research 
were carried out on nodes which belonging to the PlanetLab. This is an open platform for developing, 
deploying and accessing planetary-scale services. Nodes used to perform research were working 
under MyPLC software, which is a specially prepared Linux operating system. Ten measuring agents 
once per hour were downloading file from twelve mirror servers of Linux Gentoo operating system 
saving parameters of downloading: speed and time of downloading, time of response from server. The 
studies lasted four weeks and brings a lot of data to perform analysis. To collect downloading data 
standard software was used to trace packets in the Internet, and downloading files from servers. The 
results were divided for analysis into three regions according to the geographic location of agents: 
agents from America, agents form Europe and Israel, agents form Asia and Australia. The final 
conclusions from experiment ending the paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Infrastructure of World Wide Web could be seen as a large, artificial ecosystem. 
The endpoints computers are like a little cells of body and veins deliver to them 
everything that they need. In the Internet environment the little veins are connections 
from local Internet Service Provider (ISP). ISPs are connected to the other, bigger 

 __________  
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Internet Providers, these companies are delivering Internet for countries and regions. 
The global computer net is very complicated, it consists of many big companies 
controlling, developing, and maintaining Internet infrastructure. New connections 
between backbone nodes are setting all the time. Those are optical fiber, which can 
transmit data on long distances with high speed. New services of Internet such as 
video and audio streaming, e-learning and sending Voice over IP (VoIP) need high 
speed structure to ensure proper quality of services. Moreover Internet is more and 
more popular, so new users are beginning to use internet what adds to the net more 
load.  

Nowadays Internet became important part of our life. Performance of web servers 
is crucial for working the whole Internet. Web servers are hosting websites, 
databases and web applications. If performance of web server is below some kind  
of threshold, user resigns to use this services. Important thing to the IT companies  
is to have servers in best available condition, because this will bring them new 
clients. Dissatisfied clients will be gone to the other companies. Effective 
measurements of web servers performance will allow us to know better structure of 
the Internet, packet routing traces, load distribution of the net. All this actions will 
let us predict some performance issues and help to prevent lack of access to the 
server resources.  

2. RELATED WORK 

The measurements of web servers performance could be divided into two 
methods: active and passive measurements. There is a lot of publications about both 
methods. In related work we present some of finished researches based on active 
methods. 

In article [2] authors focused on performance of data transmission in Internet. 
Experiments were performed using MWING measurement system. Agents of this 
system were located in four cities: Los Angeles, Gliwice, Gdansk and Wroclaw. 
Research was started in 2008 and lasted a year.  

Authors of article [3] were checking performance of three types of Internet 
network. Using active and passive methods researchers were testing performance and 
searching bottlenecks of those networks.  

Researchers from Greece in article [6] wrote about new framework based on 
SMNP (Simple Managing Network Protocol) which allows to monitor and perform 
active measurements on DiffServ networks. Measure is based on “SAM” (SMNP for 
Active Measurement) agent running on routers in tested networks. 
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3. PLANETLAB ENVIRONMENT 

PlanetLab is a worldwide research net of connected servers which support 
developing new Internet services. From 2003 almost 1000 universities, and industry 
companies were using PlanetLab to develop, deploy and access planetary-scale 
services. 

Now PlanetLab have 1180 nodes in 563 places (please see figure 1.).  
 

 
Fig. 1. Location of PlanetLab nodes [8] 

PlanetLab is a set of machines distributed over the globe. Most of machines are 
located in academic institutions or routing centres. All of them are connected to 
Internet to manage updates and create some kind of “micro cosmos” to test behaviour 
of application. Creators wish was to “grow to 1,000 widely distributed nodes that peer 
with the majority of the Internet's regional and long-haul backbones” [6].  

All PlanetLab machines run a specially prepared software package based on  
a Linux operating system (Fedora 8). This software deliver base operating system, 
mechanisms of bootstrapping nodes and distributing software updates, a collection of 
management tools that monitor node health, audit system activity, and control system 
parameters; and a facility for managing user accounts and distributing keys. 

One of main purposes is to serve as a testbed environment. Research groups can 
require a slice of resources in which they can carry out various experiments in 
example: file sharing and network-embedded storage, content distribution networks, 
routing and multicast overlays, QoS overlays and network measurements. According 
to official website, there are currently over 600 active research projects running on 
PlanetLab. 

PlanetLab is also designed to support long-running services ran by biggest ICT 
corporations: Intel, Hewlett Packard, Google, AT&T, and France Telecom. Those 
companies are using PlanetLab environment to check behaviour of new software in 
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large set of geographically distributed machines, realistic network substrate that 
experiences congestion, failures, and diverse link behaviours and the potential for a 
realistic client workload. 

4. RESEARCH 

Research were operated on ten PlanetLab nodes. The single test begins with 
checking route to the Gentoo servers using popular command tracert. This part of 
research brought information about route of packets and time of response the closest 
server to destination. After that PlanetLab nodes once in an hour were downloading 
file from all Gentoo mirror servers. All information from checking routes and 
downloading files were saved to the log files. Table below presents location of servers 
with downloadable files.  

Table 1. List of Gentoo mirror servers 

  Country City Hostname Administrator 

1 Australia Melbourne http://ftp.swin.edu.au/gentoo 
Swinburne 
University of 
Technology 

2 Brazil Curitiba http://gentoo.c3sl.ufpr.br/ 
C3SL, Federal 
University of 
Paraná 

3 Canada Waterloo http://mirror.csclub.uwaterloo.ca/gentoo-distfiles/ 
University of 
Waterloo 

4 China Xianmen http://mirrors.xmu.edu.cn/gentoo 
Xianmen 
University 

5 England London http://www.mirrorservice.org/sites/distfiles.gentoo.org/
The UK mirror 
service 

6 Greek Athens http://files.gentoo.gr/ -- 

7 Israel 
TelAwiw-
Yaffa 

http://mirror.isoc.org.il/pub/gentoo/ 
Hamakor 
FOSS Society 

8 Japan Nomi http://ftp.jaist.ac.jp/pub/Linux/Gentoo/ 

Japan 
Advanced 
Institute of 
Science and 
Technology 

9 Portugal Coimbra http://ftp.dei.uc.pt/pub/linux/gentoo/ 
University of 
Coimbra 

10 Sweden Lund http://ftp.df.lth.se/pub/gentoo/ 
Lund 
University 

11 Ukraine Kiev http://gentoo.kiev.ua/ftp/ -- 
12 USA Atlanta http://www.gtlib.gatech.edu/pub/gentoo Georgia Tech 
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Table 2 presents parameters of file which was downloading.  

Table 2. Parameters of downloading file. 

Filename livedvd-x86-amd64-32ul-11.0.iso.CONTENTS-squashfs.gz 
Path /releases/x86/11.0/ 
File type Compressed text file 
Size 4,4 MB 

 

Mirror servers were located in North America (two servers), South America 
(one server), Europe (5 servers), Asia (three servers), Australia (one server). 
Please see figure 2.  

 
Fig. 2. Locations of Gentoo mirror servers 

Table 3 presents list of PlanetLab nodes use in research. One node was located in 
North America, four in Europe, two in Asia, one in Africa and Australia. Geographic 
location is showed in figure 3. 

Table 3. List of PlanetLab nodes used in slice. 

 Country City Hostname Administrator 

1 Australia Melbourne planetlab2.ru.is PlanetLab Central 
2 Czech Republic Prague ple2.cesnet.cz PlanetLab Europe 
3 England Cambridge planetlab2.xeno.cl.cam.ac.uk PlanetLab Europe 
4 

France 
Saint-Denis 
(Reunion Island) lim-planetlab-1.univ-reunion.fr Planet Lab Europe 

5 Israel Ramat Aviv planetlab2.tau.ac.il PlanetLab Europe 
6 Norway Oslo planetlab1.ifi.uio.no PlanetLab Europe 
7 Poland Gliwice plab4.ple.silweb.pl PlanetLab Europe 
8 Poland Wroclaw planetlab1.ci.pwr.wroc.pl PlanetLab Europe 
9 Thailand Bangkok ple1.ait.ac.th PlanetLab Europe 
10 USA Piscataway planetlab1.rutgers.edu PlanetLab Central 
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Fig. 3. Localization of PlanetLab nodes used to perform research 

5. RESULTS 

Research was performed from 12th of April to 10th of May 2014 on ten nodes 
PlanetLab network. Most of nodes were operating normally during research. Due to 
technical problems three of them (USA, Israel and Reunion) were down for few days. 
Size of all logs was about 700 MB.  

Results were divided into three geographical parts – servers from America, Europe 
(with Israel) and Asia-Australia. 

Download speed was high when file was downloaded from the same continent. 
Servers were quite close to each other. The most stable connection was to Curitiba in 
Brazil – on this link was the smallest deviation from average download speed. (fig 4.) 
After 2nd of May the average download speed from Canada and USA slightly 
decreased. Across American continents average download speed was about 3243 
kBps, where speed across European continent was 874 kBps. 

In these three cases average Round Trip Time (RTT) was between 31 ms from 
Canada to 161 ms from Brazil. The highest speed, and lowest RTT were from the 
closest server – server from Canada (fig. 5.). 

Downloading file from other continent took more time to complete. Also 
connections were more unstable. Sometimes downloading file was corrupted and 
started from beginning, sometimes permanently cancelled. Average download speed 
was between 162–189 kBps (fig. 6.). 
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Fig. 4. Download speed from servers in America to PlanetLab node in Piscataway (USA) 

 
 

 
Fig. 5. Time of response servers in America to PlanetLab node in Piscataway (USA) 
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Fig. 6. Download speed from servers in Asia and Australia to PlanetLab in Wroclaw 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. Time of response servers in Asia and Australia to PlanetLab node in Gliwice 
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Fig. 8. Change of speed in relation to the distance between servers 

From three servers far away from PlanetLab node RTTs are similar. The lowest 
average RTT was from server in Japan, the highest from China. Because of a lot of 
nodes in China Internet infrastructure RTT was also high during testing performance 
servers in Asia (fig. 7.). 

Download speed between servers close to each other are faster than in case that 
distance between servers is bigger (fig. 8.). Fast change of information occurs in 
servers with short distance between them. On graph we can see some deviations from 
trend line. This situation can happen from multiple causes beginning from faster 
network equipment, ending on better quality of medium transmission.  

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Gentoo mirror servers were performing normally during experiment. Eight of 
eleven PlanetLab nodes also were working all the time. Node located on Reunion 
Island was performing normally to 1st of May, after that technical problems were 
increasing and results from this node was incomplete.  

Speed of downloading files was depending on geographical distance between 
servers. The closer is server, the file is faster downloaded. In some cases time of day 
was also important. Downloading from England mirror server was the fastest in early 
morning: between 5 AM to 9 PM. In experiment time of downloading was checked 
twice: first time was including time consumed for resolving domain name server and 
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downloading, second time was time consumed for downloading file. Research showed 
that differences between both times were very small, what confirmed that Gentoo 
mirror servers were performing normally, and were not very busy.  

RTT between servers on the same continents were between 100-150 ms, while 
RTT to other continents were about 250–300 ms. Measuring time of response 
confirmed statement that closer servers response faster. Number of single hops in 
route from source to destination is depending how complicated Internet infrastructure 
is in countries on the road of current packet.  

PlanetLab environment is very good to perform variety of experiments including 
measurement of web servers performance. Using nodes with preinstalled operating 
system speeds up starting of experiments and allow researchers to focus on problem. 
Four weeks period of research showed that Gentoo mirror servers are performing very 
well, access to resources is quick and can sent files to node thousands kilometres away 
with acceptable speed.  
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GROUPING METHODOLOGIES OF 
AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS ON THE INTERNET 

A review of grouping methodologies of autonomous systems on the Internet was concluded. One 
of the methodologies has been developed and implemented. Nearly 38 thousands active autonomous 
systems have been classified during the study. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Attempts to group autonomous systems have been carried out for several years. 
They are based on the properties of connections obtained from the graph of connec-
tions between autonomous systems, built on the basis of the information inferred from 
BGP tables. 

Govindan and Reddy (1997) classified autonomous systems into four levels ac-
cording to their degree of dispersion [1]. In 2001, Ge, Figueiredo, Jaiswal and Gao 
classified the autonomous systems to seven levels, based on inferred relations (such as 
customer-supplier) between autonomous systems [2]. That method was based on the 
idea that the autonomous systems that provide Internet access services must be on a 
higher level than their customers. In 2002, Subramanian, Agarwal, Rexford and Katz 
classified autonomous systems into five levels, based on the inferred customer-
supplier relations and peer-to-peer communication between them [3]. 

According to the authors, the most hitherto interesting way of classifying autono-
mous systems was the one suggested in 2006 by Dimitropoulos, Krioukov, Riley and 
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Claffy of CAIDA (Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis) [4]. They 
used a machine learning algorithm, based on a comprehensive set of heterogeneous 
data:  

• Internet Routing Registries, 
• inferred from the relationships between autonomous systems,  
• graphs of connections between autonomous systems,  
• IP prefixes. 
In this methodology, the authors did not classified autonomous systems into levels, 

but identified a set of classes. The main criteria for defining the set were network 
properties of autonomous systems. 

2. DATA SOURCES  
AND POSSIBLE WAYS OF THEIR USE 

2.1. IANA 

The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) organization is responsible for 
the global coordination of the DNS Root, IP addressing and other Internet protocol 
resources. IANA allocates AS numbers to Regional Internet Registries (RIRs). The 
RIRs further allocate or assign AS Numbers to network operators in line with RIR 
policies. The five RIRs are: ARIN (American Registry for Internet Numbers), RIPE 
NCC (Réseaux IP Européens Network Coordination Center), LACNIC (Latin Ameri-
ca and Caribbean Network Information Center), APNIC (Asia Pacific Network Infor-
mation Center) and AfriNIC (African Network Information Center). IANA publishes a 
range of AS numbers assigned to each RIR [5]. The report can be downloaded and 
saved in the database. 

2.2. INTERNET ROUTING REGISTRIES 

Internet Routing Registries are dispersed databases that contain records of routing 
policies of autonomous systems, their associated IP prefixes, contact information, etc. 
The natural approach to identify the type of autonomous system is an autonomous 
system search by the number in the IRR and analysis of the record of the organiza-
tional description. In the terminology of RPSL (Routing Policy Specification Lan-
guage), this record is a “descr” (description) attribute of class “aut-num” (autonomous 
system number) [5]. The record of the organizational description contains the name or 
a brief description of the organization that owns this autonomous system. Here are 
sample entries attribute “descr” from the IRR: 
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• PENTAGONFEDERALCU – Pentagon Federal Credit Union, 
• UTPA – The University of Texas – Pan American. 

Attribute “descr” has no standard representation. It usually contains short descriptions, 
but there are cases when it is composed of abbreviations such as “MIST – MIST Inc.” 
or “CMR1122 – CMR LLC”. 

It is worth mentioning that Dimitropoulos and his team took a description record of 
the organization as the first attribute, which can bring useful information using text 
analysis techniques, in order to categorize autonomous systems. 

2.3. CIDR RAPORT 

This service generates a daily report that contains information about the numbers of 
autonomous systems and their associated short descriptions of organizations that are 
their owners [7]. Information is obtained from the RIRs. This report provides numbers 
of autonomous systems and their corresponding records of organization description. 
Figure 1 shows ten examples of CIDR report records. 

 

Fig. 1. Sample records from the CIDR Report 

All records can be downloaded using any scripting language and saved to the data-
base. 

2.4. POTAROO 

Potaroo service [8] provides information about autonomous systems in the follow-
ing format: AS number, a brief description, IP prefixes and paths that describe the 
sequence of autonomous systems on the way to the destination IP network. Figure 2 
shows an example of advertised prefixes and paths for AS12. 

AS3   MIT-GATEWAYS - Massachusetts Institute of Technology  

AS7   UK Defence Research Agency 

AS42  PCH PCH 

AS76  SDC-CAM-AS - Unisys Corporation 

AS89  DNIC-AS-00089 - Navy Network Information Center (NNIC) 

AS558  NET2EZ - Net2EZ 

AS13946 ETECHOHIO - eTech Ohio 

AS14197 HMS-ASN - Health Market Science 

AS14407 XO-ASN5 - XO Communications 

AS64828 Private Use AS 
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Fig. 2. Advertised prefixes and paths to AS12 

Information about autonomous systems IP prefixes and paths to the destination 
network advertised by the systems can be downloaded using any scripting language 
and save to the database. 

3.  DATA ACQUISITION 

To obtain the data has been used open source software: 
• Ubuntu Linux operating system, 
• Apache HTTP Server, 
• PHP scripting language, 
• cURL library, 
• MySQL DBMS. 
The database schema is shown in figure 3. 
 

Whois  As_path  As_info 
id int  Id int  id int 
number text  as_number int  as_number int 
assigned text  as_prefix text  as_name text 
whois text  as_path text  equivalent_number int 
      total_prefixes int 
      as_class text 

Fig. 3. Database schema 

The service IANA taken report on AS belonging to each RIR and saved to  
a MySQL database. Table Whois (fig. 4) contains information about the numbers of 
autonomous systems and the regional Internet registries to which they are assigned. 

The CIDR Report collected numbers of autonomous systems and records assigned 
to them description of the organization. This information has been downloaded using 
PHP and cURL library. These data were collected in text format, parsed, and then 
stored in As_info table in as_number and as_name fields (fig. 5). 

IP prefix            Path to the destination 

128.122.0.0/16       4608 1221 4637 6453 12 12 12 

192.35.210.0/24      4608 1221 4637 6453 12 12 12 

192.76.177.0/24      4608 1221 4637 6453 12 12 12 

192.86.139.0/24      4608 1221 4637 6453 12 12 12 

216.165.0.0/17       4608 1221 4637 6453 12 12 12 
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Fig. 4. Piece of content Whois table 

 
Fig. 5. Piece of content As_info table 

The Potaroo, also using the cURL library, was retrieved information broadcasted 
by autonomous systems IP prefixes and paths to the destination network. Data were 
parsed and then stored in a table As_path (fig. 6). 

Indirectly derived attribute is the number of IP prefixes advertised by each AS. As 
noted by Dimitropoulos [4], small autonomous systems with a small pool of IP ad-
dresses typically broadcast several IP prefixes; however, large autonomous systems, 
with a large pool of IP addresses tend to broadcast a considerable number of IP prefix-
es with different lengths. 

It is worth noting that the IP prefixes have different sizes, so the attribute can be 
the equivalent number of IP prefixes of length /24, covering the entire pool of adver-
tised IP addresses. This value depends on the size of autonomous systems. If an au-
tonomous system is great or old (appeared long time ago on the Internet; e.g. academic 
networks), the equivalent number of IP prefixes of length /24 will be large. In small 
autonomous systems, this value is usually low because these systems are broadcasting 
few IP addresses. 
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Fig. 6. Piece of content As_path table 

An example of determining the equivalent number of 24-bit IP prefixes from the 
prefixes of different sizes is presented below. If the IP prefix is broadcast with a length 
/16, it contains 65536 IP addresses, while the prefix /24 contains the pool of 256 IP 
addresses. The equivalent number of unique 24-bit prefixes that covers the 16-bit pre-
fix is equal to 65536/256; this means that the prefix of 16 bits covers 256 unique  
24-bit prefixes. 

The equivalent number of prefixes and the total number of IP prefixes announced 
by the various autonomous systems recorded in the As_info table in equiva-
lent_number and total_prefixes fields (fig. 5). The as_class field was supplemented 
during further described autonomous systems grouping. 

In summary, the procedure for data acquisition was as follows:  
1.  A report containing numbers, names and brief description of all active autono-

mous systems was made, based on CIDR Report [7]. 
2. Numbers and brief descriptions of autonomous systems were selected from the 

report and then saved to the database. 
3. The number of active autonomous systems was verified using the Potaroo ser-

vice [8]; missing autonomous systems were saved to the database. During the 
verification, we also saved those AS numbers that do not have any entries in the 
Internet routing registers. 

4. For each autonomous system, the list of broadcast IP prefixes and paths to the 
destination networks were downloaded from Potaroo service [8]. 

5. The equivalent number of 24-bit IP prefixes was calculated from the IP prefixes 
of different sizes that were broadcast by each autonomous system. 

4. AS GROUPING 

The set of classes for the autonomous systems has been defined on the basis of 
their network properties. When the set of classes was defined, it was assumed that 
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network properties of AS, which are in one class, must differ from the network proper-
ties of autonomous systems that belong to other classes. 

We proposed the following set of classes: 
1. Large autonomous systems (called Large ASes) - very large companies with in-

tercontinental networks that broadcast a large number of IP prefixes. Objects 
belonging to this class provide (with a high probability) the Internet access ser-
vice.   

2. Small autonomous systems (Small ASes) - regional companies with small or 
larger regional urban networks. Objects of this class also provide, with a high 
probability, the service of connecting to the Internet. 

3. Customers (Customer ASes) – companies or organizations that maintain their 
own network, but do not provide services of the Internet connection (e.g. banks, 
hospitals, military networks, etc.). 

4. Universities – educational networks. This class has been separated from the 
class “customers” because they have much larger networks that support thou-
sands of end hosts. 

5. Internet traffic exchange points (Internet eXchange Points, IXPs) – a small net-
work, serving as points of interconnection for the members of the first two clas-
ses. 

6. Network Information Centers (NIC) – networks that provide important network 
infrastructure, such as root or TLD servers. 

 
After the preliminary analysis of the collected data, it was decided not to classify 

autonomous systems which are reserved and used for private purposes, or do not have 
any records in a Potaroo service database [8]. What is more, ASes that were not 
broadcasting any public IP prefixes during this research were also not classified. Gen-
erally, such systems are not used at all or are used only for transit purposes. 

Subsequently, the names and a brief description of each autonomous system were 
checked for the presence of the following terms: 

• internet exchange, 
• network inform, 
• univers, college, educat. 
If the term internet exchange was found for a given AS, the “Internet traffic ex-

change points” class was assigned to this AS; if the term network inform appeared, the 
“network of information centers” was assigned to the AS. Finally, if at least one of the 
terms univers, college or educat was found, the “universities” class was assigned to 
the given AS. 

Then, in other autonomous systems, the equivalent number of 24-bit prefixes, cov-
ering the entire pool of broadcasted IP addresses was calculated. If the value of this 
attribute was less than 8.5, then the class “customers” was assigned for such AS. If the 
value was higher than 8.5, but less than 1999.5, the “small autonomous systems” class 
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has been assigned. And finally, if the value of this attribute was above 1999.5, then the 
class “big autonomous systems” was assigned. 

5. RESUTLS 

From all evaluated autonomous systems, 37711 were found active and then classi-
fied. Unused autonomous systems of those that broadcasted no IP prefix (this means 
that they are used for transit) were not classified. 16159 of such systems were detect-
ed. Moreover, autonomous systems that were used for private purposes and had no 
description of the organization or have reserved numbers were not also classified. 
There were 11666 of such systems. 

Table 1 shows the results of the classification of autonomous systems. 

Table 1. Number of autonomous systems in each class 

 Large 
ASes 

Small 
ASes 

Custom-
ers 

Universi-
ties 

IXP NIC 

Quantity 640 15238 19847 1714 45 227 
% 1.7 40.41 52.62 4.55 0.12 0.6 

 
Among the classified autonomous systems, 52.62% are the companies or organiza-

tions that maintain their own networks, but do not provide Internet access services. 
40.41% are regional and municipal companies, which provide (with a high probabil-
ity) connection to the Internet. Educational networks represent 4.55% of the total. 
1.7% are huge companies with the intercontinental networks, which provide (with a 
high probability) the Internet connection services. Internet traffic exchange points and 
network information centers constitute 0.6% and 0.12% respectively. 

Table 2 summarizes the quantitative and the percentage share of autonomous sys-
tems in classes “universities”, “Internet traffic exchange points” and “network infor-
mation centers” calculated during both the Dimitropoulos's team [4] research and this 
chapter studies. Three classes from the whole set were compared, because the criterion 
by which they were classified autonomous systems is the same as used in the study 
from 2006. Other classes could not be compared due to the significant differences in 
the classification algorithms. 

Table 2. Comparison of the number and percentages of autonomous systems in the selected classes 

Researcher 
Universities IXP NIC 

Quantity % Quantity % Quantity % 
CAIDA 877 4.7 33 0.2 332 1.8 
WUT 1714 4.55 45 0.12 227 0.6 
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Reading table 2 it can be seen that the increase in the number of autonomous sys-
tems in the class “universities” is quite significant. Due to the fact that the number of 
all active autonomous systems so significantly increased the percentage of autono-
mous systems class “universities” is now lower than in 2006. For Class “Internet traf-
fic exchange points” also reported a quantitative increase, but much smaller in com-
parison with class “universities”. Just like in the class “universities” reported the 
percentage decline. The exception is class “network information centers”, which, 
compared with 2006 reported quantitative and percentage decline. 

In conclusion, it is worth noting that while the study found 18.234 (48%) of active 
autonomous systems more than in the case of research conducted by a team of CAIDA 
in 2006 [4]. 

6. SUMMARY 

This chapter collected data about the current autonomous systems: numbers, names 
and a brief description, sequences of autonomous systems that describe the path to the 
destination networks, the number of broadcasted prefixes, as well as IP and broadcast-
ed location. Data were collected from publicly available sources, analyzed, and later 
provided us with attributes by which autonomous systems were divided into classes. 
Our study has proposed a set that consists of six classes; two of them differ from the 
classes that have been proposed so far. During the classification of autonomous sys-
tems we found and grouped 37771 of them; this is about 18,234 (nearly 50%) more 
than was classified by the authors of [4] in 2006. The study also presented a compari-
son of the number of autonomous systems in classes “universities”, “Internet traffic 
exchange points” and “network information centers” in 2006 and 2012. Other classes 
have not been compared, since quite substantial differences in the algorithms do not 
allow the juxtaposition of them. 

Using the classification of autonomous systems, it can be deduced that the majority 
of the active autonomous systems constitute companies and organizations that main-
tain their own network, but do not provide services to connect to the Internet. On the 
other hand, the least of the whole are Internet traffic exchange points. 

The obtained classification helps to better understand the Internet infrastructure. It 
can be used to create more realistic models of Internet topology [9] and to the study of 
spatial forecasting of performance of web servers belonging to different autonomous 
systems [10]. 
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MATRIX COMPUTATIONS USING GPU 

The purpose of this paper is to compare computing power of GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) 
and CPUs (Central Processing Units) for chosen matrix operations. The architectures of both compu-
tational units have significant differences, which affect the effectiveness of matrix computations. The 
paper presents a comparison of the time required to perform basic matrix operations such as multipli-
cation and the QR decomposition for square matrices of various sizes. The advantages of using GPUs 
are also presented on the example of the Lyapunov equation solving. This issue, used for example in 
theory of model order reduction to computing the controllability and observability gramians, has  
a high computational complexity – O(n3), which results in long execution time in case of high order 
models. Two popular algorithms – the Smith’s and the Sign Function methods has been implemented 
for both GPU and CPU environments.  

INTRODUCTION 

The graphics processors due to the large number of cores are very efficient for 
large data blocks processing. The development of libraries such as CUBLAS, CULA 
and MAGMA causes that graphics processors are increasingly used in scientific com-
puting, especially when applied algorithms have a high computational complexity. 
The paper provides a brief comparison of CPUs and GPUs in terms of architecture and 
computing capabilities for chosen examples.  

The first chapter contains basic information about the NVIDIA FERMI architecture 
applied in the GPU used in the calculations. The second part contains short description 
of the modern x86 processors architecture, which will be used to perform similar cal-
culations on CPU. The third chapter contains a comparison of the two architectures for 
basic matrix operations such as multiplication and matrix decomposition. The last part 
contains a comparison of GPU performance in relation to CPU, when both units are 
applied to solve the Lyapunov equations. Parallel computing for solving the Lyapunov 

 __________  
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equation for large scale matrices is recommended due to the computational cost O(n3). 
The comparison is performed for the same algorithms implemented for both GPU and 
CPU environment.  

1. NVIDIA FERMI ARCHITECTURE 

Unlike the conventional CPUs, GPUs contain a large number of cores, performing 
basic arithmetic operations and a small cache. This architecture, ensures high perfor-
mance for processing large data blocks. Graphics processors cope well with the per-
formance of the matrix or vector calculations with a large number of elements. How-
ever, frequent exchange of data between main memory and graphics card memory can 
slows computations. If the size of the processed data is not large enough, or if imple-
mented algorithm requires frequent references to main memory, more efficient is to 
perform the calculation using the CPU [1].  

A single unit responsible for performing calculations in the GPU is the CUDA core 
(CUDA - Compute Unified Device Architecture). Each CUDA core (fig. 1) is 
equipped with an ALU (Arithmetic and Logic Unit) for integers and Floating Point 
Unit (FPU). In the FERMI architecture, each floating point unit supports arithmetic 
compliant with IEEE 754-2008 for both single and double precision data. IEEE Stand-
ard 754-2008, compared with IEEE 754-1985, which was used by the older GPUs 
generations, introduces the operation of the FMA (Fused Multiply Add), which in one 
step executes multiplication and addition of arguments (D = A * B + C), providing 
higher precision than in the case of separately performing the two operations [2].  Op-
eration on single-precision data is performed by a single CUDA core, while for double 
precision data by two CUDA cores. Therefore, the computational power of the GPU 
for operations on double-precision data is two times lower [2]. In contrast to conven-
tional processors, CUDA cores haven’t got their own registers, cache or units capable 
of reading or writing data from memory [3].  

Group of 32 CUDA cores with additional units form the Streaming Multiprocessor 
(SM) [4]. Sixteen Load/Store units (L/S) allows simultaneous execution of sixteen 
operations referring to memory to read operands or save the results. Special Function 
Units (SFU) are designed for special operations, such as determining the value of the 
transcendental functions, or inverse of a square root (fig. 1).  

The Fermi architecture supports hardware threads management. The basic unit of 
Streaming Multiprocessor resource allocation is a warp. The warp consists of 32 
threads. Each Streaming Multiprocessor is able to manage 48 warps, which means that 
the maximum number of threads allocated to a single Streaming Multiprocessor is 
1536 [3]. Due to the limited number of CUDA cores, at a time Streaming Multiproces-
sor can execute up to 32 threads. Units responsible for scheduling (two warp sched-
ulers and two dispatch units for each Streaming Multiprocessor) opt for the 16 threads 
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from two warps and assign them to simultaneous run on 16 CUDA cores, 16 
Load/Store units, or four Special Function Units (fig. 1) [5]. They are responsible for 
the optimal use of Streaming Multiprocessor. If they detect that the execution of the 
current operation in the warp is associated with a long time delay (for example, a ref-
erence to the DRAM), they allocate resources of Streaming Multiprocessor to instruc-
tions from another warp. Switching threads in Fermi architecture takes only one ma-
chine cycle and is called as the zero-overhead thread scheduling  [3]. This approach is 
a key solution for high efficiency of the described architecture equipped with a small 
amount of cache memory.  
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Fig. 1. Streaming Multiprocessor structure, CUDA CORE structure and dual warp scheme [5] 
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In the Fermi architecture, each Streaming Multiprocessor has a 64 KB of high 
speed memory, which is divided into two blocks corresponding to the shared memory 
and L1 cache. The size of both blocks can be configured in two ways into blocks of  
48 KB size for shared memory and 16 KB of L1 cache or 16 KB of shared memory 
and 48 KB of L1 cache [2]. The specific configuration is determined by the behavior 
of executed threads. If threads mostly perform operations on local data,  configuration 
with more shared memory is preferred. If is not possible to predict from which areas 
of the DRAM threads will load data, preferred is the configuration with a larger L1 
cache [3].  

A group of four Stream Multiprocessors creates Graphics Processing Cluster 
(GPC). The computational clusters together with L2 cache, DRAM controllers and 
GigaThred Engine form the GPU [6].  

2. CPUs x86 ARCHITECTURE 

Recent x86 processors have multi-core structure with vector units (MMX … AVX 
extensions) and multi-level cache hierarchy. Cache memory is designed to increase the 
speed of programs execution by reducing the access time to instructions and data (re-
ducing the time delay associated with references to memory). In modern computer 
architectures the cache memory is divided into three levels defined as L1, L2, L3 (fig. 2). 
The L1 cache is the fastest type of memory, located closest to the processor core.  
A cache of this type is characterized by the smallest capacity. First level cache 
memory is divided into instruction cache and data cache. The L2 cache is slower, but 
much more capacious, designed for both data and instructions. The Level L3 cache is 
an area common to all processor’s cores.  
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Fig. 2. The cache memory hierarchy structures 

Vector processing consists in performing the same arithmetic or logic operation on 
multiple data simultaneously. With this approach, it is possible to reduce the time re-
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quired to complete the program in case, where the operations are related to the data 
block. Development of vector processing technology in the x86 processors led to the 
introduction of AVX extension (Advanced Vector Extensions) which adds 16 new 
256-bit YMM registers to processor architecture. This allows to perform operations on 
an eight-element vectors of single and four-element vectors of double precision data 
[7]. 

3. COMPARISON OF GPU AND CPU PERFORMANCE 
FOR BASIC MATRIX OPERATIONS 

This chapter presents a comparison of the performance of GPUs and CPUs for 
basic matrix operations. Operations of multiplication of matrices are implemented 
using standard CUDA library. Program for matrix QR decomposition is based on the 
use of the CULA library. The CULA library enables the implementation of basic line-
ar algebra operations using the GPU (the library contains selected LAPACK functions 
for the GPU) [8]. The CPU performance was determined by using MATLAB R2011a. 
The MATLAB R2011a environment uses the Intel Math Library version 10.2, which 
supports multi-core and data (vector extensions) parallelism [9]. The calculations were 
performed respectively on the CPU Core i7 3770 and the graphics card equipped with 
NVIDIA GTX580 GPU. 

The calculations were performed on random square matrices with the dimensions 
given on the x-axis labels of the charts. In fig. 3-4 the charts of time required to per-
form the chosen matrix operation for the CPU and the GPU are presented. 
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Fig. 3. The chart of time required to perform matrix multiplication 
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For every case, the programs executed on the GPU calculated the solution faster. 

The speedup coefficient determined from the relationship 
timeGPU
timeCPU

, for matrices of 

size 7000×7000, equals respectively 2.98 for matrices multiplication and 2.85 for QR 
decomposition. Loading and storing matrices from/to the main memory causes the 
delay associated with the data transmission. A time required to perform 100 operations 
of matrices multiplication, for matrices of size 5000×5000, is presented on fig. 5. To 
minimize the impact of main memory references, the program performs only a single 
load and store operation. 
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Fig. 4. The chart of time required to perform QR decomposition 
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Fig. 5. The chart of the time required to perform 100 operations of 

matrices multiplication for the CPU and the GPU 
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4. COMPARISON OF GPU AND CPU PERFORMANCE 
FOR SOLUTION OF THE LYAPUNOV EQUATION  

The Lyapunov equation expressed in the form: 

 QXAAX T   (1) 

is used for example in theory of model order reduction. There are several methods for 
determining solution of the Lyapunov equation, for example [9]: Kronecker, Bartels-
Stewart, Smith, ADI or Sign Function methods. In the chapter two selected methods – 
Smith and Sign Function algorithms are used to compare the performance of high 
complexity CPU and GPU computations in application to high-order matrices. 
Smith’s algorithm belongs to the group of iterative methods. The Lyapuov equation 
(1) is transformed to form [10]: 

 WVXVX T   (2) 

where [10]: 

    TT AqIAqIV 
1

,     12  AqIQAqIqW T  (3) 

I  – identity matrix 

For negative definite matrix A, successive approximations of the solution can be de-
termined from the following relationship [10]: 

  T
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where P0=W, q – arbitrarily assumed positive value (can accelerate the convergence of 
the algorithm to solution). 

The Sign Function method is most widely used algorithm for solving Lyapunov 
equation with dense matrices of large size. The successive solution approximations are 
obtained from the relationships [10]: 
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where ck – arbitrarily assumed value (can accelerate the convergence of the algorithm 
to solution). 
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Fig. 6. The chart of time required to solve the Lyapunov equation for the CPU and the GPU 
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The both implemented programs for the GPU environment use the CULA functions 
to perform parallel matrix computations such as matrix multiplication (GEMM func-
tion) or matrix inverse (GETRF and GETRI functions). Operations of matrix addition 
and subtraction are implemented using standard CUDA library, in SIMD type (many 
cores performs the same operation). 

The chart of time required to solve the Lyapunov equation for the CPU and the 
GPU using the Smith and the Sign Function algorithms is presented in fig. 6. 

The speedup of GPU computing is obtained only for matrices, which size is higher 
than 300×300 and is increasing with size of matrices (fig. 7). 

CONCLUSION 

The paper presents a comparison of two different computing architectures – CPUs 
and GPUs applied to massive matrix computations. A special attention is given to 
solve the Lyapunov equation, which is an important issue in the theory of model order 
reduction. The high computational complexity of algorithms computing the controlla-
bility and observability gramians (based on solving the Lyapunov equation) causes 
that the reduction of high-order models takes a long time. This is the main problem 
that prevents the use of methods based on gramians to reduce complex models [8]. 

In the literature, there are examples of using GPUs to solve the Lyapunov equation. 
The hybrid GPU-CPU method is proposed in [11,12]. The comparison of 
controllability gramians computation performance for GPU GTX465 and MATLAB 
R2007b is presented in [8]. This paper is an extension of research presented in [8]. The 
performance of both GPU and CPU is compared with use the same algorithms – in [8] 
the CPU performance was determined by MATLAB LYAP command.  

The results show that GPU environment can be successfully used for scientific cal-
culations with large size matrices. The programs executed on the GPU were about 4-5 
times faster than the same programs executed on MATLAB R2011a . 
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A REGULAR EXPRESSION MATCHING  
APPLICATION WITH CONFIGURABLE DATA INTENSITY 

FOR TESTING HETEROGENEOUS HPC SYSTEMS 

Modern High Performance Computing (HPC) systems are becoming increasingly heterogeneous 
in terms of utilized hardware, as well as software solutions. The problems, that we wish to efficiently 
solve using those systems have different complexity, not only considering magnitude, but also the 
type of complexity: computation, data or communication intensity. Developing new mechanisms for 
dealing with those complexities or choosing an existing system that suits the characteristics of our 
application best, requires defining and implementing adequate test applications. In this paper, we 
propose a regular expression matching application, which can be configured to reflect a certain com-
putation to data intensity ratio. We support its usefulness by showing execution times of our OpenCL 
implementation on selected CPU and GPU devices. The results depend on input data sizes, numbers 
of parallel threads, but most importantly on the wildcard character properties, which allow to prepare 
test cases from a wide range of computation to data intensity ratios. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Contemporary HPC systems allow parallelization of computations at multiple lev-
els. In grid [1], cloud [2] and volunteer [3] computing schemes, the computations are 
performed by sets of geographically distributed clusters and workstations, connected 
by the Internet. Each cluster consists of multiple machines, usually connected by  
a high speed network (e.g. Ethernet, InfiniBand). Machines are equipped not only with 
CPU computing devices, but also, more and more often, various types of accelerators 
like GPU [4] or Intel Xeon Phi [5], that can be successfully used for general purpose 
computations. Finally, those devices consist of many cores, allowing to execute up to 
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hundreds of thousands of threads in parallel. There is a trend to mix computational and 
network device models from various vendors and with different parameters in one sys-
tem, making the systems highly heterogeneous. For example, according to the 
TOP500 [6] ranking, the two most powerful supercomputers at the time mix Intel 
Xeon CPUs with Intel Xeon Phi accelerators (Tianhe-2) or Opteron CPUs with NVID-
IA K20x GPUs (Titan). This increasing heterogeneity forces software engineers to 
design new computing architectures, APIs and algorithms, that would allow to make 
the most of the available hardware. For instance, OpenCL [7] is a framework, that al-
lows using a unified programming language to write applications, which are mapped 
to the specific architectures and executed in certain computing platforms. OpenCL can 
be then incorporated into larger systems, like KernelHive [8], which extend the paral-
lelization to higher levels. One of the most challenging tasks of such software solu-
tions is data management. 

It should be reminded that the purpose of HPC systems is to solve some computa-
tional problems in an efficient way. The efficiency is usually related to execution time, 
but also increasingly often to energy consumption [9]. The problems that we might 
want to solve (may it be physical simulations, mathematical problems, big data analy-
sis or any other) are usually different in terms of difficulty. Not all problems are suita-
ble for solving in parallel. We can perceive their spectrum as proposed in Figure 1. 

In general, solving a problem in parallel requires dividing the problem into sub-
problems, solving them independently by concurrent processes and finally merging 
the results. Certain problems require only partitioning the input data into chunks, 
which are processed independently. Problems of this type are called embarassingly 
parallel and are located in the lower left corner of the triangle in Figure 1. The upper 
corner represents problems, which require dense communication between the concur-
rent processes and finally, the problems in lower right corner are heavily data depend-
ent. In extreme cases it could mean, that we only need to perform very simple compu-
tations, but on large datasets. 

Obviously there are generally easier and harder problems, but the kind of their 
complexity is also important. Each point inside the triangle in Figure 1 represents an 
individual problem profile. While choosing and configuring a HPC system for our ap-
plication, we should take into account its profile, because some solutions are better 
suited for certain types of applications. Versatile systems should be able to cope with 
as wide range of the problem spectrum as possible, however extreme applications 
cause completely different difficulties. In this paper we focus on the problem profiles 
varying from compute intensive to data intensive, as indicated by the red arrow in 
Figure 1. In case of extremely compute intensive applications, the most important 
goals that a HPC system should accomplish are connected with task scheduling and 
load balancing. In case of problems on the other side of the arrow, issues related to 
data storage and transmission turn to be more important. 
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Fig. 1. Spectrum of computational problems from the parallelization viewpoint 
 

The development process of a versatile HPC framework like KernelHive [8] or, for 
example choosing an appropriate solution for our purposes requires test applications, 
which would evaluate the fitness of the system under certain conditions. In this paper, 
we propose a specific regular expression matching application with configurable data 
intensity level, which allows to prepare test cases suitable for evaluating this fitness. 
We start with an overview of related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the 
proposed application and its implementation written in OpenCL, which makes it use-
ful for heterogeneous systems. In the experiments described in Section 4 we examine 
the scalability and various configurations of the application on CPU and GPU. Finally, 
we conclude and propose future work in Section 5. 

2. RELATED WORK 

During the development process, every software system should undergo software 
tests on various levels including unit testing, integration testing, component interface 
testing, system testing and acceptance testing. The application proposed in this paper 
focuses on the latter two, namely it should be used to verify if the completely integrat-
ed HPC system works as a whole and meets its requirements, especially concerning 
performance. 
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There is a number of benchmark applications designed for testing and comparing 
the performance of the hardware and software of HPC systems. For example, the 
LINPACK benchmark is used by the TOP500 [6] list of most powerful supercom-
puters. 

There are also multiple applications used for testing chosen capabilities of the HPC 
systems. For example, the testbed of the Italian Grid Infrastructure [10] combines a set 
of applications in the fields of astronomy, astrophysics, oceanography, molecular dy-
namics, quantum chemistry, varying be real requirements from the HPC system. The 
application proposed in this paper is novel in the sense, that those requirements can be 
to some extent configured. 

The proposed solution was already used as a test application in [11], where we 
propose a new data prefetching optimizer for the KernelHive framework. 

3. PROPOSED APPLICATION 

3.1.  REGULAR EXPRESSION SYNTAX 

The goal of the proposed application is to find all occurrences of a given regular 
expression and to return their absolute offsets in the input text. There are a few pop-
ular regular expression syntaxes, varying in delimiters and metacharacters used. In 
this work, we do not focus specifically on any of them. We use a basic proof-of-
concept syntax instead. Apart from letters from the used alphabet, we allow one 
wildcard character, denoted by an asterisk (’*’), matching zero or more occurrences 
of any character. 

In the existing solutions, described in Section 2.2 wildcard characters would be-
have either greedy or non-greedy. For example, searching for the pattern ”a*c”  
in the string ”abcabcabc”, a greedy regular expression would match one string: 
”abcabcabc”, while a non-greedy would match three ”abc” substrings. From our ap-
plication, we require to examine all possible matches, including the greedy, non-
greedy and intermediate ones. In the above case, it should match the whole 
”abcabcabc”, two ”abcabc” substrings and three ”abc” substrings, giving the result 
of six occurrences. This means, that the number of cases to investigate is exponen-
tial in the number of wildcard characters N . Parallelization of this search is possible 
only if we define a limit of the characters matched by the wildcard character.  
Otherwise, splitting the input data into chunks would not be possible. The maximum 
wildcard length M also influences exponentially the number of cases to be  
examined. 
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Hence, the expected execution time of the application is: 

    MN badO=MN,d,T   (1) 

where d denotes the input data size and a, b > 1. 

3.2. IMPLEMENTATION 

Technically, the proposed application decomposes to multiple comparisons of 
characters, which is a basic functionality and can be implemented using any program-
ming language or API. This makes our idea applicable to whichever HPC system or 
parallel technology. For the purposes of this paper, to be able to test the application on 
different programming platforms (CPU and GPU), we implemented it in OpenCL. In 
this Section, we describe the implementation issues. 

In order to utilize concurrent capabilities of each device and search for the regular 
expression (called needle) in the input text (called haystack) in parallel, we divide the 
data into chunks called sub-haystacks. Calculation of the sub-haystack coordinates is 
listed in Figure 2. The memory addresses, which should be used by the current thread 
depend on its global id. Dividing the haystack into a set of disjunctive sub-haystacks 
would prevent from finding the regular expression matches that cross the sub-haystack 
boundaries. To avoid this, we allow each thread to match characters from the begin-
ning of the next sub-haystack. The sub-haystack size is calculated taking into account 
the maximum length of a matched text (maxNeedleSize), but also with regard to the 
length of the whole haystack. 

Fig. 2. Code for dividing the input data into chunks 

The search algorithm for an individual thread uses a stack of match cases to exam-
ine. A match case means the current position in the input data and in the regular ex-
pression. The stack is initialized by a set of match cases pointing to consecutive start-
ing points in the data chunk and each to the beginning of the regular expression. The 
algorithm tries to match consecutive characters of the data chunk to the current charac-
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ter of the regular expression. If the last character of the regular expression is matched, 
it saves the result in memory. If the current character in the regular expression is the 
wildcard character, it pushes M new match cases to the stack. The new match cases 
have consecutive starting points in the data chunk and correspond to M possible 
matches of the wildcard character. 

The maximum size of each stack is N � M match cases. In case of GPU it may 
seem beneficial to keep the stacks in shared memory. However, the experiments 
showed, that this benefit is negligible in terms of performance, while the size limita-
tions of the shared memory significantly limits the possible stack size. This means 
limiting either the data package size or the N and M parameters and excludes extreme 
application configurations. Therefore, we decided to use the global memory. 

4. EXPERIMENTS 

In order to examine the properties of the proposed application described in Sec-
tion 3, we conducted a set of experiments measuring the execution times on two types 
of computing devices: Intel Core i5 CPU and GeForce GTX 480 GPU. Each experi-
ment was repeated 3 times. In case of GPU, the measurements were nearly identical, 
but for the CPU it was important to average the results, because of different CPU load 
on the test machine. We implemented a dataset generator in Python, which allows to 
produce input packages of set size, consisting of random letters from a given alphabet. 
For our experiments we used an alphabet of 25 letters from ’a’ to ’z’. The searched 
regular expressions are constructed by interlacing required number of wildcard charac-
ters by consecutive letters from the alphabet. For example, for N = 1 we would use 
”a*b”, for N = 2 we would use ”a*b*c” and so on. 

The sequence of the experiments was as follows: first, we determined the optimal 
numbers of threads for each device, as shown in Section 4.1. Then, we observed how 
data size influences the execution time. The results are described in Section 4.2. Final-
ly, we examined chosen configurations of the application by mixing different values 
of the wildcard properties. We show some possible application profiles in Section 4.3. 

4.1.  SCALABILITY 

The scalability results for CPU are shown in Figure 3 and for GPU in Figure 4. We 
present the execution times in separate charts because the numbers of utilized threads 
fall in significantly different ranges. This is due to the device characteristics. In CPUs 
we have a few efficient physical cores (in this case 2), while on GPUs we benefit from 
the SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) architecture, where thousands of threads 
work on separate data fragments. 
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Fig. 3. Scalability on Intel Core i5 CPU 
(64MB, N = 2, M = 100) 

Fig. 4. Scalability on GeForce GTX 480 GPU 
(64MiB, N = 2, M = 100) 

One of the problems in heterogeneous HPC systems is that different computing 
architectures, including the two mentioned above are suitable for different types of 
computations. There are algorithms, which execution times on one architecture can 
be hundreds of times faster than on the other. Because of that, in heterogeneous 
HPC systems it is often worth to distinguish multiple types of computations and 
prepare scheduling mechanisms aware of those types and computing device capabil-
ities. The application proposed in this paper is designed for testing HPC systems 
with regard to data intensity. To avoid the issues with efficiency inequality, it is de-
sirable that the execution times on different architectures should be similar. The ex-
ecution times for heterogeneous architectures presented in Figures 3 and 4 are no-
ticeably smaller on the GPU, but of the same order of magnitude as on CPU. This 
appears to be an advantage of using the application as a test case for heterogeneous 
systems. 

What is more, the scalability tests show that the application utilizes the capabili-
ties of both devices well. The optimal number of threads on the CPU is 2, because it 
is equipped with two physical cores. Unfortunately, the HT (Hyper-Threading) 
mechanism does not support this type of computations well enough to efficiently 
utilize three or four virtual cores. In case of the GPU, the application scales well up 
to ten thousand of threads. Then for subsequent numbers of threads, due to the pa-
rameters of the GPU model, the execution times oscillate around a fixed value, giv-
ing the optimal number of 32768 threads. In the following experiments, we use the 
optimal thread numbers. 
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4.2.  DATA SIZES 

As we expected based on the Equation 1, the results presented in Figure 5 confirm 
that the execution time of the application is linear in the input data size, with minor fluc-
tuations. In the process of testing HPC systems we might need to use various data pack-
age sizes, depending on the system architecture and which mechanisms we test. Steady 
growth rate provides a good base for preparing various application profiles for given data 
package sizes by configuring the N and M parameters as described in Section 4.3. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Execution times depending on the data size d (N = 2, M = 100) 

4.3.  APPLICATION CONFIGURATIONS 

Figures 6 and 7 show, that the parameters N and M indeed influence the execution 
time exponentially. In case of N, the base of the exponent is high, which means that 
small changes in N cause big changes in the execution time. On the contrary, in case 
of M the function is nearly linear. 

 

  

Fig. 6. Execution times depending on the 
number of wildcards N (M = 100) 

Fig. 7. Execution times depending on the 
maximum wildcard length M (N = 2) 
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The above dependencies allow to tune a problem instance to a precise computation 
to data intensity ratio by performing the following steps: 

 choose the desired data package size; 
 tune the data intensity using the N parameter 
 adjust the data intensity precisely using the M parameter. 

The proposed technique can be used to prepare test applications from a range of 
profiles depicted by the red arrow in Figure 1. The sample configurations of extremely 
computation intensive and extremely data intensive cases along with their execution 
times on CPU are listed in Table I. 

Table 1. Exemplary application profiles 

Description Data size N M CPU execution time 
Compute intensive 1MiB 5 256 431.563s 
Data intensive 512MiB 0 0 3.207s 

5. SUMMARY 

In the paper we proposed a regular expression matching application that can be 
configured to resemble applications from a wide range of data intensity. We de-
scribed our OpenCL implementation and showed execution times on CPU and GPU 
for various data sizes and wildcard character parameters. We showed how to prepare 
required test cases by modifying those parameters. We determined the configura-
tions of exemplary extreme configurations, where the execution time on CPU can be 
over 7 minutes for 1 MiB of data, but also about 3 seconds for 512 MiB of data. 

We presented the results for environments with single CPU and GPU devices. 
Additionally, in [11] the application has been proven useful for developing and test-
ing a dynamic data management scheme in the KernelHive heterogeneous frame-
work. Tests of the application in environments with different characteristics indicate 
that it is general enough to be utilized by a wide range of parallel environments. 
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MONITORING AND SELF-HEALING OF KVM VIRTUAL 
MACHINES USING VIRTIO 

Virtual environments consisting of large amounts of virtual machines require administrative mon-
itoring on daily basis. It is usually performed through centralized management software such as 
VMware vCenter or Microsoft System Center Virtualization Manager. Mentioned tools provide over-
all virtual machine information, resource usage statistics, ability to trigger alarms etc. With introduc-
tion of platforms to execute analytics of virtual environments such as VMware vCenter Operations 
Manager monitoring is more advanced than ever. However, in open source world there is no such de-
veloped software leveraging KVM hypervisor to provide detailed control over environment and ap-
plication health. Solution proposed in this chapter tries to address this issue by providing network-
less way to monitor virtual machines operating system with agent running inside. By using VirtIO-
Serial transport mechanism in this solution it is possible to track health of services, applications, sys-
tem events and perform basic diagnosis and self-healing when fault has been detected.  

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Leading technology in modern data centers is virtualization. It consists of large 
amounts of hardware (servers, storage arrays, network hardware) and virtualized com-
ponents (virtual machines, virtual switches, storage area networks). All of these re-
quire administrative monitoring on daily basis. Administrators perform tasks such as: 

 checking virtual machines operating system (are there fatal errors, are all ser-
vices running properly, check if it was not compromised), 

 monitoring bandwidth usage of switches (checking if device is not overloaded, 
not compromised, checking for network problems),  

 __________  
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  monitoring storage arrays (checking space usage, I/O efficiency, hardware 
components health such as disks or controllers). 

All of these tasks require a lot of time dedicated only to monitoring datacenter infra-
structure. To address this issue virtualization vendors created tools such as VMware 
vCenter Operations Manager [1] or Microsoft System Center Operations Manager 
[2] to control virtual and physical environment more efficiently from one, central-
ized component. Included analytics allows administrator to acknowledge problems 
very fast and perform required steps to fix them before they will influence users. 
However, in open source world there is no so well developed software leveraging 
KVM [3] hypervisor to provide detailed control over virtual environment health. 
There are many solutions exploiting Xen [4] hypervisor such as Snooze [5] – open-
source, scalable, autonomic and energy-efficient management framework. It allows 
to control life-cycle of virtual machines and implements basic self-healing mecha-
nisms. Another software based on Xen is CloudDVMM [6] – distributed virtual 
machine monitor for cloud computing. Very similar solution to CloudDVMM is 
DMMVM [7] – dynamic management and monitoring of virtual machines. It ena-
bles user to participate in monitoring by deploying security policies according to the 
workload. It is easy to notice that KVM is in minority since all of these solutions are 
based on Xen. This inspired us to create a monitoring and self-healing solution for 
KVM virtual machines harnessing VirtIO [8] on both – Linux and Windows plat-
forms providing following features: 

 Monitoring guest operating system log files, event logs, 
 Performing basic diagnosis and self-healing when known fault has occurred, 
 Monitoring running services and restarting them when they are not running, 
 Monitoring running applications and restarting them when they are not running, 
 Network-less communication between guest operating system and virtual ma-

chine host, 
 Email notifications of performed actions, detected problems, 
 Centralized platform to manage and monitor virtual infrastructure health. 
These features would allow administrators running KVM based datacenters to have 

more detailed and efficient way to control managed environment. It is also aimed to be 
secure and flexible platform for future growth and modifications with few require-
ments highlighted in this paper [9] such as small performance impact or ability to 
monitor any data on target OS. 
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2. VIRTUAL MACHINE HEALTH 

2.1. WHAT IS VIRTUAL MACHINE HEALTH 

Virtual machine health represents overall state of the guest operating system and 
underlying virtual hardware. When there is no problems (bottlenecks, compromises, 
application or service failures) virtual machine is healthy. However, when a problem 
occurs it will impact other components of operating system leading to data corruption 
or big performance issues. Detecting such failures early allows administrators to react 
quickly to minimize losses in virtual environment. Available mechanisms require ad-
ministrative effort while data center self-healing mechanisms minimize it. Implement-
ing self-learning analytics provide a way to learn how infrastructure changes, which 
component might become corrupted in near future, which performed actions cause 
loss in performance. Having these information in central place allow administrators to 
minimize amount of work and time dedicated for environment monitoring and better 
planning for emerging growth.  

2.2. COMMON METRICS 

As it was mentioned health is very general term. It consists of many metrics which 
computed together determine overall virtual machine state and performance. In mod-
ern monitoring software common metrics consist of: 

 CPU usage, 
 Memory usage, 
 Storage usage, 
 Disk I/O operations (IOPS), 
 Network I/O operations. 
However, there are many more elements essential for the operating system moni-

toring such as running application and services. It is crucial to keep track of process 
resource usage for efficiency and occurring system events for detailed information 
about operating system health. Proposed solution include these extended metrics. 

2.3. HEALTH MONITORING COMPARISION 

Currently most popular software to monitor virtual infrastructure is VMware 
vCenter Operations Manager [1] and Microsoft System Center Operations Manager 
[2]. Although they have similar names, they are operating slightly different. Tool from 
VMware provides more overall information about infrastructure health including risk 
calculation (if resources available will be enough for future growth) and efficiency (if 
virtual machines are configured in efficient manner). It also include analytics mecha-
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nism that provide information such as time remaining for CPU, memory, disk space, disk 
I/O, network I/O based on environment life until recent time. Using this information 
administrator is able to evaluate if current hardware is enough for future infrastructure 
growth at current rate. Product from Microsoft focuses on different metrics. It evaluates 
occurring system events in virtual or physical operating systems and provides detailed 
information about warnings and errors. It also contains rich knowledge base about possi-
ble causes and resolutions for problematic events existing in infrastructure. Used ap-
proach allows for very detailed operating system and application monitoring. 

2.  PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

Proposed solution leverages agent architecture presented previously in paper [10]. 
It consists of three components: 

  Central controller – gathers all health information from virtual machines and 
presents them to administrator through web portal. This allows for analysis of 
overall infrastructure health and virtual machine health, brings out problems 
immediately to analyzer attention,   

  Proxy controller – resides in host operating system and functions as relaying 
proxy for information from central controller to virtual machines and vice versa, 

  Guest agent – resides in guest operating system as a system service. Monitors 
health of particular components, immediately reports detected problems and 
performs self-healing if occurred failure identifier is found in knowledge base 
represented as XML file which include resolutions to known events. 

Linux with KVM
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VM

VirtIO-Serial

Physical server

VM VM VM

Proxy controller

Linux with KVM

UNIX Socket

VM

VirtIO-Serial

Physical server

VM VM VM

Proxy controller

Central controller
Ethernet Ethernet

 

Fig. 1. Architecture diagram of proposed solution 
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All communication is based on exchanging messages in JavaScript Object Nota-
tion (JSON) [11] format. Central controller periodically poll health status from all 
virtual machines by sending a request. When proxy controller receives communicate it 
is relayed to the virtual machine guest agent using VirtIO-Serial transport channel. 
VirtIO-Serial is transparent, hardware communication layer between virtual machine 
and physical server, where this particular virtual machine resides. It can be presented 
in host operating system as many devices such as TCP servers/clients, text files, 
named pipe, UNIX socket and more. In guest operating system it is presented as PCI 
device. In proposed solution VirtIO-Serial resides as UNIX socket. Received request 
is relayed through this socket to the guest agent in guest operating system. When  
agent receives communicate it performs whole system check on demand and sends 
gathered results back to the central controller. 
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Fig. 2. Communication diagram of proposed solution 

 

Additionally guest agent is monitoring resources such as: 
  System logs, events for warning and errors by analysing files and event logs, 
  System services and application health by checking process states, 
  Network connectivity by performing ping tests, 
  Resource usage by monitoring resource usage per process. 

 
When abnormal situation is detected agent send a notification to the central con-

troller and administrator is notified through email about anomaly. Events such as lost 
network connection, very high resource usage by process, warnings, errors, hanged 
services or applications are considered as abnormal system operation. Guest agent also 
consists of basic knowledge base about anomalies and what actions it should perform. 
In case of detection, after notifying administrator service will check knowledge base 
for possible resolution. When resolution is found agent will perform tasks included in 
it to recover from failure. For example administrator would want to know when virtual 
machine lose network connectivity. Resolution to that situation is depicted in Figure 3. 
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At beginning agent check if there is a network connectivity to Google DNS server 
(8.8.8.8) by using ping. If not, network card status is determined. In case of failure 
agent will force graceful reboot of the virtual machine, in other case it will continue. 
Next test is to check if network card has any configuration. If not, agent will ask cen-
tral controller for last known network configuration.  
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Fig. 3. Activity diagram of network diagnosis 
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Fig. 4. Activity diagram of process resource usage diagnosis 
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Guest agent is also capable of monitoring running processes inside guest operating 
system. It is possible to detect if application is responding and if not restart it. Agent is 
able to monitor if process is running (when it should) and if it is not running (when it 
should not). When such situation is detected either process is killed or started. It is 
possible to monitor resource usage per process. If abnormal usage is detected specified 
action should be performed. Example resolution is shown at Figure 4. Agent will 
check resource usage of all running processes and when very high usage is detected it 
will restart problematic process.  

Guest agent is also capable of monitoring system events and log files every speci-
fied interval. It will check if any new events are present and when they are found ac-
tion is performed depending on event type: 

 Information – no action is performed, 
 Warning – email notification is sent to the administrator, 
 Error – agent checks if resolution to this event is available in knowledge base. If 

yes, it will perform self-healing action, if not no action is performed. In both 
situations email notification is sent to the administrator. 

3.  EXAMPLES OF USAGE 

Proposed solution allows for network-less monitoring of KVM virtual machine 
guest operating system, basic self-diagnosis and self-healing. It is possible to: 

 Monitor system events and log files to inform administrator about issues inside 
guest operating system, 

 Monitor applications and services state and notify when they are not running 
with performing restart when required, 

 Monitor resource usage and react in case of very high usage by one process, 
 Perform self-diagnosis on regular interval like checking network connectivity, 
 Perform basic self-healing when event with resolution available in knowledge 

base occurs. 
Specifying which services should be monitored is done through XML file. It con-

tains service name and parameter specifying if service should be monitored. An exam-
ple structure of that file is shown below: 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
<Services> 
  <Service Name="DHCP" Monitored="true"/> 
  <Service Name="EventLog" Monitored="true"/> 
</Services> 
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Knowledge base for system events is also presented as XML file. It contains two 
sections: 

 Actions – represents possible actions available in guest agent, 
 Events – represents events with their source. It contains description and action 

which agent should perform in case when error occurs. 
 
An example structure of that file is shown below: 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
<KnowledgeBase> 
  <Actions> 
    <Action Id="1" Name="Ignore"/> 
    <Action Id="2" Name="Resync time"/> 
  </Actions> 
  <Events> 
    <Event Id="5719" Source="NETLOGON"> 
      <Action Id="1"/> 
      <Description>Netlogon service may start before the network is ready, the 

computer may be unable to locate the logon domain controller.</Description> 
    </Event> 
    <Event Id="129" Source="Microsoft-Windows-Time-Service"> 
      <Action Id="2"/> 
      <Description>The Windows Time service cannot discover the configured time 

source peer.</Description> 
    </Event> 
  </Events> 
</KnowledgeBase> 
 
Guest monitor is also able to monitor for application specific events. It checks Ap-

plication system log and checks if resolution to the found application errors is availa-
ble in knowledge base. If resolution is found, it will perform self-healing action. If not 
no action is performed. In both cases administrator is notified about error and about 
tasks that were performed. Example of software that can be monitored is Microsoft 
SQL Server. Resolution example is depicted in Figure 5. Guest agent monitors Appli-
cation event log for SQL Server errors. If an error is found monitor notifies adminis-
trator and checks event identifier (in this case it is 107) and search for resolution to 
this event in knowledge base. Next test is to check if SQL Server Database Engine is 
started. If not, it will restart SQL Server. Otherwise agent will perform next action 
which is restarting SQL Server Reporting Services service.  
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Fig. 5. Activity diagram of SQL Server event 107 diagnosis and resolution 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed solution is facing the challenge of KVM virtual machine guest oper-
ating system monitoring. Compared to the competitors it is rather limited, but architec-
ture allows for flexible and easy development towards integrating more advanced so-
lutions. As the demand for virtualization and centralized infrastructure monitoring is 
increasing, introducing solutions as described in this paper is going to be necessary in 
every virtual environment.  By harnessing VirtIO-Serial requirement for network con-
nection in virtual machines is removed. Because of that one of points of failure is 
eliminated and managed infrastructure can be more reliable and secure. Proposed self-
diagnosis and self-healing mechanisms provide basic solutions to possibly occurring 
errors or failures with non-invasive, simple resolutions. Proposed monitor is highly 
expandable and flexible. Adding new applications or services that should be moni-
tored boils down to modification of a XML file. Updating knowledge base for occur-
ring events is also done through XML file. Because of that it is simple yet powerful 
agent solution. 
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MIDDLEWARE IN SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE FOR 
AN AUTONOMOUS MOBILE ROBOT — EMBODIED AGENT 

This paper presents an approach to robotic middleware as a tool to facilitate the programming and 
testing of complex tasks for autonomous mobile robot with a very limited hardware resources. The 
motivation of a project was to enable experiments with a low cost multi-robot system. This interme-
diate layer, middleware, allows to execute selected tasks in the environment of an external, stationary 
computer instead of robot on-board system. It allows testing these tasks in a relatively comfortable 
workstation environment and facilitates conducting experiments. It can also be used when the compu-
tational complexity of a task prevents its execution on the robot’s on-board computer because of its 
limited resources. Middleware is bound with a system architecture but can be placed at different lev-
els of this architecture through the exchange of interfaces of its application layer protocol. It can be 
easily adapted to different types of communication and its protocol stack taking into account a possi-
ble unreliability of a physical channel.  

1 . INTRODUCTION 

Design and programming system for an autonomous mobile robot is a complex ob-
jective, requiring different competencies - including embedded real-time systems pro-
gramming, image processing, digital filtering, movement control etc. Such a robot, 
capable to act independently in the environment and seeking to achieve given goal can 
be called an agent [1,2] – and to differentiate it from software agent we can talk about 
embodied agent. If we are dealing with the autonomous mobile robots performing 
jointly submitted job, we say that they form embodied multi-agent system (EMAS).  
You can find a variety of practical applications for such systems, e.g. relating to situa-

 __________  
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tions risky to human activity, like in search of survivors after the earthquake or look-
ing for the source of leaks of toxic or radioactive substances. 

The aim of our experiments with mobile robots in essence is not robotics for itself, 
but rather issues related to the design of the complex, "intelligent" embedded systems 
with limited hardware resources, and in which the tasks are belonging to different 
branches of computer science, that is, all of these problems that may exist in the em-
bodied multi-agent systems. 

2. MIDDLEWARE AND ROBOT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Experiments with autonomous mobile robots require software development con-
sisting of cooperating tasks for different purposes – control, building map (model) of 
environment and localizing robot position, action planning, cooperation with other 
robotic agents, etc. The whole thing is a real-time system. To make this possible we 
need first to specify the system architecture, including dependencies and interfaces 
between tasks. Development of software for each task requires an exhausting testing 
and “tuning” and involves making changes in the code, and often experiments with 
diverse versions of algorithms. This, in turn, poses a problem when the robot onboard 
computer system provides neither tools to support testing nor programmer’s interface. 
Similarly, if the tasks are to be designed and tested independently of the hardware 
platform specific mobile robot, and then used in the control of different, mutually in-
compatible, mobile robots. In both these cases, you can design an abstract architecture 
of a robot and accomplish the robot control through the middleware. In the simplest 
case, its role is to provide sensor and actuator online interfaces to software running on 
a desktop computer (workstation).  

2.1. ROBOTIC MIDDLEWARE 

During the last several years there was a series of projects including middleware, 
usually associated with a particular system architecture and integrated with the devel-
opment framework. Often these environments can also simulate the operation of mo-
bile robot. Most of them originated as a part of university-based research programs 
(e.g. Player [3, 4], MIRO [5], MARIE [6] or RSCA [7]),but there are also those that 
are being developed within the framework of the projects carried out by public author-
ities (like CLARAty [8, 9, 10] developed by NASA JPL up to 2006 in connection with 
the unmanned Mars missions), or even been designed for commercial purposes associ-
ated with the production of robots, including military applications (e.g. iROBOT 
Aware). We must also mention the freely available MRDS (Microsotf Robotic Devel-
oper Studio) environment [11] for .NET-based programming to build robotics applica-
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tions and remote control of the robot. A comprehensive review of major robotic mid-
dleware can be found in the [12]. 

If all the software of the robot (apart from services reading sensors and controlling 
effectors) is executed in a workstation and not in robot’s on-board microcomputer, 
than such a mobile robot can be called only conceptually autonomous, because any 
loss of communication between the robot and the external real-time control system 
means the end of robot operation. For testing purposes and at a small distance we can 
assume the reliability of physical channel (it is commonly Wi-Fi), however, it is diffi-
cult to accept if the robot operates in inaccessible environment and a loss of the con-
nection is caused by its accessing in an area with a strong suppression of the propaga-
tion of a radio signal. Actually just CLARAty assumes that the system architecture is 
composed of two compound layers, one of which, functional layer, is implemented in 
the robot onboard system and the second, decision layer, is working in a remote  
system.  

2.2. AGENT ARCHITECTURE 

Agent system architecture was designed after an analysis of previously developed 
concepts, including: 

 subsumption architecture proposed by R.A. Brooks [13], which represents a hi-
erarchy of possible behaviors competing to exercise control over the agent, and 
higher levels are able to subsume lower levels in order to create viable behavior; 

  TOURINGMACHINES, a hybrid architecture developed by Ferguson [14], 
consisting of perception and action subsystems and three control layers: model-
ling, planning and reactive, embedded in a control framework, which mediates 
between the layers; 

  INTERRAP – hierarchical layered architecture, according to the authors  
“pragmatic approach to designing complex dynamic agent societies (..) and co-
operative scheduling” [15]. 

The last two above mentioned architectures were verified only by simulation ex-
periments . 

The proposed architecture is an attempt to integrate ideas of the aforementioned 
approaches, and has been divided into the following layers (starting with lowest): 

(1) performing simple orders associated with the movement, including reflexive 
reactions (e.g. not colliding with an obstacle) 

(2) performing compound, conditional sequences of movements (behaviors) de-
scribed by state machines (not necessarily deterministic, i.e. some transitions 
can be probabilistic), e.g. follow along the wall on your left/right side, or ran-
dom “sightseeing” to provide data for mapping; actions within a state machine 
are orders for the layer 1 
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(3) making choice of behavior from the library with the ability to modify the 
probability of chosen transitions (e.g. to try avoiding an obstacle to the left or 
right side), or generating a new sequence of actions mandated by the higher 
level (4), to be executed by the layer 2 

(4) route design, based on the model of the environment and the current goal – the 
direction of exploration or, if interesting objects in the field of view – the ob-
jective can be an object indicated by the layer 5; second part of this layer is an 
incremental environment modeling i.e. creation of robot’s “world” map and 
specifying its own position at this map (SLAM – Simultaneous Localization 
and Mapping) 

(5) specifying the current goal on the basis of negotiations (layer 6) and the cur-
rent state of the world model – this layer can be seen as a very simplified BDI 
(Belief-Desire-Intention) agent architecture [1, 2] 

(6) social behavior layer involving negotiations with other robots forming the 
multi-agent system to determine the current goal of the activity (task alloca-
tion), but also, for example, priority negotiation if the motion paths of two ro-
bots are colliding (as run through a narrow gate in opposite directions). 

Layers 0 to 2 have a reactive functionality. It means that at most time robot can act 
without any intervention from higher levels. We can say that these layers are by 
‘body’ side of an agent. Layers 3 to 5  are responsible for an ‘intelligent’ behavior and 
by analogy to ‘body’ can be called a ‘mind’ of a robotic agent. 

The individual layers have different complexity and work concurrently, but the de-
cisions of the higher layer in the hierarchy have binding nature for the layer located 
below (e.g. reflex action is to avoid an obstacle, but this reflex can be prohibited by a 
higher layer by a request to try to push through this obstacle). In the above description 
a number of properties are not shown for the brevity.  

2.3. MIDDLEWARE FOUNDATIONS 

The main objectives of the middleware project were: 
a.   hiding the lower layers of communication protocol stack (according to OSI 

model – transport layer and below) to allow the use of different physical chan-
nels depending on the needs and capabilities of the specific project, 

b.   taking into account the physical channel failure by incorporating a mechanism 
of notification of loss of connection and its automatic recovery – the reaction 
for connection loss can be, for example, executing the behavior to return to the 
last place at which the connection was active or/and continuation of the auton-
omous action according to the last strategy until its exhaustion or connection re-
covery, 
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c.   providing real-time communication using prioritization of messages depending 
of their nature, 

d.   such a specification and design of application layer within the communication 
protocol stack, that its interfaces on both sides could be easy changed allowing 
to place the middleware between different layers of the system architecture for a 
given project. 

 
Fig. 1 shows possible variants of middleware location within proposed architecture, 

in a case of relatively small resources of robot’s on-board controller. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Location of middleware within agent architecture 

3. TEST IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MIDDLEWARE 

The initial idea for the middleware project was not binding to the specific type of 
physical channel and corresponding protocols. Experimental middleware has been 
implemented for a robot built on the LEGO Mindstorms NXT, an old version of  
a good known toy robot. Small resources of robot’s controller meant that it would be 
impossible to implement more complex and computational intensive tasks on it. Since 
NXT is equipped only with Bluetooth (802.11 or Wi-Fi only in EV3) so in the case of 
a communication between the workstation and mobile robot we are dealing with  
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a unreliable physical channel, especially considering the small range and signal atten-
uation by a wall separating robot and workstation.  

Hardware determinants of the implementation of middleware on the robot side 
were as follows: 

 processor with ARM7 architecture (Atmel AT91SAM7S256), 64kB RAM and 
256kB FLASH, 

 Bluetooth 2.0 with implemented only virtual serial port profile RFCOMM, 
 nxtOSEK operating system [16] instead of original NXT firmware (because of 

its limitations). 
 

It was decided that the service-oriented approach and the connection mode of 
communication should be used in the project – services on the robot and clients on the 
workstation side, providing interfaces for tasks of the parent layer in the agent archi-
tecture to be executed on the workstation. For a connection workstation-robot can 
theoretically exist any number of pairs client-service – the limitation is caused by lim-
ited resources on the robot side. The project provides two types of such pairs: 

 for packet communication – it involves the short length messages that can be 
sent in a single frame, 

 for mass communication – if the message is so long that it must be divided into 
a larger number of frames. 

Robot can have connection with a single workstation. But in order to facilitate ex-
periments with a robot team one workstation can be connected with more than one 
robot as shown in Fig. 2. This can be used e.g. to test executing cooperation scenarios. 
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Fig. 2. Middleware – services and clients 
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Middleware protocol stack on top of NXT implemented Bluetooth layers is shown 
in Fig. 3. 

. . . . .

L2CAP

Link Manager Protocol

Baseband & Link Controller

RFCOMM

Bluetooth Radio

Connection Supervisor

Registration

Service Mgmt & Ctrl

Service(1) Service(n)

 
Fig.3. Middleware protocol stack (robot side) 

 
Bluetooth layers can be briefly described as follow, starting from the bottom: 
 Bluetooth Radio defining frequency bands and hopping, modulation technique 

and power classes. Its functionality partially covers the Physical Layer in OSI 
model. 

 Baseband Layer and Link Control specifying the lower level operations at the 
bit and packet levels (e.g. forward error correction, cyclic redundancy check 
calculations and Automatic Repeat Request Protocol). 

 Link Manager specifying connection establishment, authentication, release of 
the asynchronous connectionless or connection-oriented (ACL) and synchro-
nous connection-oriented (SCO) channels, traffic scheduling, link supervision, 
and power management tasks. 

 L2CAP – Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol layer is an interface to 
data transport protocols, and it controls the multiplexing of higher layer proto-
cols and the segmentation and reassembly (SAR) of large packets. 

 RFCOMM is a simple transport protocol, with additional provisions for emulat-
ing of RS-232 (EIATIA-232-E) serial ports [17]. It is based on ETSI standard 
TS 07.10. This is the only transport protocol available by MINDSTORMS NXT 
– but on top of RFCOMM can be found other adopted network protocols, like 
UDP/TCP-IP, not available in this case. 
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A comprehensive documentation of Bluetooth architecture and its protocols can be 
found on the web portal [18]. 

The following Table 1 shows the middleware layers of the protocol stack and their 
basic properties. 

 
Table 1. Properties of layers within the middleware on robot side 

Layer Functionality Provided interface 

Service – Data presentation 
– Management of service configura-

tion 
– Ensuring the reliability of data pack-

et transfer 
–  Retransmission of data if necessary

– Sending data with the specified priori-
ty with or without confirmation 

– Sending a new service configuration 

Service Manage-
ment and Control 

– Addressing messages to services 
and clients 

– Management of priorities 
– Starting new services 

– Sending data with the specified priori-

ty 
– Client registration 

Registration – Robot connection registration 
– Sustaining session if connection lost 

– Notifications about session registra-
tion 

– Sending packets in the context of the 
current registration 

– Notification of the completion of the 
session 

Connection Super-

visor 

– Monitoring the status of connection  
– Ensuring the reliability of transmis-

sion 

– Sending packets within the connection 
– Reliable sending control packets 
– Notification if connection broken and 

about reconnects 

 
In the test implementation [19] for Mindstorms NXT the middleware was placed 

between layers (2) and (3) of the agent architecture as shown in Fig. 1 at position 
pointed by “b”. For this location of the middleware following services were intro-
duced: 

i. Choosing from the library, activation and termination of the state machine 
representing the robot behavior. 

ii. Submitting a new state machine to the library or deleting existing one from 
the library. 

iii. Direct control of the robot using orders for layer (1) – by this time the activi-
ty of layer (2) is suspended. 

iv. Cyclical sending frames containing robot status (including robot sensors  
data).  

The implementation of middleware on the robot side was to volume just below 
26kB of FLASH memory (from 256kB), leaving sufficient space for the code and 
library data of  the two lowest layers of system architecture. 
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The correctness of the implementation and assumptions of the project have been 
confirmed by developed functional tests which covered: 

 performance tests associated with transmission speed, 
 message queuing based on prioritization as well as for the case of transmission 

errors (artificial injection), 
 detection of connection break and connection recovery. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper a middleware project for an autonomous mobile robot was presented. 
The middleware is related to the layered agent architecture, but it can be placed at 
different levels of this architecture according to needs and available hardware re-
sources of the robot’s on-board computer. The motivation of the project was to allow 
developing and experimenting with variety of EMAS problems in a physical environ-
ment at a very low cost of lab equipment.  

The proposed middleware allows to execute selected tasks in the environment of 
an external, stationary computer instead of robot on-board system. This is helpful 
while testing the code and can ease the experiments with various versions of solu-
tion. Designed middleware can be placed at different levels of the system architec-
ture through the exchange of interfaces of its application layer protocol. Further-
more, the problem of communication channel reliability was taken was taken into 
account. So, if the connection is broken, appropriate actions may be taken in order 
to restore it and, in the meantime, the robot can continue the actions previously per-
formed or start another activity provided for this situation. This is because the mid-
dleware has an embedded notification mechanism of a loss of connection and its 
automatic recovery.  
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 UML, code generation, C#, 
generation gap  
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REUSE OF PROJECT CODE  
IN MODEL TO CODE TRANSFORMATION 

Model to code transformation can be performed many times during a development process based 
on the Model Driven Engineering ideas. A code project generated from structural as well as behav-
ioral models can be further extended with program details, e.g. method bodies. A straightforward re-
generation of an updated model could result in overwriting of the implemented parts of a project. 
Therefore, it is beneficial to reuse a code originated from the previous project during a model to code 
transformation realized in a next development stage. Different approaches to code generation gap are 
discussed in the paper. One of approaches, based on reuse of elements of non-modified classes, is 
specified in terms of reuse criteria devoted to different programming notions. The proposed criteria 
were implemented in an extended version of the Framework for Executable UML tool (FXU). The 
criteria were evaluated in experiments on UML models transformed into C# programs. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a Model Driven Engineering (MDE) approach, a model to code transformation 
takes a significant role [1]. In typical MDE processes a structural model, described for 
example by class diagrams, can be transformed into a code project. Moreover, some 
behavioral specifications built with CASE tools, e.g. state machine diagrams, can be 
used as source models in the code generation [2–5]. 

However, a detailed code is usually supplemented at the code project level using a 
development environment, which is more convenient for programmers. This kind of 
code refers, for example, to bodies of selected methods.  

The problem arises when a model is modified and its transformation is repeated.  
A simple model to code transformation would provide to losing of an implemented 

 __________  
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code, hence it is not a satisfactory solution [6–8]. It could be beneficial to have full 
roundtrip engineering, but so far it is available only for some solutions based on struc-
tural models, mainly when a class diagram is generated by reverse engineering from 
an existing code. The reverse engineering for code generated from more extended 
models, including state machines, is more sophisticated and ambiguous.  

In this paper, we address the code generation gap problem [8]. We present different 
approaches and propose code reuse criteria for a selected solution. It is assumed that a 
model to code transformation process is mostly automated, without need of a user 
interaction. The selected approach was implemented in the Framework for Executable 
UML (FXU) [9,10], which is a tool for generation of C# code from UML class dia-
grams and state diagrams. Experiments were carried out to verify and tune the criteria 
[11]. 

This paper is organized as follows. We present the gap generation problem and dif-
ferent solutions in the next Section. In Section 3 code reuse criteria are introduced. We 
discuss experiments with FXU in Section 4 and conclude the paper in Section 5. 

2. APPROACHES TO CODE REUSE 

The following assumptions were made about the considered MDE process. A mod-
el M-1 was automatically transformed into a code project. The project was further ex-
tended with some code extracts, e.g. bodies of methods or constructors were added; 
and some elements like fields, methods, parameters were added or deleted. The current 
updated project will be denoted as P.  

In the next development stage, a new modified version of the model was prepared. 
It is called M. The model M will be transformed into a new code project P’. The trans-
formation uses also data from the project P, merging information from M and P. 

We considered four approaches (A-D) taking into account the following features:  
– reuse of the code from the source project P in the target project P’, 
– sources of potential compilation errors because of reuse of the existing code from 

P together with the new generated code from M, 
– involvement of a user in the selection of model/code elements to be included into 

the final project P’. 

2.1. GENERATION OF THE MODIFIED CLASSES ONLY (A) 

A model to code transformation is performed only for classes that are new or were 
modified in the model M. It is necessary to determine which class was modified. It can 
be established by a user or automatically. Automatic detection of a class modification 
can be realized in different ways. A simple solution is comparison of the previous 
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model M-1 with the modified model M, but it can be inconvenient for a user to main-
tain both models. Another method is usage of information that identifies the previous 
model and is stored in the code project in the form of additional comments or annota-
tions. A user should only not to interfere into this part of the code.  

Advantages of the approach are: a simple implementation and little sources of po-
tential errors. A disadvantage is a fact that a class with a simple change will be classi-
fied as modified, and the whole class will be substituted. In an extreme situation, a 
change of a class name will provide to rewriting of the class files.  

2.2. GENERATION GAP PATTERN (B) 

The problem is addressed also by a design pattern called generation gap pattern. 
Each class of a model is transformed into two classes related by inheritance. The base 
class is an abstract class that comprises elements generated from a model. No other 
elements are included in the class and a user should not modify it. A user works on the 
second class, inherited from the base one. Typically base and inherited classes are 
stored in different packets and/or folders with some meaningful names, such as  
src-gen and src-once [7, 8]. 

A positive of the approach is that automatically generated code is explicitly sepa-
rated, and manually implemented code fragments can be easily reused. The re-
generation process is fully automated. A user should only follow the implementation 
rules and do not modify the base classes. 

A drawback is the high number of classes, duplicated in comparison to the model. 
The generated code is also less comprehensible. Using of a class hierarchy in a model 
can cause problems of merging inheritance relations from two origins: a conceptual 
model and the design pattern. It is especially questionable in languages that do not 
support multiple inheritance, as Java or C#. Repeated generation of base classes can 
produce errors in the inherited classes, e.g. an inherited class uses an element of the 
base class which was removed in the modified model. 

2.3. REUSE OF NON-MODIFIED CLASS ELEMENTS (C) 

Elements that were not modified in a model are reused in the target project. This 
approach is similar to A), but takes into account different elements not only the whole 
classes.  

There are different ways to specify that an element was modified. An automatically 
generated code can be separated in a class using comments or annotations. Therefore 
the file structure of a project is not affected. For example, elements generated by IBM 
Rational Software Architect [12] in UML to Java transformation are labelled with 
@generated annotations. Code modifications are substituted by the newly generated 
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code based on the current model. However, those parts of method and constructor 
bodies that are placed between comments “begin-user-code” and “end-user-code” are 
not substituted. 

Moreover this approach requires criteria about reuse of various kinds of elements. 
One solution is a selection of only simple elements, e.g. a method or constructor body, 
that have a non-modified signature. However, a code extract to be copied can have 
range of references to other elements of the same and of different classes. A simple 
coping without strict rules can provide to errors. On the other hand, too severe re-
strictions result in the losing of too much of the code that will be not reused. 

An advantage is possibility to reuse extracts of the code (methods, constructors) of 
classes that were partially modified. Using some selection criteria, the transformation 
process can be realized without a user interaction. 

The approach has several disadvantages. Change of a class name in a model pro-
vides to a substitution of the whole class and its implementation. Non-modified ele-
ments of a class that were copied can depend of other elements that were modified  
in the model. Therefore, there is a risk of errors due to reused code. In comparison to 
the A) approach this solution is more complex in terms of reuse criteria and implemen-
tation.  

2.4. FULL MERGING OF CODE WITH MODEL (D) 

In the first three approaches we assume the fully MDE approach, i.e. a model is 
correct and superior in the code generation process. A modified model is used as  
a reference in the selection of elements to be generated in the revived project. There-
fore, elements that exist in the previous code project but are not included in the new 
version of the model should be omitted. In result the model should be complete in the 
reference to the current stage development and include all elements indispensable in 
the project. 

The fourth approach is based on different assumptions. A model and a current code 
project include complementary parts of the development that can be merged into the 
final project. A user should know which parts of the previous model can be reused.  
A merging engine can inquire a user about doubtful elements and automatically handle 
elements encountering in both a modified model and a previous code project. There 
are also different policies based on the automating merging rules: 

I) A model is superior. An analysed element is generated if exists in the current 
model M, regardless weather it has a corresponding element in the project P. 

II) A code project is superior. An element is copied from P to the target project P'. 
If an element exists only in the model it is omitted during the code generation.  

III) A model supplements a code project. Each element from the project P is reused 
in P'. New elements, not present in P are generated from the model M.  
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IV) Model and code project are equally important and their intersection is a valid 
development. If an element is used in the model M and the project P then the element 
is reused in P'. Otherwise the element is omitted. 

An advantage is reusing parts of the code (methods, constructors) of classes that 
were partially modified. Deciding of code extract reuse is highly flexible. An amount 
of code that would be lost in the project re-generation can be minimized.  

However, this approach has much more complex implementation than the previous 
ones. In several policies a user is involved into the generation process. There are high 
requirements on the model and the code comprehension. There are many possible 
sources of conflicts and errors due to merging of inconsistent code originating from  
a model and a project. 

3. EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR REUSE OF CODE EXTRACS 

General policies discussed above have to be companioned by specific criteria that 
try to avoid situations of the inconsistent code. While extending the Framework for 
Executable UML (FXU) [10], the approach C) was selected to be implemented. It is a 
compromise solution that supports an automatic selection of code extracts to be re-
used. It is not necessary for a user to have a complete knowledge about a previously 
generated project or modifications that were introduced into a model. 

In general a modified model M was treated as a superior correct model. It was as-
sumed that if an element existed in the previous model M-1 but was omitted in M it 
was deleted by a user on purpose. In the reuse mechanism it was assumed that each 
system change will be introduced in a model. An exception is a constructor, as in FXU 
constructors are not generated from a model.  

The following proposed criteria can be in the most cases applied to any object-
oriented language. However, they were designed in the context of the C# language. 
The criteria were specified precisely using formulae. As an example, one formula for 
classes is shown. The remaining are omitted due to brevity reasons. 

A packet encounters in the most of programming languages, including C#, repre-
sented by a folder structure. A packet is an important structural element. A packet PM 
defined in a model is equivalent to a packet PP generated in project if the following 
conditions are met:  

– both packets have the same names, both packets are not included in any superior 
packet, or are included in equivalent packets. 

An interface includes declarations of methods. The methods should be implement-
ed in a class (or classes) that realize them. Assuming that a model is complete there 
should be no implementation elements that are not present in the model. Therefore 
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interfaces are generated from models and do not have special criteria for matching 
with the code. 

A class is structurally considered as a configuration of various sub-elements.  
A class CM defined in a model is equivalent to a class CP generated in project if the 
following conditions are met: 

– the classes are comprised in equivalent packets,  

 ( )())(())(( PMPPMM PPPCLASSESCPCLASSESC  )  (1) 

 where CLASSES(PX) means a set of classes in the packet X, and  denotes equiva-
lence. 

– the classes have the same names, and have the same descriptors, e.g. abstract. 
It should be noted that the criteria do not take into account inheritance or interface 

realisation. It was assumed that these conditions would be too restrictive.  
An attribute can be fully generated from a model. It can have a type and an initial 

value that is initialised in its definition or in a constructor. A problem erases when 
attributes are created or deleted in implementation. Such modifications should be re-
flected in a model. It can be done by hand or by simple reverse engineering facility.  

For the further merging step, the following criteria state that an attribute AM from a 
model is equivalent to an attribute AP from a project, if: 

– the attributes belong to the equivalent classes, have the same names, are of the 
same types, have the same visibility, and have the same descriptors, e.g. static, ab-
stract. 

A constructor is typically created as a default constructor. This constructor can be 
supplemented in implementation, and/or additional constructor can be developed. 
They can be used in a new project. A constructor is copied from a previous project to  
a new one, if its class in a model includes all attributes with the same names and types, 
as attributes defined in the equivalent class in the project. 

A method has, apart from its signature, a body that is usually not represented in  
a model. A method code can be written in a model, but it is often inconvenient as it is 
not verified on-line. Generating a new code from a model can lead to losing an im-
plemented code. Therefore method code from a project should be reused in the new 
project after model to code transformation. A method MP from a project can be 
merged with a method MM defined in a model, if the following criteria are met: 

– the methods are in the equivalent classes, have the same name, have the same re-
turn type, have the same visibility, and have the same descriptors, e.g. static. 

– the methods have parameters of the same names and types, but the parameter or-
der can be different. 

However, there also exist special methods, e.g. methods generated to reflect behav-
ioral models that should be not modified by a user. They are generated from a model 
disregarding the above criteria.  
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4. EXPERIMENTS 

4.1. FXU – FRAMEWORK FOR EXECUTABLE UML 

The Framework for eXecutable UML (FXU) is an environment for generating C# 
programs from UML models [10]. The first version of the tool was created in 2006 
[9]. It consists of two parts FXU Generator and FXU run-time Library. FXU Genera-
tor transforms UML classes and their state machines into a C# project. The project 
includes skeletons of the classes, the code reflecting structures of the state machine 
elements and references to library items. The Library comprised the code correspond-
ing to realization of all state machine elements used in run-time of an application. 
Further versions of FXU were developed, which among others support extended GUI, 
model tracing interfaces, and different UML semantic variants [13], [14]. The 5th ver-
sion of the FXU generator was enhanced with the code reuse facility [11]. 

4.2. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS  

In the discussed process, modified models are transformation sources in consecu-
tive development stages. Therefore a simple modification process benchmark was 
proposed. The following basic actions can be distinguished in a process: addition, 
removal and modification. Each of these actions can be applied to different software 
elements – action subjects: a packet, class, class attribute, method and class construc-
tor.  

Considering the program generation cycle, there are three possible areas when an 
action can be completed: in a model only, in a code project only, both in a model and 
in the code project. Combination of the above variants (i.e. action type, action subject 
and application area) constitutes a modification process benchmark used in the exper-
iments. 

The experiments were evaluated in terms of the usefulness of the implemented ap-
proach and the applied criteria. Therefore some metrics were proposed to evaluate the 
process in a quantitative way. Utilization of the code from the project (P) during the 
generation of the new project (P’) was calculated by metrics: 

E – a rate of the code added to project P but not reused in the project P' and 
R=100–E – a rate of the code added during project P implementation and reused in P', 

 100*












all

mrg

GLOCPLOC
GLOCPLOC

E   (2) 

where PLOC – number of code lines in the P' 
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GLOCall – number of code lines generated in P', when no reuse mechanism was 
applied, 

GLOCmrg – number of code lines generated in P', when the reuse mechanism was 
applied. 

Lines of code were calculated without lines of comments and white lines. 
The experiments were performed on two models, so-called a training model and  

a test model. As a training model we used a model of a control system of an orthotic 
robot [11]. The model was enhanced in order to cover various elements of state machines 
modelled in UML. This model was used as a benchmark during evaluation of transfor-
mations of a UML class and state machine model to code. Transformations carried out 
by three tools were experimentally compared, namely FXU, IBM Rational Software 
Architect and IBM Rhapsody [11]. In the experiments referred in this paper the same 
model was applied for the preliminary verification and tuning of the reuse criteria.  

Preliminary version of reuse criteria were implemented in FXU and applied to the 
training model. After experiments, some criteria concerning reuse of constructor and 
methods were modified. The criteria described in Section 3 cover already those modi-
fications. 

The second model used for the final testing of the discussed code generation ap-
proach was based on an open source C# project. It was published in the GitHub ser-
vice an open source repository [15]. This is a SharpUnit library devoted to creation of 
unit tests in the C# language. Therefore it was a real commonly used project devel-
oped independently of the FXU environment and experiment participants. Its UML 
model was generated by reverse engineering methods, using facilities included in the 
IBM Rational Software Architect environment [12].  

Both models were modified by different actions according to the modification pro-
cess benchmark. 

4.3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS  

In Table 1, we presented how performed modifications influence on the rate of the 
code reuse. Only such modifications were considered that have an impact on condi-
tions deciding on an element reuse. For example, a method modification in which only 
an attribute order is changed is not taken into account.  

The results of the test model showed that the automatic reuse was applied to almost 
90% of the code. This is substantial improvement in the comparison to the pure model 
re-generation, but still it is not fully satisfactory. 

Merging of code is threatened by inconsistency errors in the final project. A source 
of errors can be deletion or modification of an attribute in a model that was used in  
a method body in the previous project. The lines of such kind are not counted as re-
used in the R and E measures. It was observed that R rate was therefore lowered of 
0.2%.  
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Table 1. Reuse rate (R) of implemented code during model to code re-transformation 

Modification type 
(action, subject) 

Modification area 
In model  In project In model and project 

No changes 89.3 % 89.3 % 89.3 % 

Attribute add 88.8 % 88.6 % 88.8 % 

Attribute delete 87.7 % 89.6 % 89.8 % 

Attribute modify 87.0 % 86.8 % 89.3 % 

Method add 87.1 % 86.4 % 89.5 % 

Method delete 89.1 % 88.3 % 89.1 % 

Method modify 86.8 % 86.1 % 89.3 % 

Constructor add - 89.6 % - 

Constructor delete - 89.0 % - 

Constructor modify - 89.3 % - 

 
Calculated values of metric E present a distribution of code extracts that have to be 

implemented in a new code project. If a project is generated from a non-modified 
model the most of the lost code (about 7.4%) was associated with attributes. This ef-
fect was caused by C# specific way of defining getter and setter accessors, which was 
not considered in the presented reuse approach. The modification of the criteria of 
attributes would improve this result.  

The rest of elements that should be re-implemented referred to: methods 1.92% of 
code, imports 1.1% and constructors 0.27%. These code losses were caused by few 
limitations of FXU generator, i.e. some C# elements are not generated, like virtual 
descriptor and calling of a base constructor in a constructor of an inherited class.  

The similar analysis of a lost code (E) was performed for different modifications of 
a model. In all kinds of modifications the highest code loss (about 7%) was for attrib-
utes, because of the above mentioned reasons.  

The code loss of method bodies and constructors depends on the modification type. 
It can be caused by an attribute modification, attribute deletion or method modifica-
tion. Modifying or deleting an attribute affects a part of a constructor where the attrib-
ute is initialized. A method modification results in overwriting its body. The problem 
can be omitted if modification is introduced in the model and in the project. 

5. CONCLUSION 

An approach to code reuse in a model to code transformation was proposed and 
experimentally evaluated. First experiments were applied to the tuning of criteria of 
programing element reuse. Further experiments, performed on an independently de-
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veloped UML model, shown that about 90% of the implemented code were reused and 
merged with the code automatically generated from a modified model. 

However, the approach needs further improvements. We have observed that acces-
sors created for attributes, known as getters and setters, were not automatically reused. 
This problem can be solved by extending given reuse criteria. Moreover, further ex-
periments should refer to a more complex modification process. A model can include 
many various modifications, which should be verified during model to code transfor-
mation.  
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Tomasz BILSKI*

SOME REMARKS RELATED TO HUMAN BEHAVIOUR IMPACT
ON DATA PROTECTION PROCESSES

The purpose of the paper is to show some examples of human behaviour impact on data pro-
tection and to try to determine a set of different sources of human negative impact related to such
security areas as: general models, risk analysis, authentication (with special emphasis on some in-
novative methods and tools). Mobile devices and wireless transmission systems are of particular
interest here. Unfortunately, some security researchers focus only on technological issues and
qualitative measures (e.g. encryption key length, password length, fault rate) of data security.
Human factor should not be excluded. A lot of research is dedicated to a single security factor,
e.g. a new protection method, security protocol. Here, we try to incorporate more complete ap-
proach – discussing technology issues together with human behaviour. The results show that there
are many different sources of human destructive impact on data protection. They are related to
awareness, human behaviour, errors in risk perception, lack of security policy compliance. The
paper should be of interest to many different groups of people, among them are researchers, de-
signers, policy makers and users of security systems. The paper links different findings and re-
search results from diverse areas: models of security systems, standards, technology, behavioural
sciences. Linking the diverse areas we may increase security level. The paper offers a useful
starting point for further research in the area.

1. INTRODUCTION

Researchers from the security area frequently focus mainly on technological solu-
tions to eradicate vulnerabilities and to prevent attacks or accidental faults. They have
not yet fully adopted a sociotechnical methodology that addresses human behaviour
and also organizational facets of the problem. It should be noted here that there are
some exceptions from the rule, nevertheless the majority of research is concentrated
on technological aspects of security. It is common that the problem is studied from

__________
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a single point of view. There are many examples. De facto standard quantitative secu-
rity measures like: encryption key length, password length, RTO (Recovery Time
Objective), RPO (Recovery Point Objective), MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures),
packet error rate, BER (Bit Error Rate) for communication channels and hash function
collision probability are essential. Nevertheless, they are scarcely related to human
behaviour. Regardless of the values of security measures, if human factors directly or
indirectly affect the design, implementation and use of security controls, the overall
effect on security can be detrimental.

We observe continuous advances in security protection technology at the same
time statistics show that human errors continue to be a major source of concern in the
field of organizational information security.

Requests for more examinations in various areas are regularly mentioned in sci-
entific society. Furthermore, linking the miscellaneous areas we may increase secu-
rity level. The role of human factors in the data security has many diverse aspects. It
is analysed by scientists from such areas as: psychology, cognitive science, com-
puter science, management science. An example of such multifaceted efforts is An-
nual Interdisciplinary Workshop on Security and Human Behavior. The Workshop
is a meeting of psychologists, computer security researchers, sociologists, behav-
ioural economists, philosophers, political scientists, lawyers, anthropologists, busi-
ness school professors, neuroscientists1.

The problem is also in the area of interest of standardization bodies. Let us mention
a single example: appendix A.7 of standard ISO/IEC 27001:2013 “Information tech-
nology – Security techniques – Information security management systems – Require-
ments” [5] is related to human resource security. The appendix defines 6 controls that
are applied before, during, or after employment.

Data security is a domain, first of all, of: scientists, programmers, IT staff, com-
pany management. These groups of people are relatively well prepared to provide
high level of security. Nevertheless, ordinary IT users are also involved in a grow-
ing number (see section 4.2) of processes related to data protection. It must not be
assumed that this group of people is well prepared to data protection tasks. They are
often careless, they do not have appropriate IT background. The increasing popular-
ity of powerful personal electronics with wireless communication abilities and
IT systems based on BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) rule and some innovative,
human assisted protection methods have made the problem more urgent than ever
before.

Humans are involved in many phases of data protection: modelling, development
of methods and tools, software development, risk management, planning of security
system, making decisions related to selection of particular tools and methods, imple-
mentation, exploitation. Involving humans in any process means:

__________
1 http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~rja14/shb14/
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• increased time of operation,
• increased error rate of operation, especially in the case of persons without IT

background.
In general, computers are much faster and more accurate than humans2 – this draw-

back of human actions will not be discussed here. There are many examples of human
errors related to data security: significant number of bugs in software, errors in risk
assessment, errors in security tools and protocols implementations (e.g. weak pass-
words, lack of backup copies). The accidental causes (i.e. human errors) are not the
only problem, deliberate security violations should also be included in a complex se-
curity analysis. Human behaviour impact is usually qualitative, in just a few cases we
may provide quantitative data [7].

Due to the limited size of the paper we will focus on selected examples related to
human, accidental behaviour impact on data protection processes. The examples show
qualitative data (e.g. related to risk analysis) and quantitative data (e.g. related to
authentication processes). A lot of research has been carried on user authentication
methods. Weaknesses and drawbacks of password systems are very well known. Many
modifications to password authentication systems have been proposed in scientific
papers in order to make it more secure and more user friendly. Some institutions (like
Wi-Fi Alliance or Universal Serial Bus Forum) have also been working on human
assisted authentication.

2. GENERAL ISSUES OF DATA SECURITY

2.1. SECURITY MODELS AND PROTOCOLS

There are many models of data security which incorporate human factors. The gen-
eral rule is that security aspect of IT system is in contradiction to functionality of the
system. Furthermore, organizational factors such as e.g. time pressure, high workload
escalate a conflict of interest between two basic features of every IT system: function-
ality and information security [11]. All this implies that better, more secure models
and their implementations are hardly ever used.

As an example we may indicate two models related to access control system that
are used in operating systems or data base management systems: discretionary (e.g.
Harrison–Ruzzo–Ullman model) and mandatory (e.g. Bell–LaPadula model). The

__________
2 There are some exceptions from the rule. In order to prevent programs from abusing online services

CAPTCHAs (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) are used.
Humans are asked to perform a task, such as deciphering distorted characters, that computers cannot
accomplish well.
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second one is more safe, but at the same time it is more complex and more difficult to
use in real IT systems. As a result, common operating systems and data base manage-
ment systems use discretionary model of access control, which is easier to implement
and much simpler. At the same time this model do not prevent some security viola-
tions.

A lot of additional examples may be provided, in which more secure options are
discarded or introduced only after an extensive delay. Insecure SMTP protocol has
been chosen as de facto standard for Internet mail instead of more secure (and more
complex) X.400. DNSSEC extension (available since year 1997) of DNS system is
implemented very slowly – up to today most of country domains are not signed with
a use of DNSSEC signatures. It has been demonstrated many times, that simple, short
and insecure passwords are commonly selected by users instead of intricate and rea-
sonably long.

All these examples are related to human decisions. Such choices have detrimental
impact on general security level. The decisions should be thoroughly evaluated against
their negative impact on security. Functionality should not be the only criterion of
decision making.

2.2. AWARENESS AND BEHAVIOUR

There are three basic features of general security problem: awareness, behaviour
and reasons. Poor information security awareness and behaviour impacts on data
security. Awareness is generally recognized as knowledge and understanding of
an object, idea or thought. In the security area, that means: user knows threats,
vulnerabilities and security controls. It is very important to know real level of se-
curity (see Section 3.2). Significant correlations between good password-related
behaviours and training and awareness is a well-known fact. Behaviour is generally
defined as the actions of a person in the case of particular situation. In the security
area, that means: user acts according to the security policy. Reasons are related
to culture and rules of enforcements. Culture is determined by participation in
a particular social (real or virtual) group or organization. This participation implies
specific approach and specific behaviour of a given user. There are also some other
problems of cultural issues. For example, it is frequent that employees talk about
sensitive data in social portals like Facebook, share data through email, phone,
etc. [3].

It is widely known that user behaviour is learned most of all through the conse-
quences of the actions. If the consequences are positive for a given user, then the par-
ticular behaviour will be repeated. If the consequences are negative – the behaviour
will not be repeated. This aspect of security should be carefully integrated with data
security policy of each organization.
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3. PROBLEMS RELATED TO RISK MANAGEMENT

3.1. GENERAL REMARKS

In the area of data security there are many classes of events that are non-de-
terministic, with different level of probability: hardware malfunctions, software error
incidents, attacks, hash function collisions, errors and overloads in communication
channels, security incidents related to environmental factors. So, there are many issues
related to probability theory and risk management.

Risk in computer system security domain is defined as a function (e.g. arithmetic
product) of negative event occurrence probability and level (e.g. measured in money
loss) of the event impact on IT resources (data, services, hardware). Comprehensive
risk management process should include three requirements (confidentiality, integrity,
availability), all categories of security violations (human/adversarial, intentional, non-
intentional and non-adversarial), all contexts/states (parts of IT system) in which re-
sources may be violated. Many diverse groups of people should be involved in differ-
ent risk management processes [6]. Risk analysis is a basic step in the security proc-
esses. Unfortunately, there are many human-related issues associated with data
security risk perception. Let’s focus on representative three of them:

•  issues related to risk compensation theory,
•  the certainty effect in data security,
•  the gambler’s fallacy and the hot hand.

3.2. RISK COMPENSATION THEORY

Risk compensation theory [16] is related to the level of security that is perceived by
people. In general people, that feel protected are willing to take less cautious behav-
iours. A lot of research has been done in the area of transportation security. In par-
ticular, the relationship between human behaviours and the introduction of protective
devices, e.g. safety belts, anti-lock braking systems has been examined. It was proved
that while the protective devices help improve safety of driver or passengers, they also
tend to encourage people to engage in more dangerous behaviours, e.g. speeding. So,
the overall safety on roads level is not increased.

The same is true in the context of information security. Implementation of IT secu-
rity protection mechanisms (e.g. antivirus, cryptography, firewall, …) – may some-
times lead to less cautious behaviours, e.g., users with antivirus software installed may
be assured that the level of protection is high. Taking this into account, they may dare
to open suspicious email attachments or to visit some flawed websites. Perceived high
technological security protection mechanism is destructively related to end-users’
intention to comply with data security policy.
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3.3. THE CERTAINTY EFFECT

The certainty effect defined by D. Kahneman and A. Tversky [14] in 1986 is asso-
ciated to human behaviour in the case of some twofold decisions related to perceived
risk. The certainty effect is observable in the case of two options: one is nondeter-
ministic another one is deterministic.

 In general, significant fraction of people do not take risk to reach big profit if the
other option gives 100% certain but small profit. At the same time substantial percent-
age of people take risk connected with very high losses if the other option means
100% certain but small loss.

In the case of IT security, the certainty effect means that people do not want to pay
for security controls – the cost of controls that should be implemented is relatively (to
potential losses) small but at the same time it is 100% guaranteed (security controls
that are free are usually less functional and weaker than commercial ones). Unfortu-
nately a lot of people prefer to stay without paying for security controls – the security
violations and potentially high losses related to them are not 100% assured. It is obvi-
ous that lack of controls means very low level of security and increases probability of
security violations.

3.4. THE GAMBLER’S FALLACY AND THE HOT HAND

The gambler’s fallacy is an incorrect belief in negative autocorrelation of a non-
auto correlated random sequence of outcomes. A representative human (gambler) as-
sumes that if something happens frequently during a given period of time then it will
happen less frequently in the future or vice versa. The belief is false in situations
where what is being observed is truly random (i.e. independent trials of a random pro-
cess).

The hot hand is an incorrect belief in positive autocorrelation of a non-auto corre-
lated random sequence of outcomes like winning or losing. An exemplary human
(gambler) assumes that if he (or she) won several times in a row then the subjective
probability that he (or she) will win in the future is higher. For people with probability
background, it is obvious that the belief is false in situations where the chances of win
or lose are truly random.

In the research related to the gambler’s fallacy and the hot hand, it was proved that
individuals are more likely to make decisions that are based on false assumptions. For
example, roulette gamblers are likely to bet on numbers that have recently won. This
is partly because these particular numbers are easily called to mind [13].

In the context of information security that means that a lot of people make some
decisions related to data security taking into account some incorrect assumptions and
beliefs. For example, choosing a particular antivirus software one doesn’t take into
account important features of the software (e.g. malware detection effectiveness) he or
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she chooses the one that is easily called to mind. Of course this aspect of human be-
haviour is widely exploited in the marketing area.

4. HUMAN ASSISTED AUTHENTICATION METHODS
IN WIRELESS SYSTEMS

4.1. AUTHENTICATION IN WIRELESS SYSTEMS

Now, let’s focus on one very important security control – user authentication. The
problem of weak passwords is widely known (e.g. [12]) and will not be discussed here.
Some other problems emerge in mobile IT environment. Authentication (process known
also as security association or pairing of the devices) in mobile, wireless environment is
a problem reasonably hard to solve. Risk related to threats such as: sniffing, spoofing,
MiTM, DoS is relatively much higher in comparison to wired networks. Mobile devices
are commonly used in the areas (e.g. financial) that need very high level of security.

Human behaviour related to authentication processes provides us some quantitative
data on human impact on security.

Common solutions to the authentication problem are based on cryptography
(asymmetric cryptography), Public Key Infrastructure or Trusted Third Party (e.g.
IEEE 802.11, IPSec, SSL/TLS). The level of security is high, nevertheless cryptogra-
phy in mobile environment induces some drawbacks:

• relatively high complexity,
• the processes need extra resources (energy, memory, processor power, commu-

nication channel throughput) which are limited in mobile devices and wireless
networks,

• prospective replacement of the broken crypto algorithms will be painful and re-
source consuming task,

• some preliminary relations between parties are necessary, in ad hoc networks
such preliminary relations usually do not exist.

4.2. OUT OF BAND AUTHENTICATION

In order to solve the problems some new authentication methods (for netbooks,
smartphones, …) have been proposed. Among them are methods based on out-of-band
authentication channels and human assisted authentication (e.g. protocols based on
MANA (Manually Authenticated Strings) [8].

Many out-of-band authentication channels and methods have been suggested in the
last years:

• visual (e.g. Seeing is Believing [10], [9]),
• infrared (e.g. [1]).
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• acoustic (e.g. Loud & Clear [4]),
• location limited channel (e.g. methods based on NFC transmission),
• physical contact (e.g. [2]).
The general assumption of the methods is that user is an important part of authenti-

cation process. User may be involved into the process in two ways:
• user is responsible for verification of the authentication space in order to detect

intruder in the physical range of communication,
• user needs to perform some tasks, for example:

o to compare strings of characters,
o to compare data from acoustic channel with data written on a label or dis-

played on a screen,
o to take picture with smartphone camera of a particular 2-dimensional bar-

code printed on another device.
In all the examples human is asked to perform a given task and the security level of

authentication process is directly dependent on the human part of the process. It must
be noted that the users of mobile devices are often without technical expertise. So, we
may not assume that the user will act faultlessly. Another important issue is delay of
the process. Time of each operation of the user is much longer than time of the compa-
rable operation performed by computer.

4.3. HUMAN ERROR RATE IN AUTHENTICATION PROCESSES

The problem of error rates (quantitative measure) in some actions performed by
humans during authentication has been studied by Uzun et al. [15]. In the study com-
parative usability analysis of different methods has been done. The purpose was to
assess the level of security of different operations performed in the human assisted
authentication procedures. Simple operations were evaluated: comparison, copying,
confirmation and selection. It has been shown that total user error rate in the worst
case may reach up to 45%. Even in the case of more user friendly methods error rate
reach 5%. Simultaneously, it was demonstrated that the time needed for authentication
performed by human may reach near 30 s. In the conclusion the authors indicate that
carefully designing (utilizing e.g. results from cognitivity research) human assisted
authentication process error rate may be significantly decreased.

3. CONCLUSION

Data security is multifaceted problem. Increased complexity of IT systems means
that it is difficult to understand merely technology issues of the systems. Even though
we well recognize technology we may not stop here the evaluation of the security. We
should not estimate security level with a use of single metrics, like password length or
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encryption key length. The metrics are important but should not be evaluated in isola-
tion. Evaluating security of the existing systems and designing new systems we have
to incorporate not only technological aspects of the systems. It is very important to
take into account many diverse issues related to human behaviour in each phase of the
security process, from risk analysis to security controls utilization. Linking the mis-
cellaneous areas we may increase security level. For example, it has been shown that
carefully designing authentication process we may decrease human error rate in
a meaningful way. We have to repeat an axiom: there are significant correlations be-
tween overall security level and human training and awareness.

Whatever enforcement strategy is selected the key (from the human point of view)
is repetition and consistency. Human training is very important, but at the same time
user behaviour is learned most of all through the consequences of his or her actions. If
the consequences are positive for him or for her, then the particular behaviour will be
repeated. If the consequences are negative – the behaviour will not be repeated. So,
the security policy should be defined in such a way that appropriate behaviour is accu-
rately defined and is reinforced through the system of awards and penalties. Security
designers must identify the causes of detrimental user behaviour, and address these to
design effective security systems.

Further research in the area is necessary. This is space for cooperative research of
scientists with IT background and management background. Human behaviour impact
has usually qualitative ration, in just a few cases we may provide quantitative data. So,
the research for additional quantitative data is necessary. We need to identify some
potential interactions and pathways among different factors that may have both indi-
rect and direct effects on various security issues. More general models of such inter-
actions are also required.
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THE ROLE OF COLOR AND A GRAPHICAL LAYOUT
IN INTERACTIVE DIGITAL SIGNAGE SOFTWARE

The main objective of this study is to investigate the how selected graphical factors affect the
efficiency of performing three typical scenarios of different complexity in software developed
for finding eating places and looking through their offers. The research involves two factors: two
interface layouts (based on bars and tiles) and three color versions (red, blue, grey), which re-
sulted in six graphical interface variants. The colors were determined using HSV color scheme
with the controlled value of the saturation. In the research 29 student subjects participated. The
descriptive statistics of gathered data were provided and. The recorded data were also analyzed
by means of analysis of variance.

1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of usability issues is nowadays not only important for the soft-
ware manufactures or web site developers. An emerging area where graphical user
interface is gaining on significance is digital signage. Modern solutions in this field
are becoming more and more interactive (Grobelny and Michalski 2011). They take
advantage for instance touch sensitive screens, mobile devices (Cheverst et al.,
2005) or even hand gestures (Chen et al., 2009). In the digital signage area investi-
gators usually are focused either on preferences toward various design aspects or
their impact on the willingness to buy specific products. Since there exists an appar-
ent shift from passive marketing information presentation to more interactive one, it
is justifiable to treat them more like graphical user interfaces. If so, they may be

__________
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investigated not only from the subjective point of view (e.g. Grobelny and Michal-
ski, 2011; Grobelny et al. 2013), but additionally in terms of efficiency and effec-
tiveness as it is recommended by the ISO 9241 (1998).

In the present paper we apply this approach and try to analyze two factors differ-
entiating the graphical user interface that can be used in interactive systems supporting
digital signage based marketing activities. The rest of the article presents in detail the
prepared software and its purpose along with the investigated factors. Next, the gath-
ered data are analyzed and finally discussed.

2. METHOD

2.1. PARTICIPANTS

Students and graduates from the Wrocław located universities took part in the
examination. Most of them were from Wrocław University of Technology (21 per-
sons). The age of the participants ranged from 20 to 28 years with the average of
23.8 and standard deviation of 1.53. There were 13 males and 16 females among the
subjects, and they were not involved in any professional IT activities, so one may
describe them as regular users.

2.2. APPARATUS

A custom-made application was developed to conduct the experiment. Two ver-
sions of the software was prepared in the MIT App Inventor (2014) environment ini-
tially created by Google Labs, and nowadays supported by the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT). The App Inventor allows for creating simple applications run-
ning under the Android platform. The whole development process is requires only the
Internet browser and it is not necessary to install any additional components. Apart
from designing the graphical user interface, the prepared software also recorded all
necessary data regarding the task completion efficiency. The examination was carried
out on a Nexus tablet, version 2013, with a 7 inch IPS LCD screen and a 1920×1080
pixels resolution. The device was equipped with a 2 GB RAM and was running under
the Android 4.4.2 operating system.

2.3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Two different layout versions were designed and they are demonstrated in Figures 1
and 2. The first arrangement involved target touchable objects arranged generally in one
column where the height was considerably lower than their width. In the second user
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interface version, the two column layout dominated. In this case the width and height of
the touchable object was comparable and they resembled bars. The two layouts were
additionally differentiated by three color versions: red, blue and grey. Different shades of
these colors were specified taking advantage of the Hue Saturation and lightness Value
(HSV) color space. While selecting red and blue tones, the saturation was controlled. For
the grey color, the shades were selected in such a way to match the respective tints of red
and blue colors. The full specification of the used colors is provided in Table 1. These
two examined factors produced six variants of the experimental applications’ user inter-
faces (2 layouts × 3 colors). The prepared software was meant for finding the route to
various types of eating establishments.

Table 1. Color versions of the graphical user interface
used in the conducted experiment

Background Button1 Button2

Color
sample

HSV RGB
Color

sample
HSV RGB

Color
sample

HSV RGB

Red  H = 0

S = 30

V = 100

R = 255

G = 178

B = 178

 H = 0

S = 60

V = 100

R = 255

G = 102

B = 102

 H = 0

S = 70

V = 100

R = 255

G = 76

B = 76

Blue  H = 240

S = 30

V = 100

R = 178

G = 178

B = 255

 H = 240

S = 60

V = 100

R = 102

G = 102

B = 255

 H = 240

S = 70

V = 100

R = 76

G = 76

B = 255

Grey  H = 0

S = 0

V = 70

R = 178

G = 178

B = 178

 H = 0

S = 0

V = 40

R = 102

G = 102

B = 102

 H = 0

S = 0

V = 30

R = 76

G = 76

B = 6

      

Fig. 1. The first layout of the graphical user interface involving objects
arranged as tiles in two columns in a red color version
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Fig. 2. The second layout of the graphical user interface involving objects
arranged as vertically in one column in a blue color version

2.4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

For each of the visual interfaces, three typical scenarios were elaborated. They dif-
fered markedly in their complexity. The participants were asked for finding a restau-
rant, checking three restaurants and selecting one of them and, finally, finding avail-
able eating places in three kinds of eating establishments. The details about those
experimental tasks are as follows:

The first task: Select the “Restaurant” option > Look through all of the possibilities
and choose one restaurant > Press the “Show menu” button > Select the option “Select
different eating place” > Look through available places and select one of them > Press
the button “Determine the route”.

The second task: Select the “Restaurant” option > Look through all of the possi-
bilities and choose one restaurant > Press the “Show menu” button > Select the option
“Select different eating place” > Look through available places and select one of them
> Press the “Show menu” button > Select the option “Select different eating place” >
Look through all of the possibilities and choose one restaurant > Press the „Show
menu” button > Press the button „Determine the route”.

The third task: Select the „Fast food” option > Look through all of the possibilities
> Go back to the “Eating place type” menu > Select the „Beerhouse” option > Look
through all of the possibilities > Go back to the “Eating place type” menu > Select the
“Restaurant” option > Look through all of the possibilities > Select one of the avail-
able restaurants > Press the button “Determine the route”

All of the participants performed all three scenarios. If a subject made a mistake,
the results were not included in the analysis and the given task was repeated. The
software recorded times needed for performing each step of the experimental proce-
dure. Overall times needed for completing individual tasks were also stored and are
analyzed in the following sections.
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3. RESULTS

3.1. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

The basic descriptive statistics are put together in Table 2 and the calculated means
are demonstrated in Figure 3. From these data one can easily observe that the shortest
mean times were recorded for the first scenario with a blue color version of the
graphical interface and buttons arranged as tiles. On the other hand, the longest time
was needed for completing the third task operated in a red version of the software with
a bar-like layout.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for three scenarios
and all graphical interface versions

Scenario Arrangement Color Mean MSE Median SD Minimum Maximum

Task1 Bars Red 15.9 1.49 16.0 4.71 10.7 26.4
Task1 Bars Blue 16.4 2.03 14.6 6.09 10.8 31.2
Task1 Bars Grey 15.5 1.82 14.1 5.75 9.15 30.3
Task1 Tiles Red 14.9 1.65 13.8 5.22 8.48 25.4
Task1 Tiles Blue 13.4 0.890 13.6 2.81 9.87 18.0
Task1 Tiles Grey 17.4 2.48 16.6 7.43 8.78 35.0
Task2 Bars Red 23.8 1.12 23.1 3.36 18.6 29.6
Task2 Bars Blue 25.0 1.49 26.2 4.72 16.1 32.3
Task2 Bars Grey 21.5 1.72 20.5 5.43 12.8 29.4
Task2 Tiles Red 20.0 1.40 19.7 4.19 13.8 26.5
Task2 Tiles Blue 20.2 1.01 20.1 3.21 15.9 24.9
Task2 Tiles Grey 24.1 2.73 23.3 8.64 15.9 46.5
Task3 Bars Red 26.8 1.88 26.2 5.96 16.5 35.0
Task3 Bars Blue 24.9 1.65 24.6 5.23 17.2 32.8
Task3 Bars Grey 24.2 1.77 23.9 5.30 16.7 33.4
Task3 Tiles Red 26.1 1.68 24.6 5.32 19.9 38.2
Task3 Tiles Blue 24.2 1.67 21.9 5.02 17.5 32.1
Task3 Tiles Grey 24.1 1.57 24.4 4.97 14.6 30.2
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Fig. 3. Tasks completion means for all experimental conditions.
Whiskers denote 95% confidence intervals

3.2. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS

The descriptive results presented in the previous section need to be statistically
verified. The three way analysis of variance has been applied for this purpose, and the
outcomes are demonstrated in Table 3. The obtained results show that the task com-
pletion times strongly varied between the three task types.

Table 3. Three way analysis of variance results

Parameter
Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean Sum
of Squares

F – statistics Probability

Scenario (SC) 2762 2 1381 48 *<0.00001
Color version (CV) 10 2 5.1 0.18 0.84
Arrangement (AR) 50 1 50 1.7 0.19
SC × CV 80 4 20 0.69 0.60
SC × AR 18 2 9.2 0.32 0.73
AR × CV 145 2 73 2.5 **0.083
SC × AR × CV 69 4 17 0.60 0.66

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.1.
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Fig. 4. The effect of different task types on the mean completion times (F = 48, p < 0.0001).
Whiskers denote 95% confidence intervals
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Fig. 5. The effect of interaction between color and arrangement factors (F = 2.53, p = 0.083).
Whiskers denote 95% confidence intervals

The further post-hoc analysis showed that differences between average times of all
pairs of the performed tasks were statistically significant at a level of p < 0.05. The
data are graphically illustrated in Figure 4.
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The layout and color factors were not meaningful. From among the interactions
only the interaction between the interface graphical layout and its color versions oc-
curred to be statistically significant (p < 0.1). The results are presented in Figure 5 and
show that the blue version of the interface is the most efficient one when the layout is
based on tiles. The grey version of the tiled interface was considerably the worst in
terms of the mean time completion times. The situation for bar-like layouts was
somewhat different. The grey version was the best while red and blue ones were
markedly worse.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The presented data in general confirmed the assumed differences between com-
plexities of examined tasks. Naturally, the more difficult the scenario was, the
longer the average completion times were observed. As far as the other examined
factors are concerned the situation occurred to be very interesting. Although the
layout and color version factors were statistically irrelevant, their interaction sig-
nificantly differentiated the mean task completion times. A closer analysis of the
interaction reveals the better operation times for the tile-based layouts than their
bar-like counterparts both for the red and a blue color versions. Surprisingly, for the
grey color version the bars occurred to be better than tiles. This finding indicates
that color versions of the interfaces should not be analyzed separately as the effi-
ciency may be moderated by other factors. This effect is in compliance with some
previous studies showing interactions between color usage and the experimental
context (see e.g. Taft 1997; Schloss et al. 2012).

The obtained results regarding the applied layouts are generally in concordance
with some previous findings reported, for instance, by Michalski et al. (2013)
where the grid layout of products in an electronic shop were faster searched for
than their list-type presentations. The reason for that is probably connected with
the way people process visual information. The field of view resembles horizon-
tally oriented ellipse and in our culture people read from the left hand side to the
right hand side thus two tiles next to each other are better processed than two bars
one under the other (compare the work of Michalski et al. 2006). This phenome-
non, however, is completely reversed when grey color versions are concerned. This
outcome is very hard to explain and requires further studies. It is possible that
some preattentive mechanisms play an important role in the process of completing
experimental tasks (Michalski and Grobelny 2008). Perhaps analyzing times be-
tween performing every action during the examination could lead to finding rea-
sons of this surprising result.
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The findings presented in this research should be treated as preliminary as they
exhibit a number of limitations. Some of them are certainly concerned with the rela-
tively small number of subjects involved in the examination. Analyzing the results
one should also take into account that we have included only 3 out of many possible
scenarios of using such software. Naturally, many other color versions could be
examined and some other graphical factors included in the experiments. The effi-
ciency results may also be supplemented by some subjective evaluations that would
present more comprehensive view on the researched subject (compare Michalski
2011; 2014).

Despite these limitations the obtained results may be of interest to the software de-
signers and marketing managers. The findings might also constitute a starting point for
further scientific investigations in this field.
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HYBRID METHOD FOR MOVIES’ RECOMMENDATION

Automatic recommendation successfully makes its way into e-commerce systems. While existing
solutions use mostly purely statistical metrics, it is – in particular – interesting to build recommenda-
tion mechanisms based on users’ preferences and semantic similarity of recommended objects. This
paper describes a case study – an automatic recommendation of movies. We propose a hybrid filter-
ing method formed as a combination of collaborative filtering and content based filtering. Informa-
tion about users is stored in user profiles, while semantic similarity of movies is calculated using co-
incidence matrices of actors and genres. The proposed method is compared with collaborative
filtering (which uses Pearson similarity) proposed in the literature, and with an “average” outcome
(average rate assigned by a particular user). Quality of the solution is evaluated using a standard root
mean square error metric. Studies presented in the paper focused mostly on an impact on the quality
of recommendation imposed by a size of user profile and user preferences’ dynamics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Overwhelming amounts of information have caused a content-filtering to become
one of key aspects of knowledge processing. In particular, one can enhance user satis-
faction by recommending them individually the most befitting items based on explic-
itly and implicitly gathered information.

Traditional recommendation systems [1–6] use two fundamental approaches to the
filtering: content-based filtering (CBF) and collaborative filtering (CF). And both of
these approaches can include semantic-based elements. Semantic methods can be used
in order to evaluate a similarity of recommendation items in CBF and additionally to
evaluate similarity of users’ preferences in CF.

This paper describes a hybrid filtering method based on a crossover of CBF and CF
(based on Pearson’s similarity) applied – as a case study – in a scenario of movies’
recommendation. A Pearson-based solution is chosen for CF as it has been success-

__________
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fully applied in the very same scenario of movies’ recommendation [7]. The paper
aims to show that the crossover of CBF and CF can improve the overall quality of the
recommendation as it helps to deal with problems correlated with both respective ap-
proaches.

A user of the system is described using user profile [3, 5]. We focus both on the
structure of the profile, on its content, and on a general dynamics (initialization and
actualization) of the profile. However, the main scientific element of the described
research lies in a development of a semantic method for an evaluation of similarity of
movies.

Proposed semantic method for an evaluation of movies’ similarity is based both on
Pearson’s similarity and on information stored in the profiles. A quality of the numeri-
cal recommendation is evaluated on a movie-recommendation test-set [8] using stan-
dard metric: root mean square error (RMS).

A successful implementation of a recommendation system needs to deal with a lot of
problems [1] such as: cold-start, sparsity, over-specialization, and domain-dependency.
Additional decisions need to be made in order to choose a proper internal representation
of data related to users’ profiles. Typical choices include, but are not limited to: prop-
erties’ vectors for handling profiles themselves and ontologies (or at least taxonomies)
for handling semantic aspects of data.

2. USER PROFILE

2.1. DATASET

The entire dataset, which was obtained from GroupLens [8], comprises 2113 users,
10197 movies and 855598 ratings given to movies by users. It contains also 20 distinct
genres and 95321 actors which can be related to movie. The minimum number of rat-
ings per user is 20, and it is a requirement of the MovieLens system. Such dataset was
chosen because of concluding all the necessary data used in later considerations.

2.2. DATA REPRESENTATION

Dataset was imported to the user profile which includes the basic necessary infor-
mation useful for providing recommendations. It was divided into training set and test
set in order to perform a standard cross-validation and – in consequence – to evaluate
results.

Let M be a set of all movies m, G is a set of all genres, and A is a set of all actors,
and let U is a set of all users having a defined user profile. Then movie m is repre-
sented as follows [ ]mmm TAGm = , where GGm ⊆ , AAm ⊆  and mT is movie title.
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Let the uR  represents a collection of all movies which were rated by user u, then

the user profile can be represented as a vector ( ){ }muuu rmRmP ,,:∈= , where m is

a movie, mur ,  is the rating which was given to the movie m by user u.

2.3. COINCIDENCE MATRIX

Coincidence matrix describes how often the individual elements occur together.
Each entry can be transformed in different ways [2]. Number of common occurrences
of genres i and j is referred as to jig , . Then the coincidence matrix for the genres is

defined as follows:
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The jii g ,max  denotes the maximum value which occurs in the i-th row. To calcu-

late the similarity in terms of genres, all available genres of movies are taken into ac-
count. Values of the coefficient are between 0 and 1, and when genres are identical, it
is equal 1. The coincidence matrix of actors is calculated in an analogous manner, but

only 20 main actors were taken into account, and is denoted as *
, jia .

2.4. MOVIES SIMILARITY

After defining the coincidence matrices of genres and actors, it is possible to cal-
culate the degree of similarity between two movies m and n in terms of those two fac-
tors. It will be calculated as follows:
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Let nG , mG denote number of genres movies n and m respectively, and let nG  is

a set of all genres of movie n. The maximum value of the coefficient )(
,
g

nmp  is 1 when

both movies contain the same set of genres. Restriction nm GG ≥  aims to reduce the

similarity between a movie with one genre to movie with many genres. The assump-

tion )(
,

)(
,

g
mn

g
nm pp =  might be not fulfilled if order of movies was not taken into account.
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In turn, the degree of similarity between the two movies in terms of the actors is
calculated as follows:
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Let nA , mA are the number of all actors of the movie n and m respectively. The

sets nA , mA  consist of only the first ten actors playing in the movie. After defining

how the coincidence matrices are calculated, the movies similarity function can be

defined. The weighted average value of )(
,
g

nmp  and )(
,

a
nmp  is calculated in equation (4).
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As a result is the value of similarity between movies m and n in the range [0, 1],
and it can also be seen that:

mnnmMnMm pp ,, =∀∀ ∈∈ (5)

1, =∀ ∈ mmMm p (6)

The first postulate (5) informs that the movie m is as similar to the movie n, as the
movie n is similar to movie m. While the second postulate (6) informs that the movie m is
most similar to itself, and the similarity is equal 1. Fulfilling the both postulates helps
to obtain less random results and makes it easier to define filtering method.

Coincidence matrix allows finding similar movies in an easy way. The process of
calculating the matrix can be done once and be stored. The matrices should be updated
only when there is a new movie or a movie was edited. Analogously similarity matrix
between the movies can also be calculated offline.

2.5. USERS SIMILARITY

The similarity between users is calculated using the Pearson similarity[6]. The
algorithm for determining the similarity is in the form such as it was defined at the
page [7].
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Let x, y are users for which are selected such movies that have been rated by both

users. Let xrate  and yrate  are the average rating of user x and y; and let mxrate ,  is the

rating given to the movie m by user x. Once the similarity between users is defined,
the weighted similarity between them can be calculated (8). Let yxn ,  is the number of

movies that were rated by both users.
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The degree of similarity between users is a value in range [–1, 1]. However, calcu-
lating the similarity in this way has a drawback, namely, if the all ratings of user x are
1 and the all ratings of user y are 5 and they rated at least one the same movie, ( )yxr ,

would be 1. The weighted rating should eliminate similar users y, which have rated
only several movies from xR .

3. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

The proposed hybrid filtering method is a combination of collaborative filtering
and content based filtering using taxonomy called feature combination. It will be
compared with two methods, the first is average rate assigned by a particular user
and the second is an implementation of algorithm proposed by Netflix in 2006 [7].
This algorithm has been chosen because of its good performance at a relatively low
computational complexity. As a metric was chosen root mean square error.

3.1. PROPOSED APPROACH

The general principle of the proposed method is presented in Figure 1. It describes
a way in which the method works and shows a simultaneous possibility for an evalua-
tion of obtained results.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed method

At the beginning, it is necessary to load data from the database, which are nec-
essary in recommendation process. All movies are imported with their titles and
with ratings of users. The dataset is divided into a training set and a test set. All
data from training set were imported to user profiles, from which the coincidence
matrices, movies and users similarity matrices were calculated using equations
described in chapter 3. The next step was selecting a movie from the test set for
which rating should be predicted by proposed method. Further step is analogous to
the method proposed by Netflix [7]. Afterwards, it is calculated how the most
similar users have rated the movie m. But the maximum number of similar users y
is 30 and they are contained in set Y. The first step of calculating the predicted
rating is as follows:

( ) ( )yxrrateraterate
Yy

ymymx ,*
,, ∑

∈

−= (9)

In addition, parameter mxsimSum ,  is calculated, which describes how the user x
was similar to all other users y, who have rated the movie m. The coefficient is a value
in the range [–30, 30]. It is calculated as follows:

( )∑
∈

=
Yy

mx yxrsimSum ,*
, (10)
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The next step is to calculate predicted rating using content based filtering. Content-
based filtering will be used, if the restriction 20, <mxsimSum is fulfilled. The value 20

was empirically obtained. If a lot of similar users rate the movie, it will not be neces-
sary to add unreasonable computations that may undermine the results. Otherwise,
additional filtering is used. Let N is a set of the most similar movies to the movie m, in

which all movies have been rated by user x, and let N  is its cardinality. The maxi-
mum number of similar movies was empirically set to 10. The equation (11) calculates
predicted rating using similar movies.
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where mxrate ,  is the rating calculated using equation (9), n is a similar movie to the

movie m, xrate  is the average rating of user x, and nmp ,  denotes degree of similarity

between movies. The function (12) predicts rating of the movie m given by user x.
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Let mrate  and nrate  are the average ratings of the movies m and n respectively.

Assume that the average ratings for both movies were defined. If a result of the opera-
tion exceeds the value of the evaluation range [0.5, 5.0], it will be set to 0.5 or 5.0

depending on situation. The new value of the total similarity *
,mxsimSum  is calculated

according to equation (13), and it uses the previously calculated value (10).
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Let nmp ,  is the degree of similarity and N is a set of similar movies. Final rating

given to the movie is calculated in the same manner as in the case of using the collabo-
rative filtering and it is as follows:
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where xrate  is the average user rating. If the total value of *
,mxsimSum  is zero, esti-

mated rating will be equal average user rating. In addition, the rating was transformed
according to the function (15).

⎡ ⎤*
,

*
, 10

10

1
)( mxmx raterateg = (15)

The function )( *
,mxrateg  has been added in order to enforce that the values as-

signed by the functions belong to the same set of ratings that users could give, that is
R = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0}. Such assumption was added in or-
der to not overestimate the quality of proposed method.

After all the steps are completed, RMS error is updated. Finally, one has to check if
there are any unrated movies remaining. In consequence, the process should be re-
peated if the test set still contains any unrated movies. Otherwise the root mean square
error can be finally calculated.

3.2. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To determine the accuracy of the selected metric, four test cases were prepared:
last1p (1% of the last movies were in test set), last5 (last 5 movies were in test set),
first1p (1% of the first movies were in test set), first5 (first 5 movies were in test set).
At each test scenario user ratings were sorted ascending order by date. Three methods
were compared: user average rate, collaborative filtering which uses Pearson similar-
ity, proposed method with semantics.

Fig. 2. Value of RMS error for different test sets
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It can be seen that evaluating the last movies by the method with and without se-
mantics performed better than the collaborative filtering. Furthermore, the results were
slightly better when the semantics was not used. On the other hand, when the initial
movies were evaluated, adding semantics did not work well. However, in general the
results were more similar to the collaborative filtering. Getting worse results, when the
ratings of initial movies were predicted, may be due to many reasons for instance the
changing tastes of users, unserious treatment of the initial survey or rating the movie
that was watched a long time ago. In each test scenario giving the average user rate
resulted in getting the worst results.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have demonstrated a hybrid filtering method, which was
a crossover of collaborative filtering and content based filtering. Degree of similar-
ity between movies was calculated using coincidence matrices of genres and actors.
As a quality metric of automatic recommendation was chosen root mean square
error. The results obtained by proposed method were mostly better than the other
tested methods. Next steps include testing proposed method for different sizes of the
user profiles.

In general, the proposed approach gives the most benefits when the user profile is
small as it helps to partially deal with a cold start problem. In particular, finding simi-
lar users based on initial ratings helps with obtaining a better outcome. Results (con-
veyed in the paper in a very limited form due to available space) confirm that increas-
ing a size of the profile improves recommendations and show that better results are
obtained if the profile consists mostly of recent movies.
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REPRESENTING RESULT OF KNOWLEDGE INTEGRATION
WITH MODAL LINGUISTIC STATEMENTS

Generation of meaningful summaries of data is almost always about tradeoffs between precision,
length of summaries, and a transparency of the system. While pursuing a goal of compact yet mean-
ingful summaries, this paper focuses on linguistic presentation of a result of a knowledge integration
process. The compactness is achieved by describing an additional dimension of the result – its degree
of domination – using modal operators. The research follows a two-stage approach to knowledge in-
tegration and focuses on a translation of an output of the integration process into linguistic form. In
order to present a setting, a multi-agent system equipped with a language based on fuzzy-linguistic
approach is described. In particular, the paper presents – and attempts to successfully solve – a prob-
lem of modality propagation between different stages (layers) of abstraction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multi-agent systems – the pinnacle of decentralized approaches – do not cease to
stay in the spotlight as even the smallest of modern devices exhibit processing capa-
bilities unmatched by the computers of past decades. Solving distributed problems
often comes with a need for distributed processing and, in consequence, in exactly
such areas multi-agent systems (MAS) win greatly over other approaches.

A particular application of MAS can be seen in an area of knowledge integration.
Information gathered and pre-processed by autonomous agents may result in enor-
mous and inconsistent body of distributed knowledge. Abstracting from such knowl-
edge in order to obtain a meaningful summary is not an easy task not only due to po-
tential inconsistencies but also due to usual technical limitations which usually make it
impossible (or at least costly) to send “all” the knowledge to a hypothetical central
processing unit. A seemingly easy solution is to create local summaries and further
__________
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aggregate them at higher levels. Such a solution needs establishing some means of
proper communication between agents [3, 6].

Incorporating linguistic capabilities into MAS is particularly important for the task
of knowledge integration as the “raw” result of the integration process may need some
domain knowledge for proper interpretation [6] (e.g. information that there are 54 cars
parked in front of a hotel tells a user nothing unless she knows that there is a total of
60 spaces available or is given an information that most parking spaces are taken).
Such a problem can be circumvented by using a fuzzy-linguistic (FL) approach [4, 6,
7, 9] which is claimed to be able to provide statements naturally understood by exter-
nal users of the system by providing transparency at the cost of some harmless impre-
cision [6].

It is also important [6] to convey the information about incompleteness and in-
consistency of the initial knowledge to an external user of the system. Standard
approaches would incorporate listing of all fitting summaries and further assigning
them with probabilities or some sort of degrees of belief. The problem has been
already analysed for a task of integration of fuzzy structures and an approach for
coping with inconsistencies emerging during the integration process has been pro-
posed [7]. However, for a more general case of dealing with incompleteness and
inconsistency, one can follow a promising approach – a theory for grounding of
language statements with auto-epistemic operators of possibility, belief, and
knowledge [2, 6].

In consequence, this paper deals with MAS equipped with basic linguistic capa-
bilities based on a combination of FL approach and the theory of grounding. The pa-
per focuses on an aggregation of local summaries (linguistic statements generated by
particular agents) into a meaningful (and proper) textual summary of distributed
knowledge to an external user of the system. The research builds on a broader problem
of knowledge integration and – in particular – on a multi-stage approach to knowledge
integration [3, 4].

In an original approach [3] modal operators are used to express an interplay be-
tween “strengths” of particular clusters of consistent chunks of knowledge. However,
due to a need of a translation of the result using FL model, modal operators are also
used on a higher level of the process. In consequence, operators have to propagate
between two layers of the process and various interpretational problems need to be
analyzed and eliminated.

Paragraph 2 defines a basic MAS is order to present the initial requirements for
the system. Paragraph 3 introduces the data integration process and its definitions.
In paragraph 4 the result of research is presented regarding the representation of
the result in linguistic form. Paragraph 5 presents a basic approach to define and
apply modal operators on the result. Paragraph 6 presents a proposed approach to
a propagation of modal operators. Finally, a general summary of the paper is pro-
vided.
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2. SYSTEM DEFINITION

The main process in multi-agent system oriented toward a provision of integrated
summaries is gathering data – that is – observing of a particular environment (con-
sisting of just a single object in the case of this paper). System internals are defined
based on fuzzy models which base on the definition of linguistic variable widely de-
scribed in [9] and adjusted to the similar multi-agent system in [4], [6] and [3]. Selec-
tion of such data model lies in the very nature of natural language and underlying cog-
nitive processes located within autonomous entities. More information on this topic
can be found in [4] and [6].

System’s agents are divided into two groups. There is a large group of agents re-
sponsible for gathering observation on given object and a single agent (called the main
agent) responsible for conducting the integration process. Agents responsible for ob-
serving communicate with main agent sending their observations on the selected fea-
tures of the given object.

Proceeding to a system’s internal structure, let us recall (after Zadeh [9]) a quintuple

),,),(,( MGUT χχ (1)

defining the linguistic variable in which χ denotes the name of the variable; )(χT  is

the term-set of χ  meaning it is the set of linguistic values of the variable; U  is the uni-

verse of discourse of the variable χ ; G  denotes syntactic rule for generating names χ

of values χ  and M  is a semantic rule associating each χ  with its meaning.

Let the observed object in system be defined as:

}{ 1ϕ=O  (2)

where 1ϕ  denotes a single feature the object can exhibit. The fact is in complicated

systems objects have multiple features but for the sake of simplification considered
object have only one feature. Presented single feature of the object is a linguistic vari-
able with its structure as defined in (1). Feature 1ϕ  is related to its two properties:

]1,0[: →Ucχ  (3)

]1,0[∈χλ  (4)

where (3) denotes a compatibility function required to translate selected linguistic
values to internal system representation and – in further processes – to translate the
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data integration result back to its linguistic form. The definition (4) presents an activa-
tion value for the linguistic value χ  which is required to translate the observations

provided by the observing agents to internal representation. Activation of the linguistic
value takes place the moment the equation:

χχ λ≤)(xc  (5)

is fulfilled where x  denotes the observed value of feature χ over the universe of dis-

course Ux∈ . Observations come in a form of one dimensional vector:

)( 1,nnv ψ=  (6)

where )(1, χψ Tn ∈  denotes linguistic value for feature 1ϕ  of the object O  observed by

agent nA . Transformation to internal representation is conducted using compatibility

function and is based on the main agent’s internal activation values for each linguistic
value. Result of this process is in a form of vector with translated linguistic value to
bracket:

];[)( *
1,1,*1, nnnn bbv == ψ  (7)

where 1,*nb  is lower bound and *
1,nb  is the upper bound of bracket.

3. DATA INTEGRATION

Main goal of the presented multi-agent system is to integrate gathered data and
present the result in a form of linguistic summary. Integration process was widely
defined in [4] and [7]. Main sub-processes of the integration process are: translation to
an internal representation, clustering using hierarchical clustering methods widely
described in [1], and finding consensus based on an achieved result. These simple
steps are valid whenever the integration result is consistent. Taking into account the
cognitive and autonomous nature of agents observing the given object, the integration
process result is often inconsistent. By inconsistency it is understood that the result
contains at least two clusters presenting different (incompatible) groups of observa-
tions on given subject. Throughout the published papers many techniques for copying
with inconsistent data were presented. Referring to the human nature few methods
may be easily mentioned. Easiest to grasp is the method that relies on rejecting incon-
sistent observations. It is also possible to keep designated clusters and conduct the
process of finding consensus on all of them.
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3.1. DISTANCE FUNCTION

To conduct the process of data integration a few tools are required. One of these
tools is a definition of a distance function between observations described using
the internal representation. Many methods depend on a valid distance function making
the definition really important. There are many existing distance functions tailored for
particular cases: [5] presents three different distance functions while [4] and [7] use
a distance function defined as follows:

||||),( **
**2 yxyxyxd −+−= (8)

where the input x  and y  are two intervals for which the distance is computed.

3.2. CONSENSUS

Integration process result – regardless of its nature – requires the definition of con-
sensus and algorithm of its finding for a given set of observations. Consensus defini-
tions are widely explained in [5] and its definition is:

];[ *
11*,1 CCC =  (9)

adapted to the presented system definition in Paragraph 2. 1C  is a consensus for fea-

ture 1ϕ  of observed object O . Algorithm for consensus computing was presented in

[1] and [7] while its author defined it in [5].

3.3. CLUSTERING METHODS

To achieve the result of data knowledge integration process a clustering
method requires to be defined to prepare observations for the further processes.
A dendrogram containing all possible clusterings is the result of this sub-process.
Different approaches to clustering process have been presented in papers as they
emphasize different properties of observations. In [4] and in [7] a hierarchical,
agglomerative, bottom-up approach is implemented on a multi-agent system using
similar data model. Hierarchical clustering algorithm was widely described and
presented in [1].

Hierarchical clustering is based mainly on merging two closest clusters at time
unless single cluster has been emerged. In [4] this algorithm’s definition is defined as
follows:

N
N

NN KKK ,...,, 21  (10)
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where N denotes number of clusters in given clustering. Algorithm follows further
merging two closest clusters measuring the distance between the consensuses of these
two clusters:

1
1

1
2

1
1 ...,,, −

−
−− N

N
NN KKK  (11)

until all clusters are merged into single one containing all the observations gathered in
the initial processes of observations:

1
1K  (12)

Such structure is crucial to perform further processes of estimating number of
clusters.

3.4. ESTIMATING NUMBER OF CLUSTERS

As it was mentioned in previous paragraphs, data integration process may lead to in-
consistent result. A few standard approaches for coping with inconsistencies were men-
tioned while in [7] two of them were compared and one of them – Gap Statistics – was
found out as more accurate. Gap Statistics was presented by the authors of [8] and their
multi-agent system implementation was described in [7]. In [4] it was used to conduct
the similar process of data knowledge integration. Gap Statistics is a method for cluster
analysis which pays special attention to the shape of error plot on within-cluster disper-
sion and number of employed clusters. The main idea behind this algorithm is to com-
pare the within-cluster dispersions on two clusterings. One performed on the input data
and the second one on data coming from a null model distribution based on input data
taking into consideration clustering that falls far from each other.

4. TRANSLATION PROCESS

The resulting clustering from the data knowledge integration process is in a form
of internal structure – regardless of its consistency. To produce a summary that is
meaningful for external user it has to be translated to an understandable form such as
linguistic form. Problem of translating the result back to linguistic representation is
a complicated and non-trivial one taking into consideration the nature of agents acting
in the presented multi-agent system and the nature of the natural language as a part of
the communication process.

To achieve the summary of a desired form the translation process is required. For
that purpose it should be as intuitive as human nature allows it to. Because the transla-
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tion process is a key process that is conducted in accordance with human perception,
the intuitive part is crucial to provide the result with desired quality. Translation
process can be thought of as of simple, reverse process to initial translation to the
internal structure since its result is assumed to take a linguistic form. According to
previous definitions the translation process to internal structure of the system is de-
fined on equation:

χχ λ≤)(xc  (13)

which is based on compatibility function for linguistic value )(xc
χ

 and the activation

threshold χλ . Let’s define the translation function as a reverse of translation to inter-

nal representation equation:

)(1 λχ
−c  (14)

which takes the activation threshold as its argument and a subset of linguistic variable
universe of discourse as its values. By the translation process we assume a set that
fulfills the given equation:

)}(:]1;0[{ 1
1* χχλλχχ λψλλ

χ

−
<

⊆¬∃∈= c  (15)

which is basically to acquire χλ  for each linguistic value given by )(χT . Linguistic

value reaching the maximum χλ :

))}((},,...,,max{:{ 21 χλλλλλχ Tcardnn ===  (16)

Selected linguistic value under χ  is the linguistic value resulting in the translation

process along with its value of λ  which is used in the later parts of this paper.

5. MODAL OPERATORS

Translation process of an inconsistent result does not solve completely the incon-
sistency problem. In fact the inconsistencies are hidden in the linguistic translations of
the summary. To convey information about these inconsistencies to the user of the
system, one can use modal operators widely defined in [2].

Modal operators may be adopted on layers: whole translation result and each of the
clusters in the result separately. Process of adapting operators on result layer were
described id [3] while the same process on single-cluster layer was presented in [6]
and adopted in [4].
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After [3], three modal operators are defined and used in this paper:
)(xPOS  – “It is possible that x  is the fitting opinion for this population” – under-

stood as “ x  is consistent opinion of noticeable group of agents but does not form
a majority in the population”.

)(xBEL  – “I believe that x  is the fitting opinion for this population” understood as
“ x  is consistent opinion of a major group of agents but there is at least one another
noticeable group with consistent opinions”

)(xKNOW  – “I know that x  is the fitting opinion for this population” understood

as “ x  is consistent opinion of a major group of agents and there are no other notice-
able groups with consistent opinions”.

5.1 RESULT LAYER

Applying modal operators on the result layer has the meaning only when the result
is inconsistent, i.e. whenever two or more clusters emerged from the data in integra-
tion process. Unless at least two clusters are present, task of applying modal operators
is trivial.

Process of defining, using and applying modal operators depends on their defined
relative grounding strength, epistemic satisfaction relations and modality thresholds
([2]). These three properties are required to successfully apply operators on the result
layer. Let’s define the relative grounding strength property:

∑
=

= Z

j

Z
j

Z
n

n

Kcard

Kcard

1

)(

)(λ (17)

where Z
nK denotes certain cluster n  from result clustering ZK  where Z  denotes num-

ber of clusters. Defined relative grounding strength bases on number of opinions in
each cluster to propose a modal operator.

Second property – modality thresholds – define which modal operator may be used
at the given level of relative grounding strength. Having three modal operators de-
fined: POS, BEL, KNOW, these thresholds are defined using the following equation:

15.0}
1

1
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1
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−
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Pos λλλ
η
λ

η
λ (18)

where by η  the limit of operators POS applied is defined and an example of thresh-

olds values may be a vector:

)95.0,6.0,6.0,1.0(  (19)
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Third property required to apply modal operator are epistemic relations containing
definition of use for each operator. Let’s now define a three epistemic satisfaction
relations used in this paper:

• Epistemic satisfaction relation )( lG
Z
l CPOSK ≡  holds

when PoslPos maxmin λλλ <≤ ;

• Epistemic satisfaction relation )( lG
Z
l CBELK ≡  holds

when BellBel maxmin λλλ <≤ ;

• Epistemic satisfaction relation )( lG
Z
l CKNOWK ≡  holds

when 1max ≤≤ lBel λλ .

5.2. CLUSTER LAYER

By the cluster layer it is meant the operators are applied on the translated re-
sulted consensus for each cluster separately. Such operation is determined by the
fact the main agent may select a linguistic value for given feature but his inner
interpretations made his choice vague. As defined in Paragraph 5.1, applying op-
erators on cluster layer requires three properties definition: relative grounding
strength, epistemic satisfaction relations and modality thresholds. The only differ-
ence between applying operators on cluster level and on the result level is in defi-
nition of relative grounding strength. Wider definitions may be found in [4] and
in [6].

Relative grounding strength for describing operators on cluster layer is the same
property as defined at the end of Paragraph 4 – χλ  – which basically is the level the

given feature was translated at.

6. PROPAGATION

As for two different layers of modal operator applying, there is a need for opera-
tors’ propagation because on two separate layers these operators may be opposing to
each other. The propagation process shall be conducted in a direction from the cluster
layer to the result layer and out of two operators defined only the one with its semantic
on agent’s certainty is lower.

This process has its special meaning when the observed object has more than just
a single feature. Propagation lets main agent inform the outer user of its uncertainty on
the given object so user will not mistake the real object state and will understand the
summary using his own interpretations.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a process of knowledge integration was described and a multi-agent
system setup was presented to conduct such process. Given the fuzzy structure the sys-
tem may operate on natural language statements which is a step forward the human and
machine communication with understanding. A main goal of this paper was to present
a method for back-translation of the processed structure in the given system to linguistic
form as summaries. To improve the quality of the result in linguistic form modal opera-
tors have been used. Operators are required whenever we want to report a certain level
on the given result. Without the modal statements outer user may get the information the
main agent is not sure of and interpret it mistakenly. Modal statements were presented
on two different yet connected layers of the result: on whole result layer and on single
cluster layer. Each of the layers presents different part of the exact result. On the result
layer modal statements presents the relations between the whole clusters. On the cluster
layer they present the certainty on selected linguistic values for object’s feature in the
process of back-translation. Propagation of modalities has its meaning especially
whether the observed objects have more than just a single feature.
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Piotr OŻDŻYŃSKI*

TEXT DOCUMENT CATEGORIZATION
BASED ON WORD FREQUENT SEQUENCE MINING

In the paper a method of text document classification based on word frequent sequences is con-
sidered. In the presented technique the process of appropriate sequence selection and class
assignments is automatic, but  manual manipulation and modification of the acquired data is also
possible if better adaptation to the test set is necessary. As the main part of the proposed methodology
an effective algorithm for discovering all frequent sequences in document sets is presented. The pro-
posed document classification method is evaluated by experiments carried out for the Reuters docu-
ment collection. Obtained results were compared with those received by using known classification
techniques. Result analysis showed that the proposed method is of better or of comparable efficiency,
taking into account  k-NN or Naive Bayes classifiers.

1. INTRODUCTION

The classification of text documents is one of the important tasks of text mining.
As its main applications there should be mentioned: spam recognition, thematic list
group determination or sentiment analysis. It is also used in filtering of selected kind
of content (content-control software) [10].

Many methods have been developed to categorize documents. The techniques are
mostly based on algorithms, which use reference training sets that contain  documents
classified by an expert. These sets are used for classifier to learn and then to assign
relevant classes to examined documents.

A large part of the text mining algorithms has its origin in data mining. Among
them frequent sequences discovery is derived from the techniques associated with the
market basket analysis, where frequent itemsets in the transactions are searched. The
algorithms used in this task are the GSP (Generalized Sequential Pattern) [1, 15],
PrefixSpan [12].

__________

* Lodz University of Technology, Institute of Information Technology, Wólczańska 215, 90-924 Łódź.
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In the paper Frequent Sequences Based Classification (FSBC) is considered. It is
based on the heuristic that some sequences of words in the text may be so signifi-
cant that on the basis of their presence one can define a document class apart from
other text content. This action resembles the mechanism used by the expert to clas-
sify. The human expert not need to read the entire document and he knows when he
has sufficient information to be able to classify the document. Therefore, it seems
legitimate to use such sequences for classification. Sequences satisfying such prop-
erties are called emerging patterns. Their use has been the subject of various studies
[6, 13]. This paper presents the method of selection of emerging patterns from the
frequent sequences.

The third part will discuss in details frequent sequences search algorithm. The
fourth section describes the methods of searching the most representative sequences
(emerging patterns). Part five presents obtained results.

2. RELATED WORK

The searching for frequent sequence in the text is a problem transferred from the
scope of database exploration. Various adaptations of sequence search algorithms
based on the existing solutions are proposed. Ahonen-Myka proposed the search
method of frequent sequences taking an acceptable interval between the words[3].

García-Hernández et al point out the significant difference between search patterns
in transaction databases and text databases. Algorithms are oriented to search for
sequences in the small set of attributes from a large number of transactions. Database
of text documents can have a small number of items, but with a significant amount of
attributes. Hence, the algorithms generating all possible candidates and testing the
presence of the pattern are not very efficient. The proposed algorithms DIMASP-C
and -D (Discover all the Maximal Sequential Patterns) seek the maximum length
frequent sequences respectively in the collections of documents (DIMASP-C) and in
a single document (DIMASP-D) [7, 8].

There are many methods for classifying text documents. Some of them are
based on the vector representation of document called bag of words. The document
is converted to a vector whose components represent each instance of a particular
word in it. The use of the VSM representation (Vector Space Model)[14] allows to
use a measure of similarity based on the distances of points designated by the
vector of the document. The problem with such an approach is the large size of the
feature vector, which vector is also sparse. This enforces the need for a reduction
of dimension. Methods that fulfill this requirement are the use of stop-list and the
word stemming. Subsequent phases of vector construction are designed to select
and emphasize the features that better than any other represent the membership of
a document to the class. As used in this method is to ignore words that occur less
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frequently than the predetermined threshold or the rating of information gain for
individual [17].

Another approach is to use the characteristic for the class of document text phrases.
This approach seems to be more similar to natural: an expert evaluating a document
under the terms of belonging to a certain class is able to take a decision finding the
phrase which is characteristic for a given group of documents. Representation of the
document as a vector of maximum length sequences was used to documents
clustering[9].

Tan, Wang and Lee use bigrams of words to categorize [16]. The feature vector of
the document is created from single words and bigrams. Naive Bayes and the
maximum entropy methods are used as classifiers. A number bigrams is limited in
order to avoid significant enlarge the size of the feature vector. It has been shown that
this method improves the quality of categorization.

Antonie and Zaiana [4] present an approach based on the use of association rules
known from the basket analysis. Evaluation of the results is carried out on a set of
Reuters-21578, which allows to compare the results.

Kotagiri and Bailey in their work [13] used emerging patterns to the classification.
The emerging pattern is defined as a set of features that support varies considerably
across classes. For the purpose of text classification this features may be frequent
sequences. This approach will constitute the subject of this study.

3. FINDING MOST FREQUENT SEQUENCES

A sequence is an ordered list of consecutive words . The sequences A and B are
equal if they have the same length and in both sequences the same words at the same
positions. The length of the sequence is the number of words within.

Definition: A sequence B = (b1, b2, b3, ..., bm), m = |B| is contained in the sequence
A = (a1, a2, a3, ..., ak), k = |A|, (B is a subsequence of A) if there exists a number d and

dii abmimkd +=∈∀∧−≤≤ :}...,,1{0 (1)

The sequence consisting of n words will be referred to the name of the n-gram. In
particular, the bigram and trigram will mean the sequence of the two and three words.
In this paper the word sequence will be used interchangeably with the word phrase.

Example: the sequence of words A = (a, c, d, f, c) in the document is represented
as the text “a c d f c”. Thus, according to the definition, the sequences B1 = “a c d f”,
B2 = “d f c”, B3 = “c d f” are subsequences of A with values of d respectively equal to
0, 2, 1. Sequences C1 = “a c d c”, C2 = “d c” do not satisfy the condition therefore are
not subsequences of the sequence A.
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3.1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ALGORITHM

The algorithm is based on the principle of building the new frequent sequence of
length n + 1 on the basis of the existing sequence of length n and information about
bigrams location. This approach is derived from the observation that if a sequence of
length n + 1 is frequent, all subsequences of the sequence are also frequent. It is used
in the algorithm a priori [2], which is a reference for other searching frequent patterns
algorithms. Thus, searching for frequent sequences of length n + 1 can be assumed
that it consists of frequent sequences of length n. Additionally the new sequence has
on the position n a bigram from the set of frequent sequence (of length 2).

Input: The map of bigrams, the map of n‐grams
Output: the map of (n+1)‐grams
for each n‐gram
    for each bigram which starts with last word of an n‐gram
        (compare n‐grams locations)
        if bigram is consecutive to n‐gram
            add (n+1)‐gram to the result set

Algorithm 1. A frequent sequences searching algorithm

A set of analyzed documents is initially normalized. This stage is limited to the
removal of punctuation marks and numbers and convert uppercase to lowercase.

In the first step of the algorithm a unique identifier is assigned to each word in the
whole set. The identifier is an integer number. A collection of text documents is converted
into a set of numerical sequences. Each next occurrence of the word is replaced with the
identifier given to the first occurrence.

The second step of the algorithm is to build a data structure that stores all pairs of
consecutive words and additional information about their position. The occurrence of
each pair is associated with a specific document and position of the pairs being an
offset from the beginning of the document. To simplify the notation both identifiers
are stored as a single integer. Using binary notation older bytes store the document
index and younger bytes store a bigram position. This structure will be stored as
a map. The key will be a pair of numbers – the bigram, and the value is a sequence of
integers. Because bigrams are indexed the structure is called the inverted bigram
index. Since longer n-grams will be represented by the same data structure it is
required to remember also a sequence length.

This method of storing bigrams positions is equivalent to store document as a sequence
of words. Both forms can be converted without loss of information. It is also possible to
combine the first and second step to produce the word’s indexes and bigram  indexes
in one pass.
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The presented algorithm applies to search frequent sequences, therefore it is necessary
to determine the support threshold from which the sequence may be considered as
frequent. Further steps of the algorithm will be performed for only these n-grams for
which the number of occurrences is greater than or equal to the threshold. For this
reason it is practical to sort bigram keys in order from the most frequent.

3.2. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA SIZE

After creating a structure that stores the bigram’s location number of keys will
depend on the data contained in the text. The number of bigrams can be equal to the
square of the number of unique words in a set of documents. However, assuming that
the set consists of k words and each is unique the maximum number of bigrams is less
than k because each bigram has its location in the document. Thus the number of
possible bigram’s positions depends on the size of the documents set.

In real documents words have different frequencies. The same is true for bigrams
and larger sizes of n-grams. This distribution is determined empirically by the Zipf’s
law [11] in the form:

αs
Asf =)( (2)

Equation 2 that the number of words specified by the index s is  inversely
proportional to the index raised to the power α wherein the exponent is a number
slightly larger than 1 and A is the factor of proportionality. Words are arranged in
descending order of number of occurrences.

3.3. THE ITERATIVE SEQUENCE GROWTH

The starting set of frequent sequences is the set of bigrams so n = 2. For each
sequence of length n (denoted as Si(n)) a list of candidate sequences of length n + 1
(Sj(n + 1)) is created. All bigrams whose first word is the same as the last word of the
starting n-gram are searched. Since such an operation will be repeated often it is
reasonable to hold such a map of bigrams in memory. The key of such a map would be
the word and the value would be an array of bigrams starting with this word.

The list of potential sequences longer by one is formed by adding a bigram on the
end of this sequence. The new sequence has to be more frequent than the specified
threshold. It is therefore necessary to count the number of times the sequence occurs in
the text. There is no need to search all the set of documents. It is enough to compare
an array of positions of the sequence Si(n) and the position of the bigram that expands
this sequence. If a candidate sequence Sj(n + 1) occurs in the text the position of the
bigram at the end of this sequence has an index position greater by δ = n – 1 than the
index of the beginning of the sequence Si(n).
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Example: let us consider the relation presented at a figure 1.

Fig 1. Relation between sequences and their positions

Sequence ab occurs in the set four times. There are three bigrams that start with the
word b. It is possible that there are sequences aba, abc and abd. In fact, the documents
contain two sequences aba in positions 0 and 7 because there are bigrams ba on posi-
tions 1 and 8. In addition there is one sequence abc on position 2. There is no se-
quence abd, because the bigram bd on position 5 does not satisfy the condition being
one step after ab (there is no ab on position 4). Taking the support threshold value
equal 2 there is one 3-gram aba satisfying this condition.

Thus the construction of sequences based on the initial subsequence can be re-
duced to the comparison of two ordered arrays of numbers A and B. There are
searched pairs {a, b} such that a ∈ A, b ∈ B and $b = a + δ. Since the arrays are or-
dered an efficient algorithm using binary search can be designed.

After completion of the cycle of the algorithm for the next n data is stored in the
structure like this prepared for bigrams. Each n-gram is defined by specifying the ar-
ray of starting indices, the sequence length, the first and the last word.

The searching ends if it is not any longer frequent sequence found. Recreating of
the sequence of words is possible by reading from a document or from a reverse
bigram index.

4. FREQUENT SEQUENCES BASED
CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

The search for emerging patterns in the among frequent sequence has its legitimate
in the definition. It is necessary to achieve a certain level of a pattern support to be
able to say that in other classes that support is much lower. On the other hand the
sequences will often be present in all groups of documents carrying no information
about class membership. The essence of the problem is to select these frequent
sequences that strongly satisfy the condition of differentiation.

The resulting set of frequent sequence has a structure that allows to extract
information on which classes of documents a phrase is applied and how many
times. Phrase position in inverted index determines both the document and the
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offset in the document. Thus for each sequence a list of pairs containing number of
occurrences in a class and this class name can be assigned. The list is ordered
descending by the number of occurrences. Due to the different number of instances
of different phrases in the training set it is necessary to normalize the list. The
number of instances in each class is divided by the total number of occurrences of
a given sequence.

So now it will be the ratio of the number of occurrences of the phrase in the
selected class to the total number of instances. This is referred to as the frequency of
occurrences of the phrase in a class of documents. The sum of the frequencies for all
classes will be equal to one.

Sequences which are present in a minimum number of classes and also in a certain
class number of occurrences is much higher are preferred. Such a sequence is
associated with class that has greatest frequency. Proposed function that determines
the weight of a sequence association is given in equation 3.

∑
=

=
k

i
ifw

1

α (3)

The exponent α has a value greater than 1. It may be noted that if α = 2 the score
will be the sum of the squares of the frequencies. This sum will have a maximum
value of 1 where there is only one class of frequency 1. If there are two classes the
minimum value is 0.5 if the frequencies are equal and grows to the limit of 1 where
the proportion changes.

Classification performance can be measured using precision (π) and recall (ρ).
Since these values are dependent on each other a combination of both is essential.
Factor F1 is the harmonic mean of π and ρ [5].

ρπ
πρ
+

=
2

1F (4)

This value is calculated for each class of documents. The weighted average value
of F1 for each class is called micro-avg.

5. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Tests were done for the Reuters-21587 ata set. The selected subset ModApte [5]
was used to test the classification algorithm. It contains 3299 test documents and 9603
training documents. The set of 10 classes with the greatest number of documents has
been selected. In addition in the process of learning and classification documents
without content have been omitted. Obtained results were compared with the available
results of other classification algorithms [10] in table 1.
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Since the developed algorithm assigns only one class to test the document but
used set of documents has assignment to more than one class there are three differ-
ent approaches to the problem. In column FSBA DJ (disjoined) only those docu-
ments that were assigned to one class were selected for learning and testing. The
results in column FSBA MT (multi topic) refer to documents that can belong to
several classes. In this case, the classifier assigns only one class. This increases the
number of documents classified as a false negative. Column FSBA FT (first topic)
contains the results for documents that has been assigned to only one class and the
others are omitted.

Table 1. Effectiveness of FSBA and other classifying algorithms (%)

Naïve
Bayes

k-NN
Decision

tree
SVM

FSBA
(DJ)

FSBA
(MT)

FSBA
(FT)

Earn 96 97 98 98 96 93 94
Acq 88 92 90 94 92 87 91
money-fx 57 78 66 75 77 69 71
grain 79 82 85 95 0 38 28
crude 80 86 85 89 84 69 77
Trade 64 77 73 76 76 66 72
interest 65 74 67 78 67 49 67
Ship 85 79 74 86 28 32 39
Wheat 70 77 93 92 –* 23 26
Corn 65 78 92 90 –* 4 13
Micro-avg 82 82 88 92 91 80 85

* – there are no documents of this class in the selected subset.

Due to the lack of information how the problem of belonging to multiple classes is
resolved in the individual studies an additional comparison was performed on a subset
of the set Reuters-21578. Documents containing text in the BODY tag and additionally
in the tag PLACES have only one of the selected location: canada, france, japan, uk,
usa, west-germany are selected. Thus formed a subset containing 13442 entries. The
test group consists of 5000 randomly selected documents and the training group contains
8442 documents. Naive Bayes and k-NN method were used for the classification.
Words from the stop-word list have been removed and the others were stemmed. The
feature vector consisted TF * IDF coefficients calculated for each term in the
document. This method of extracting features gave the best results for both methods
and, therefore, was selected for comparison. Obtained results for measures of micro-
avg are follows: 89% for Naïve Bayes, 87% for k-NN and 90% for FSBC. Obtained
results show that the performance of the proposed method is comparable to or better
than the method of Naive Bayes, k-NN and decision trees. Could not get as good of
performance indicators such as using the SVM method.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Frequent Sequences Based Classification (FSBC) that uses frequent sequences
and their weights is presented. A document is classified to the class in which the most
frequent is the sequence of the highest importance.

The paper proposes a method to discover frequent sequences of words in a set of
documents. Sequences are formed by combining the existing ones with  bigrams. The
possibility of a connection determines the position of the first and last bigram in the
sequence. A simple method of finding a significant weight of sequence is proposed
too. This method lets to find emerging patterns in a set of sequences.

Investigated classification results were compared with the ones of other methods
available in the literature and with own results. The proposed method gives results
comparable to or better than the method of Naïve Bayes, k-NN and decision trees. The
efficiency is worse than this in SVM method.

An important feature of the proposed method is the fact that the applying this does
not require processing characteristic for the language of the document. This allows use
the method regardless of the language of the. Hence there is no need for matching the
correct stemmer and a dedicated stop-words list. Frequently repeated words are in
frequent sequences which appear in all classes and then have a low weight therefore
do not participate in the decision process.

This approach allows for easy analysis of each incorrectly classified document for op-
portunities to improve efficiency. Only the sequence with the highest weight is selected to
classify a document but the others, with lower weights are also known. This sequences
can be used to construct a k-NN like classifier to improve the method efficiency.
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RESOLVING INCONSISTENCIES
IN ONTOLOGY INTEGRATION

Ontology integration is a basic and very important subtask in many tasks of knowledge manage-
ment. This article describes issues related to the themes of ontology, which will allow you to under-
stand the causes of problem of inconsistency of knowledge with which information systems have to
deal. There are also shown elements we must pay attention to during ontology matching process.
Levels of inconsistency in a process of ontology matching, and a methods for resolving problems oc-
curring in ontology integration are presented. Methods described in this work are the basis for further
research on the fuzzy ontology integration in the process of building knowledge management sys-
tems.

1. INTRODUCTION

The main goal of information exchange is to enable an understanding of meaning and
content of the information. The problem of organizing and structuring information in
a knowledge-based society is a real challenge. Therefore there are many methods that
have been developed to deliver content and significance of the expression of natural
language sentences [4]. To have the possibility of usage of the stored knowledge as
a basis for decision-making systems, it is necessary to create the a suitable tool that will
properly process and store valuable information. However, in order to create a computer
system that is able to formalize the analyzed content, it was necessary to create a method
of formalizing contained information. So it seems necessary to create an intermediate
element, which in the right way will analyze and formalize knowledge, regardless of
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these factors. It would allow to present available data, information and knowledge in
useful way from the point of view of knowledge-based systems. Ontologies are indi-
cated to fulfill the role of mediator, they have been developed to provide automatic
transformation semantics of information sources. The idea of ontologies is to allow users
to organize information in concepts, with their own attributes and relationships between
the concepts. When data are represented by the ontologies, IT systems can better under-
stand their content. Unfortunately, during the creation of ontology we have to deal with
the problem of heterogeneity of data or many different ways in which you can model the
same fragment of reality. This in turn causes problems while integrating ontology, be-
cause the same fragment of real world can be defined by other ontology, in different
way.

This paper presents the problem of ontology integration and the methods of solving
the problem of inconsistency of knowledge during the process of ontology integration.
The described methods are essential in the process of ontology matching and provide
the base for subject fuzzy ontologies that are the target of my research.

2. ONTOLOGY INTEGRATION PROBLEM

The concept of the ontology was originally associated with the department of phi-
losophy, that explores the ownership of items and their ways of the existence [2], [3].
In computer science, the most frequently quoted definition of ontology is that formu-
lated in the publication of Tom Gruber in 1993. He described the ontology as a formal,
explicit specification of a shared conceptualization (“A specification of a representa-
tional vocabulary for a shared domain of discourse – definitions of classes, relations,
functions, and other objects – is called an ontology” [5], [6]).

General idea of conceptualization is on the figure 1.

Fig. 1. Idea of the conceptualization [2]

A

B

C

D

E

„WORLD OF BOOKS” CONCEPTUALIZATION

OBJECTS:
Book(x): x is a object

RELATIONS:
On(x, y): x is on y
Under(x, y): x is under y
Bottom(x): x is on the bottom
Top(x):x is on the top

Book(B)
Under(c, b)
On(a, b)
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Above definition shows that ontologies are created to the appropriate data repre-
sentation. This in turn will be the basis for understanding the meaning of information
and correct data processing by communicating agents (software and human). This
approach creates a common conceptualization of reality. So understood conceptuali-
zation refers to an abstract model of a certain phenomenon or being, which identifies
the relevant concepts of the real object. The conceptualization of the ontology, it is
necessary to uniquely identify and interpret knowledge. The term “shared” in the
above definition means that that the use of ontology is not confined to a single pro-
gram, but can be used by a larger group of programs. Ownership of knowledge sharing
has become a starting point to create ontology matching techniques and allows to use
concepts and relationships defined in a variety of component ontologies. The idea of
ontology is shown in fig 2.

Fig. 2. Ontology as an example of objects, concepts and interrelationships – self study

Most often ontology is defined by the following elements [8]:
• C – Set of concepts (classes)
• I – Set of instances of concepts
• R – Set of binary relations defined on C
• Z – Set of axioms which are formulae of first-order logic and can be interpreted

as integrity constraints or relationships between instances and concepts, and
which cannot be expressed by the relations in set R, nor as relationships be-
tween relations included in R.
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From the formal point of view, ontologies can be thought of as a tool for modeling
the selected slice of reality, including its decomposition on the basics objects (classes)
and definition of possible dependencies between them. Given the above, we can define
ontologies according to the formula [7]:

O = (C, R, Z, I). (1)

To understand how the ontologies refer to the real world requires its defi-
nition. We assume a real world (A, V) where A is a finite set of attributes and V
is the domain of A, that is V is a set of attribute values, and Va is the domain of at-
tribute a [9].

∪ Aa aV 
∈

=V . (2)

Ontologies referring to the real world (A, V) are called (A, V)-based. A concept of
an (A, V)-based ontology is defined as a triple (c, Ac, Vc) where c is the unique name
of the concept, defined as c = (Idc, Ac, Vc). Idc is a unique class identifier, Ac ⊆ A is
a set of attributes describing the concept, and Vc ⊆ V is the attributes domain:

∪ cAa ac V 
∈

=V . (3)

Each ontology meeting the following criteria: ,AAc
Cc ⊆∀ ∈   will be

referred to as an ontology based on the world (A, V). Pair (Ac, Vc) is called the struc-
ture of concept c. Set C in the ontology definition is a set of ontology names. An in-
stance of a concept c is described by the attributes from set Ac with values from set Ic

and is defined as a pair instance = (i, v) where i is the unique identifier of the instance
in world (A, V), v is the value of the instance, a tuple of type Ac, and can be presented
as a function: v: Ac → Vc such that v(a) ∈ Va for all a ∈ Ac. Then, i is defined as i = (id,
Ai, vi) where id is the unique identifier of the instance, Ai is a set of attributes instance,
vi is a function that assigns values to attributes of an instance from the collection of
domains.

∪
iAa aii V Av

∈
→: . (4)

Ontology defined in this way assumes that part of reality which is to be modeled by
using ontologies, can be decomposed on a finite set of component objects. This ap-
proach can creates problems associated with a variety of ways of representing the
same part of reality by ontologies systems, because different knowledge bases de-
scribing the same part of reality can define it in different, sometimes conflicting with
each other way. So the question is how to find the similarity between ontologies and
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thus provide a way to easily integrate data between two knowledge bases using on-
tologies as a way to store information. In general, the issue of integration of ontology
is based mainly on combining and matching ontology, however, the main ways of
integrating ontologies can be divided into three groups. Ontology integration is a pro-
cess which may be done on one of the following three levels [7], [10]:

• Building a new ontology reusing other available ontologies: This approach in-
volves creating a completely new ontology by using some other ontologies
which have been built.

• Merging different ontologies about the same domain into a single one that
“unifies” all of them: One wants to build an ontology merging ideas, concepts,
distinctions, axioms, and the like, that is, knowledge, from other existing on-
tologies about exactly the same domain. This approach to the ontology integra-
tion consists of modifying all the input ontologies and creating a final ontology
which is the sum of the components of structures undergoing to integration.

• Introducing ontologies into applications: In this case, several ontologies are in-
troduced into an application; they underlie and are shared among several soft-
ware applications. It is also possible to use several ontologies to specify or im-
plement a knowledge-based system on the basis of distributed resources.

3. INCONSISTENCY OF ONTOLOGIES

The idea of ontologies is to allow users to organize information on the taxonomies of
concepts, with their own attributes, to describe relationships between the concepts [9].
Their integration involves determining the relationship between the elements of the inte-
grated ontologies, relating to the same real object [12], [11]. The final system needs to
have the ontology which is the result of integration of component ontologies (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Scheme for ontology integration [7], [1]

O1

O2

O3

Algorithm for

ontology integration O
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However, this task requires to deal with the problems of conflicts arising during the
integration process. Conflicts can occur when the ontologies refer to the same part of
the real world and its objects are differently reflected. The integration process will
therefore rely on the proper classification of objects.

Inconsistency between ontologies is considered on the following levels [8]:
• Inconsistency on the concept level: The concept integration condition is not

satisfied for some concept. In other words, there are several concepts with the
same name having different structures in different ontologies.

• Inconsistency on the relation level: Between the same two concepts there are in-
consistent relations in different ontologies.

• Inconsistency on the instance level: The same instance belonging to different
ontologies does not satisfy the instance integration condition.

4. METHODS OF INCONSISTENCY RESOLUTION

4.1. INCONSISTENCY ON CONCEPT LEVEL

Inconsistency at this level is when we have ontologies with different structures,
built according to the same concept. This situation is very frequent inasmuch as each
ontology serves to represent knowledge of a specific object and therefore concepts are
defined from the point of view of the needs resulting from the subject  [7].
Definition is as follows:

Let O1 and O2 be (A, V)-based ontologies. Let the same concept c belong to O1 as
(c, Ac1, V c1 ) and belong to O2 as (c, Ac2 , Vc2). We say that the inconsistency takes
place on the concept level if Ac1 ≠ Ac2 or Vc1 ≠ Vc2.

Example: We can have concept Employee defined by attributes:

{Name, Age, Sex, Job}

whereas in the other ontology it is defined by attributes:

{Id, Name, Surname, Date_of_birth, Sex, Occupation}

Inconsistencies can also result from the fact that in two ontologies based on the
same world (A, V) there are differences in semantics of the same attributes in two con-
cepts. The solution to this problem is as follows:

For the given set of pairs
X = {(Ai, Vi): (Ai, Vi) is the structure of concept c in ontology Oi
for i = 1, ..., n}
it is necessary to determine a pair (A*, V*) which best represents the given pairs.
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The solve problem of inconsistency on this level we can use postulates defined by
NGUYEN N.T. [7].

4.2. INCONSISTENCY ON RELATION LEVEL

The ontology can define relationships between classes, and so the way in which
objects of the modeled fragments of reality come together will interact. Relations be-
tween concepts are included in set R of the ontology definition, whereas the relation-
ships between them may be included in set Z [7]. Conflict at this level occurs when in
two ontologies are defined conflicting relationships between classes. We can also say
that by inconsistency on the relation level we understand the situation where referring
to the same two concepts in one ontology there is defined a relation which is not pres-
ent in another ontology [7].
Definition is as follows:

Let O and O′ be (A, V)-based ontologies containing concepts c and c′. Let r ∈
RO(c, c′) and let r′ ∈ RO′(c, c′). Inconsistency on this level occur if the coexisting of
relations r and r′ between concepts c and c′ may cause nonsatisfaction of the con-
straints defined for ontology O or O′.

Example 9.3. Assume that in the example ontologies exists concepts Employee and
Course. In the first ontology there is defined the relation Teaching (i.e., an employee
teaches a course), and in the second ontology instead of the relation Teaching there is
also defined the relation Completing (i.e., an employee has completed a course). Thus
we have inconsistency on the relation level.

For solving inconsistency of ontologies on the relation level, we need to:

For a given profile
X = {ROi (c, c′): i = 1, ..., n}
it is necessary to determine set R(c, c′) of final relations between c and
c′, which best represents the given sets.

If between relations on concepts c and c′ there is a lack of relationships, then the
solution for this problem seems to be simple. One can determine R(c, c′) as the sum of
sets ROi(c, c′), or select to R(c, c′) only those relations from ROi(c, c′), which appear
most frequently. However, the solution will not be so simple if we take into account
the relationships between these relations.

4.3. INCONSISTENCY ON INSTANCE LEVEL

On this level we assume that two ontologies differ from each other only in values
of instances. That means they have the same concepts and relations between them [7].
Conflicts at the instance level is the most complex aspect of the discussed issues. On-
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tology instances are representations of physical objects, which are expressed in the
ontologies (and therefore in their respective collections instance). According to the
formal definition, each such real object is described by a set of attributes and corre-
sponding values. These attributes form a coherent description of selected characteris-
tics of objects and instances, and are strongly dependent on the ontologies based on
real world.

Definition is as follows [7]:
Let there are two instances of two ontologies based on the world (A, V):
(i, v) ∈ Ins(O1, c) and (i, v′) ∈ Ins(O2, c′)
Inconsistency occurs when va ≠ v ′a, for Ac1 = Ac2 and Vc1 = Vc2 and a ∈ Ac ∩ Ac’.

Example: As an example, consider the ontologies of two systems for companies of-
fering their services. In one of the systems we have, there is the concept Customer and
in the second the concept of Debtor. The structure of the concept customer is as fol-
lows

({Client_id, Name, Address, Personal_identity_number, Contract_number}, VClient)

and concept Debtor which has the following structure:

({Debt_id, Name, Personal_identity_number, Contract_number }, VDebtor)

The value of this instance referring to concept Client is:

[10; Kowalski; Nysa; 120613425; 77/14]

The value of this instance referring to concept Debtor is:

[10; Kowalski; 120613425;125/10]

Thus there is inconsistency on the instance level because both instances referring to
attribute Contract_number but in the first case there is a value “77/14” and in the sec-
ond case there is value “125/10”. The conflict arises from the fact that the same person
in the first company is listed as a customer under contract No. 77/14 and in the other
company as debtor of the contract number 125/10.

For solving inconsistency of ontologies on the instance level consensus methods
seem to be very useful. These methods deal with determining for a set of different
versions of data (so called a conflict profile) such a version which best represents the
given versions. On that level of inconsistency we have to deal with a set of versions of
the same instance. A version of an instance (i, x) can be represented by the value x.
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The task is to determine a version (a value) which best represents the given versions.
For this kind of consistency the consensus problem can be defined as follows [7].

Given a set of values X = {v1, ..., vn} where vi is a tuple of type Ai ⊆ A,
that is: vi: Ai → Vi

for i = 1, ..., n and ∪ Aa ai VV
∈

=  one should find a tuple v of some type,

which best represents the given values.

For the defined structures and particular postulates several algorithms for consen-
sus determination have been worked out. It has turned out that in this case the best
criterion for determining value v is

∑ ∑
= =

∈′
′=
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n

i
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where and d is a distance function between tuples.
Value v can be assumed to be the value of instance i in the final ontology.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Ontologies are a very useful instrument in the conceptualization of information
systems. In database systems allow to create a structure based on elements such as
classes, attributes, relationships, that will be the basis for further processing. But in
order to fulfill their role, they must be properly modeled. Then they become the per-
fect tool for performing integration of information systems. Unfortunately, there are
various problems related to inconsistency processing, such as ontology mismatch,
ontology conflict, ontology merging, or ontology integration. The paper presents some
of the known aspects of inconsistencies during the integration of ontologies. Presented
levels of inconsistencies may be one of many problems that arise during the process of
ontology matching. Future work will focus on inconsistency of integration of fuzzy
ontologies, for whom ontologies presented in this work are the basis.
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A BROAD OVERVIEW OF DATA INTEGRATION SYSTEMS,
FROM THE PAST TO THE FUTURE

Due to the significant development of the Internet, finding information from distributed sources
over the network is becoming increasingly difficult. Indeed, due to the revolution of new information
technology, companies as well as individuals have a huge amount of data. These data are stored in
sources that are almost all the time heterogeneous and autonomous. Data integration systems harmo-
nize data from different independent sources into a single coherent representation. It aims to provide
a unified access to a set of data sources in a specific application domain, where users can request their
queries. The aim of this paper is to present an overview of data integration problem by providing
a general definition to this problem, and classifying its different approaches that are proposed by the
IT community. Besides, it introduces new challenging issues in order to efficiently improve the qual-
ity of data provided by data integration system, and to keep pace with new technology.

1. INTRODUCTION

Data integration is a vast research area, which is concerned with the problem of
combining data located in heterogeneous, autonomous and distributed data sources,
and providing the user with a uniform and transparent access to all these data sources
over a single, unified and homogenous view. The emergence of the Web and the per-
manent enlargement of business organizations, often arising when more than two
similar enterprises need to merge their data sources, impose an increasing necessity in
integrating and managing huge volume of data, collected from a number of heteroge-
neous and disparate data sources. Such needs are also shown by many other applica-
tions, such as scientific projects, where groups of scientists are independently collect-
ing data and trying to collaborate with one another. Moreover, integrating data sources
is the key success of business intelligence systems, especially with the exponential
growth of autonomous data sources over the Internet and enterprise Intranet which
__________
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oblige companies to be able to access data located over the Internet within their Intra-
nets for better mining and effective decision making. Furthermore, information inte-
gration plays an important role in internet search. For instance, querying the deep web
that is composed of a huge number of data sources accessible through Web forms.
Here, the user would like to be able with a single query to find accurate data without
needing to spend time in accessing all data sources separately. Finally, data integration
has also raised importance in the life sciences, where the number, size, and complexity
of life science database continue to grow. Therefore scientists and researchers in the
field of proteomics, genomics, clinical medicine and drug discovery need a complete
picture for all their data [1].

In this paper, we focus on the principal approaches proposed by the IT commu-
nity to deal with the problem of data integration and, in particular, we introduce
four criteria used to classify different information integration solutions. Our purpose
is to present an overview of data integration issues and show some proposed solu-
tions to solve them. Besides, we provide an outlook to new challenges in the area of
data integration.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the problem
of data integration. Section 3 presents possible classifications of integration system
that have been suggested by IT researchers to address the integration issue. Section 4
presents new tendency for this problem. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. THE PROBLEM OF DATA INTEGRATION

Due to the significant development of the Internet, finding information from dis-
tributed sources over the network is becoming increasingly difficult. Indeed, due to the
revolution of new information technology, companies as well as individuals have a
huge amount of data. These data are stored in sources that are almost all the time het-
erogeneous and autonomous. Data integration systems harmonize data from different
independent sources into a single coherent representation. It aims to provide a unified
access to a set of data sources in a specific application domain, where users can re-
quest their queries. This is done by resolving the heterogeneities and offering to the
disparate sources an integrated view. Then, users are able to pose queries over this
uniform view without having to spend a lot of time in searching the set of separate
data sources.

The data sources which participate to the integration process may either belong to the
same organisation intranet or just spread out all over the internet. Generally, each of the
repositories is independently designed for diverse application objectives. Besides, the
sources are not necessarily only databases; they can range from database systems and
legacy systems (old and outdated systems that are difficult to migrate to a modern tech-
nology) to structured/unstructured files, web services and forms on the web.
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The inputs of data integration problem are a set of distributed, autonomous and
possibly heterogeneous data sources, where each one has probably its own schema and
population that are different from others. Its output is a single integrated view of data
sources, where users can submit their queries without any prior information about the
structure of the disparate sources. The construction of such system remains a difficult
task because of the following principal reasons:

1. The scalability of sources: Data integration is already a challenge for small
number of sources, generally fewer than 10 data repositories, but the challenges
are exacerbated when the number of sources increases [2]. Indeed, the number
of dispersed data sources participated in the integration operation is still grow-
ing. This exponential growth increases the quantity of information produced in
the world by 30% every year [3], mainly in domains such as Internet of things
where objects like sensors and smartphones generate a huge amount of data
every day, E-commerce, life sciences, social networks, etc. These mountains of
data cannot be integrated manually. However, they necessitate automatic solu-
tions which are difficult to build.

2. The autonomy of sources: In its current form, most data available in the
world today is spread out across disparate data sources which are entirely
autonomous and isolated from each other. The owners of sources may not al-
ways be aware of other sources referencing to their data, or integration system
accessing to their sources. Furthermore, they are free to choose their own
schemes and models, to modify their design, and to update and/or remove
some data at any time, without having to notify any central administrative en-
tity. These facts make the autonomy of sources a critical issue for the task of
integration; since it engenders other difficulties such as instability and hetero-
geneity of sources.

3. The instability of sources: the instability and dynamicity of sources are due to
the fact that almost all sources are autonomous. New data sources appear every
day, others disappear. The format and contents of the sources may change over
time. A new attribute may be added, or an existing attribute may be dropped. A
powerful integration system should be able to surmount all these unexpected
change and provide relevant and accurate information to the requesters.

4. The heterogeneity of sources: The heterogeneity of data sources is the hardest
obstacle which faces the problem of data integration; it may occur in various
forms, ranging from syntactic heterogeneity and differences in data structures to
semantic heterogeneity and variances in the meaning.
– Syntactic heterogeneity is a result of differences in data models where the in-

formation may be modelled according to different paradigms (Relational ta-
bles, XML tree...), languages (SQL for relational databases, XQuiry for
XML files...) and representations which involve the problem of deferent type
(e.g. char vs. string) or deferent format (e.g. 02-03-2014 vs. 02/03/14).
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– Structural heterogeneity is related to the choices of modelling. It includes
representational heterogeneity which is due to conflicts in the way related in-
formation is modelled in different schema, and schematic heterogeneity that
is the result of encoding concepts using different elements of data model.

– Semantic heterogeneity presents a real logical bottleneck in developing inte-
gration systems [4]. It is due to different interpretations of real world objects
by designers according to their understanding. Another important reason of
this heterogeneity is the fact that disparate data sources are barely created for
the exact same purpose. This type of heterogeneity engenders different sorts
of conflicts [5]:
a. Naming conflicts: This kind of conflicts refers to the noticeable difference in

naming schema of information. The most frequent case is the presence of
synonyms where several terms are used to describe the same concept (e.g.
Family_Name vs Last_Name), and homonyms when the same word is used
to denote different concepts (e.g. name of person vs name of company).

b. Scaling conflicts: occur when different reference systems are used to meas-
ure a value (for instance price of a product can be given in zloty or in euro).

c. Confounding conflicts: These conflicts occur when information items seem
to have the same meaning, but differ in reality, e.g. due to different tempo-
ral contexts.

By analysing the principal problems above-mentioned, we can figure out that con-
structing data integration systems requires overcoming the differences in modelling,
semantics and capabilities of sources, handling the variety and the massive amount of
available data, resolving the possible inconsistencies with data heterogeneity from
different sources, and providing the users with a unified, reconciled view of all these
repositories. In this sense, and in order to efficiently surmount these issues, we present
in the next section a brief description of the different classification proposed by the IT
community for the integration solutions.

3. CLASSIFICATION OF DATA INTEGRATION SYSTEM

For more than twenty years, data integration has been deeply investigated by the
IT community. Researchers in different research area (database, artificial intelli-
gence…) have been addressing data integration issues in diverse perspective. Sev-
eral approaches have been proposed, various technics have been developed and nu-
merous projects have been produced, making it hard to provide a precise
classification of the previous work based on shared criteria. By exploring the lit-
erature and the proposals work in the field of data integration, we can show the fol-
lowing criteria proposed by the community [6] in order to classify the existing data
integration systems:
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3.1. DATA REPRESENTATION

This criterion shows how data is retrieved from disparate sources. There are two
broad types of data representation, based on whether the data from different sources is
duplicated and materialized into a central source generally called warehouse, or ac-
cessed  virtually and on demand from a common logical schema. Different approaches
have been proposed for this purpose, the most used are:

– Materialized data integration: The global schema of a data integration system
can be fully materialized. It means that a new central repository, called warehouse,
is developed by a data management system and a copy of all the data which corre-
spond to the global schema is saved in this repository. The copies of data which
are stored at the warehouse are pre-processed in a complex way before storage; it
is usually referred to as extract, transform and load (ETL) tools that periodically
extract data from the sources, and load them into the warehouse after doing some
complex transformations (cleaning, aggregation, and value transformations). The
data warehouse eliminates several problems of integration, mainly the excessively
long server response times, the network clogging, or the sources unavailability.
Queries can be also more easily optimized, and the data transformed at the user’s
discretion. In the other hand, the warehouse has to be updated regularly (hourly,
daily, etc.), based on the specific application requirements, but since data must be
extracted, transformed and loaded into the warehouse, there is an element of la-
tency. As a consequence, between two updates, applications that depend on this
data cannot be considered as being up-to-date.

– Virtual data integration: this approach is based on mediator system; a mediator
is a software component that supports a virtual database which is characterized by
its global (mediated) schema [6]. Unlike in the warehouse approach where all data
from disparate sources are duplicated into central repository, the virtual approach
is oriented especially towards queries rewriting, where the mediator system is re-
sponsible for reformulating and translating at real-time a query posed by a user
over the mediated schema into a sub-queries on the local schema of the underlying
data sources. The key to build a virtual data integration system is the semantic
mappings, which relate the schemata of the data sources to the mediated schema.
The semantic mappings specify how attributes in the sources correspond to attrib-
utes in the mediated schema. Moreover, they show the way how query over the
global schema can be translated to queries over the local schemas. The data flow
between mediators and data sources is provided by software components called
wrappers, which their roles are to send queries to a data source, receive answers,
and possibly apply some basic transformations on the answer. Results from sub-
queries are finally unified by data reconciliation (data fusion) techniques, which
aim to resolve data conflict in the instance level, and provide complete and con-
cise answers of all existing data: complete because no object or attribute is for-
gotten in the result; concise because each object is provided only once [7].
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3.2. SENSE OF MAPPING

In data integration system, there are two types of schemas: the global schema
where the goal is to describe the logic of data in the highest layer of data integration
system, and the local schemas which describe the logic of data in the local data
sources. Schema mapping describe the relationship between the attributes of the global
schema and those of the sources’ schema. When a query is formulated in terms of the
global schema, we use the mappings to re-write the query into appropriate queries on
the sources. The result of the reformulation is a logical query plan. There are several
approaches to map between a global schema and the schemas of the local sources.
GaV (Global-as-View), LaV (Local-as-View), GLaV (Generalized Local-as-View), and
BaV (Both-as-View) represent the known mapping methods. GaV and LaV are the
main methods; GlaV and BAV are mixed approaches.

– Global-as-View (GaV ): In this approach, the predicates in the global schema
are described as views over the predicates in the local schemas. In other words,
each entity in the global schema is expressed as a query over the local sources
[8]. GaV has the power of simple query answering. In fact, it is just a simple
reformulation of the global query by rules unfolding. However, this approach is
not scalable; adding a new source can cause enormous modification to the
schema mapping. Thus, the mapping predicates must be recreated in this case.

– Local-as-View (GaV ): In this approach, the mapping expresses the predicates of
the local schemas as a function of the predicate of the global schema. In other
words, data sources are defined as a set of views over the global schema. In this
case, the mapping associates for each element of the local schema a query over the
mediator [8]. The main advantage of this approach is the facility offered to add
new sources. That is because sources can register independently of each other,
since a source’s mappings do not refer to other sources in the system. Neverthe-
less, query evaluation is non-trivial anymore; this is mainly due to its technical
implications of query answering. Moreover, any change in the global schema can
be difficult to pass at defining views sources. That is why this approach is advo-
cated in cases where the global schema is not subject to frequent changes.

3.3. MATCHING AUTOMATION

Schema matching is the task of identifying semantic correspondences and produc-
ing matchers between two given schemas, ontologies or XML messages format, each
consisting of a set of discrete entities. Solving such matching problems is a funda-
mental key for data integration systems. Schema matching can be done in a variety of
ways:

– Manually: here, the designer of data integration system (generally helped by
domain experts) is the one who determines the relationship between schemas
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manually supported by some graphical point-and-click interface. Obviously,
this kind of matching is broadly efficient when the number of sources is small
and each source has a good description. Otherwise, it is a time-consuming, tedi-
ous, and error-prone process for large-scale data integration (two huge schemas
or a large number of schemas).

– Semi-automatically: To surmount the difficulty engendered by the large num-
ber of data sources, it is preferable to use at least a partial automatic schema
matching process. To do so, many researches have been done in order to deter-
mine semi-automatic methods that help designers to select similarities between
schemas and reduce theirs manual works. Here, data integration systems are re-
sponsible to find the matchers under human supervision.

– Automatically: In the typical case, only systems shall be responsible to deter-
mine the link between schemas without human intervention. To enable auto-
matic integration, explicit representation of data meaning is necessary to over-
come the problem of semantic heterogeneity. Thus, most recent integration
systems use ontologies, which are a specification of conceptualisation [6].

3.4. DATA CONFLICTS HANDLING

After the construction of the mediator and the mapping schemas for data integra-
tion system, users submit queries over the global schema, and wait for a complete,
correct and concise answers coming from several different data sources. These an-
swers which represent real-world entities may occur in various repositories redun-
dantly, and they may also contain many conflicting and missing attributes. In order to
deal with this issue, data integration systems should have data fusion capabilities,
which aim to combine records that refer to the same real-world entity by merging
them into a single representation and resolving possible conflicts. Many strategies
were developed to handle data conflicts, some of them were repeatedly mentioned in
the literature. These conflicts handling strategies can be classified into three main
classes based on the way of handling data [7]:

– Conflict-ignoring: this strategy does not make any decision to deal with data
conflicts and sometimes it is not aware of the existence of conflicts. When em-
ploying such a strategy one not even needs to look for, detect or be aware of
data conflicts in data. An example for an ignoring strategy is PASS IT ON,
which takes all conflicting values and passes them to the user without changing
them, and then let him decide which data is the most appropriate. Another ex-
ample is CONSIDER ALL POSSIBLITIES that generates all possible combi-
nations of values, on which some of them do not even exist in the sources, and
then let the user choose which data is correct. This strategy is applicable at all
times and in all situations and is easy to implement.

– Conflict-avoidance: This strategy is aware of conflicts but do not perform in-
dividual resolution for each conflict. Instead, they handle conflicting data by
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applying a unique decision equally to all data. Indeed, decisions are made be-
fore regarding the data value, which prevents any possibility of hesitation or
making decisions about the values to be chosen in the data fusion step before
showing the final result to the user. The most famous techniques implementing
this strategy are: 1) TAKE THE INFORMATION which takes the existing in-
formation and leave aside those who have NULL value. 2) NO GOSSIPING
which takes only into consideration the answers from data sources that fulfil the
constraints or conditions added into the user query, and ignoring all of the in-
consistent answers. 3) TRUST YOUR FRIENDS in which data are preferred to
be taken from one data source over another based on the user preference in the
query.

– Conflict-resolution: This strategy is the most expensive among conflicts han-
dling strategies. It examines all the data and metadata before deciding on how to
handle conflicts. Conflict resolution strategy can be classified into deciding and
mediating strategies:
– Deciding Strategy: This sub-strategy resolves conflicts by deciding which

value to present among various conflicting values [9]. This decision may be
based on instance values, where two techniques are well known: CRY WITH
THE WOLVES on which the system selects the value that appears the most
among the conflicting values, while the other technique ROLE THE DICE
takes a random value among the conflicting ones. The decision may also be
based on the metadata, where the famous technique is KEEP UP TO DATE
which uses the timestamp metadata about the data sources, attributes and the
data to select from the conflicting values.

– Mediating data: This strategy present a value that may not be necessary one
of the exiting conflicting values, by taking into account the data values
and/or the stored metadata. As an example of a technique that implement this
strategy we can cite: MEET IN THE MIDDLE which invents a new value
from the conflicting values to represent them by many ways: like taking the
mean of the values.

4. NEW CHALLENGES IN DATA INTEGRATION

In its current form, and with the growth in global internet use, data is generated in
huge quantity whether by humans or machines. Due to this explosion of data and the
arrival of new data types in such amazing speed, many companies are currently inno-
vating in the domain of data management in order to design their own systems. In-
deed, these companies need data storages to be able to store and manage big data effi-
ciently, so the traditional relational databases are confronting some novel challenges.
Principally in large scale and high-performance applications, such as Social Networks
and Internet of Things, using the relational database to store and query dynamic user
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data has seemed to be inadequate. In this situation, NoSQL database created and
gained traction.

In fact, one of the most important reasons to use NoSQL is to help solve the big
data problem which is a much larger problem than storage [10]. Big data is often re-
ferred as the “3V”:

– Data volume: the generation and collection of a huge mass of data.
– Data velocity: lots of data coming in very quickly, possibly from different loca-

tions.
– Data variety: storage of data that is structured, semi-structured and unstructured.
The power of NoSQL databases consists in their scalability, availability and

flexibility. The latter characteristic means that data in NoSQL databases has a flexi-
ble (schema-less) data model. Unlike relational databases, where designer must de-
termine and declare a table’s schema before manipulating data, NoSQL data stor-
ages do not enforce the structure. This flexibility facilitates the mapping of the
stored data to a real-world entity.

These advantages of NoSQL databases engender new challenges in the problem of
integrating several different data sources in both schema and instance level, and lead
to rethinking about the integration system approaches, in order to enhance its perform-
ance and dynamicity.

Since NoSQL databases are schema-less, it is difficult to build a stable global
schema for all these sources. The integration of these kind of sources necessitates to
investigate the possibility of integrating sources without the schema match step
(schema-less data integration), and to try to discover the relation between sources in-
crementally, this could be done by focusing in the instance level in order to provide
data of high quality to the requester.

Another interesting issue consists in the integration of cloud data sources. Indeed,
many companies are using the Cloud in some form today, with many companies em-
bracing the hybrid IT model and running applications both in the cloud and on prem-
ise. Data integration in the cloud is a hard task, since data is hosted natively on it. Data
aren’t just stored in different places; they may be subject to completely different data-
integrity rules, and may not be easily reconciled into a single stream without major
heavy lifting. A deep investigation should be carried out in order to build a powerful
system allowing hybrid integration between data storage in the cloud and those in the
enterprise intranet.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we provided a broad overview of data integration. We started by pre-
senting a global definition of data integration. We showed the benefit of integrating
several distributed sources and the principal obstacles that face data integration proc-
ess. Secondly, we introduced four proposed criteria which allow classification of the
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main data integration systems. This classification facilitates the understanding of ma-
nipulated systems. Finally, we presented some new and emergence challenges in the
area of data integration system.

Data integration has been investigated for more than twenty years. Although many
problems have been solved, there are issues that still require to be investigated. These
are harnessed by the dynamic nature of today’s application domains. Future prospec-
tive of data integration is mainly in the large scale level, where the large number of
sources with the huge amount of data is still growing. This dramatic increase engen-
ders new promising challenges which are principally related to flexibility, accuracy
and performance.
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efficient and safe storage space configuration,
input/output operation performance,

disk striping with B-tree filesystem

Mateusz SMOLIŃSKI*

MODERN MULTI-DISK DATA STORAGE USING BTRFS

This paper introduces various software multi-disk storage configuration in modern GNU/Linux
operating system. In all compared storage configurations new B-tree filesystem was used, which pro-
vides innovative data protection capabilities. Completed research include many multi-disk storage
configurations with various management software RAID, logical volume LVM and direct manage-
ment with BTRFS. The research results allow to choose the appropriate disk manager and data stor-
age space configuration for BTRFS, that provides best I/O operations performance for fixed number
of disks. Presented results allow more effective management of system resources for modern multi-
disk data storage configurations in GNU/Linux operating system i.e. servers, workstations.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. DATA STORAGE CONFIGURATION IN OPERATING SYSTEM

The main goals of modern operating systems are data storage and data processing
[1, 2]. Storage space in operating system is usually divided into zones which increases
stored data security and configuration flexibility. Each zone can customize configura-
tion of the storage space for data storage characteristic such as the choice of block for
device type and selection of filesystem type and its configuration. Each data storage
zone base on physical block devices like hard drives (i.e. disks) providing non-volatile
memory. Increasing the number of disks used in zone configuration can affect per-
formance of execution input/output operations in operating system.

Kernel of modern operating system GNU/Linux includes various implemented
management mechanisms for many disks storage zone configuration. These mecha-
nisms enable a creation of logical block device known as volume, whose blocks ad-
dress space size can exceed the address space of any used disk. The volumes manage-

__________
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ment in each Linux kernel mechanism requires rules, that provide the organization of
stored data. Data organization rules for volume affects both the sector addressing and
input/output operation performance. Among the considered Linux kernel mechanisms
of disk space management are: software RAID (Redundant Array of Independent
Disk), LVM (Logical Volume Manager) and BTRFS (B-Tree FileSystem) [1].

This paper includes comparison of Linux kernel software disk array and volume
management mechanisms, its individual characteristic and impact on I/O performance
in various testing multi-disk storage configuration scenarios using BTRFS. The uni-
form test environment was prepared in order to ensure reliable comparison results. The
obtained results facilitate the configuration of the efficient local storage space in Linux
operating system.

2. STORAGE TESTING ENVIRONMENT

2.1. SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR TESTING

For research was used Linux operating system from Fedora 18 distribution for
64-bit computer architecture (kernel version 3.6.10 x86_64) [1]. Hardware used for
testing: computer with i7-2600 CPU with six identical, connected SATA-2 Western
Digital disks model WD500AAKX with 465GB capacity and 16MB cache. Operating
system was installed on first of six disks, other five were used in I/O performance
testing of different storage configuration scenarios.

Testing scenario includes fixed number of disks and one of software disk manage-
ment mechanism implemented in Linux kernel. Additional parameters for scenario
according to software RAID and LVM is allocation unit size (chunk size).

In each testing scenario there have been 21 cases of writing and reading 32 GB
set of data to/from regular files with standard program tool spew in 1.0.8 version. In
n-th test case all I/O operations were performed using one spew process executing
I/O operation with 2n-1 block size, therefore the range of block size in single I/O
operation was from 1KB up to 1GB. Test unification require to use the same BTRFS
filesystem with 4KB allocation size (concern: node, leaf and block), for this purpose
btrfs-progs in 0.20 version was used. In all testing scenario filesystem was mounted
in standard asynchronous read-write mode and only one BTRFS subvolume was
created.

Using software implemented in Linux kernel and program tools from mdadm in
version 3.2.6 in testing storage configuration scenarios software disk array level 0, 5
or 6 were created [3]. The RAID with 0 level marked as RAID0 applies only striping,
where stripe size depend on number of disk included in array and chunk size. Level
5 disk array uses additional metadata to increase data security and reliability, which
retains data even one disk fails. RAID level 5 (marked as RAID5) has data capacity
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(N – 1)*S, where S is minimal capacity of disk from all active array disks. Level 6 disk
array also uses additional metadata, data are available even if two disk fails. RAID
level 6 (marked as RAID6) has data capacity (N – 2)*S, where S is minimal capacity
of disk from all active array disks.

Table 1. The parameters of tested
multi-disk storage configuration scenarios managed by disk array RAID

RAID Level
Number of RAID

active disks
Chunk size

0 2, 3, 4, 5 16 KB, 64 KB, 512 KB
5 3, 4, 5 16 KB, 64 KB, 512 KB
6 4, 5 16 KB, 64 KB, 512 KB

According to table 1, for the research purposes was distinguished 27 testing storage
scenarios with various software RAID configuration.

Fig. 1. I/O performance for BTRFS localized in software RAID level 0 with 64 KB chunk size

2.2. STORAGE WITH SOFTWARE RAID

The measured I/O operation performance results for storage configuration scenarios
with software RAID level 0 with example chunk size 64 KB were presented in fig. 1,
and for software RAID5 and RAID6 respectively in fig. 2 and 3.
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Fig. 2. I/O performance for BTRFS localized in software RAID level 5 with 64 KB chunk size

Fig. 3. I/O performance for BTRFS localized in software RAID level 6 with 64 KB chunk size

2.3. STORAGE CONFIGURATION WITH LOGICAL VOLUME MANAGER

Kernel in Linux operating system includes Device Mapper component, which al-
lows to create block devices with complex sector addressing and additional function-
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ality. External logical volume manager LVM uses Device Mapper, in research was
used LVM in 2.02.98 version. Actual LVM implementation in Linux kernel assures:
flexible volume size configuration, various block allocation policy to volume, volumes
with special functionality (i.e. snapshots).

LVM introduce various objects: physical volume, volumes groups and logical vol-
ume. All LVM object configuration is persistent. Physical volumes store volume
group data to which they were assigned. Disk as other block device can be converted
to physical volume. In volume group logical volume are created, however volume size
is integral multiplication of extent size, which is allocation size determined by volume
group. Default LVM extent unit size is 4MB [4].

Fig. 4. I/O performance for BTRFS localized in logical volume with LVM managed striping
with 64 KB chunk size

By using LVM data storage space in logical volume could be distributed between
many physical volumes belonging to the same volume group. This LVM allocation
policy base on striping, where data stripe size is defined by number of used physical
volume and chunk size. However, this allocation policy allows increase performance
of I/O operations performed by logical volume if its physical volume were placed on
different disks. In each testing scenario with LVM logical volume was created with
allocation policy using various number of physical volumes localized on separate disk
(from 2 to 5) and different chunk size (16 KB, 64 KB or 512 KB). Results for I/O op-
eration performance managed by single LVM volume with striping with example
64KB size was presented in fig. 4.
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2.4. B-TREE FILESYSTEM

Another tested multi-disk storage scenarios include volume created and managed
directly by BTRFS [5, 6]. This modern filesystem has internal block device manager,
that provides management of disk storage spaces. BTRFS offers various allocation
policy for managed subvolumes. When filesystem is created separate policy can be
configured to its metadata and stored data [5, 7].

For research purposes only raid0 allocation policy was used, which base on data
striping during I/O operation performance across all disks managed by b-tree file-
system. Unlike LVM and RAID, BTRFS directly manages disk space using internal
allocation units without specifying chunk size. Figure 5 presents I/O performance
results statement for directly managed disks by BTRFS in multi-disk storage con-
figuration.

Fig. 5. I/O performance for BTRFS directly manages disks striping

Modern b-tree filesystem when directly manages of many disks has specific I/O per-
formance characteristic to other software disk managers implemented in GNU/Linux
kernel. Basic difference is I/O performance dependence to number of managed disk.
For software RAID or LVM each storage configuration scenario with more disk shows
better I/O performance in all testing cases. In example scenarios with BTRFS directly
manages disks, in testing case with I/O operation data size 32MB read and write speed
for two and three disks are similar (fig. 5).
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3. IMPACT STORAGE SPACE CONFIGURATION
ON I/O PEFORMANCE

3.1. I/O OPERATION PERFORMANCE RESULTS ANALYSIS
FOR TESTING SCENARIOS

Choice of storage configuration has major impact on I/O performance and depends on
I/O operation characteristic. Different storage configuration software from GNU/Linux
kernel have various I/O performance characteristic. Generally, each I/O operation is
performed on other data size, therefore in any tested storage configuration scenario
was measured I/O performance for various data block size.

Research results were presented on statement charts for fixed disk numbers storing
b-tree filesystem data. To increase readability each statement presents measured I/O
performance results from various tested storage space configurations with identical
BTRFS storage space with I/O data size from 1KB to 1MB.

Figures 6 and 7 present statements, where I/O operations performance was com-
pared between storage space configurations with disk striping managed by RAID level 0,
5, 6, LVM and directly by BTRFS. The figure 7 presents statement, where I/O opera-
tions performance was compared between testing scenario with five active disks man-
aged by software RAID level 0, logical volume configured with striping managed by
LVM and directly by BTRFS. On statement charts each LVM or RAID configuration
is presented with three fixed chunk size.

The research results presented on statements revealed that choice of chunk size also
has impact on I/O performance in any test case, that has other fixed read or written
data block size. In storage configuration scenarios where BTRFS directly manages
disks, the gap for data write and read speeds has the highest value. Storage configura-
tion scenario with disks managed by LVM has the lowest gap between data read and
write speed in each tested scenario. The highest differences between data read and
write speed according to configured chunk size in tested scenario have storage con-
figurations with disks managed by software RAID5 and RAID6.

Averaging I/O performance results for each storage configuration scenario (fixed
disks manager and chunk size) on all statement charts highlights important conclu-
sions. Scenarios based on LVM with striping provide the best performance in almost
all testing cases (except for read and write of 1KB or 2KB data blocks).

Analysis of mean data read and write speeds also show, that the storage configura-
tions base on software RAID level 0 has I/O performance better than BTRFS and
software RAID level 5 and RAID level 6 for scenarios with number of disks grater
than two. The biggest 35% difference in I/O operation performance was observed in
3 disks scenarios, where mean of data read speeds in all testing case between LVM
with 512KB and internal b-tree disk manager and accordingly difference in mean
write speed in all testing case was 22 percent.
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Fig. 6. Statement of I/O performance for storage configuration scenarios
with BTRFS and data striping between 3 disks
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Fig. 7. Statement of I/O performance for storage configuration scenarios
with BTRFS and data striping between 4 disks
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Data storage space configuration in modern operating has significant impact on I/O
operation performance, especially when many disks are used for data striping in stor-
age zone configuration. GNU/Linux like other modern operating system offers disk
managers implemented in kernel i.e. LVM or software RAID. Also modern filesystem
implemented in Linux kernel like BTRFS includes internal disks managers. Research
results of I/O performance for tested storage space configuration clearly show that
striping managed by LVM is actually the most efficient multi-disk data storage space
configuration. Its average data read and write speed for I/O operation block size from
1 KB up to 1 GB is greater then in storage configurations using other disks managers.
Additionally each scenario storage configuration managed with LVM disk striping has
lowest gap between data read and write speed in all scenario testing cases.
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